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IPSO display for Borssele NPP

PREFACE

This report describes the results of the work performed during my graduation
project at the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN). The author is
a student from the Delft University of Technology, the Faculty of Industrial
Design and Engineering, department of Products and Systems Ergonomics.
The assignment consists of general research on overview displays, applied to
the Borssele NPP control room, which has resulted in a preliminary IPSO
display graphic design.

From the Faculty of Industrial Design and Engineering, my graduation work
was supported by Professor R. den Buurman and Mrs. E.C.M. van de
Weijgert of the department of Products and Systems Ergonomics, and Mr. F.
van Mourik of the department of Formgiving. At the Borssele Nuclear Power
Plant, a group of people from different disciplines have provided information
and assistance for completing my assignment as a part of the development of
the modified IPSO display. This group of people comprises Mr. CM. Loos,
the modification project manager, Mr. R. Verdam, a control room operator,
Mr. R.P. de Ridder, modification project engineer, and Mr. R. van der Wele,
computer graphics designer. Furthermore Mr. W. Oxenaar, a human factors
engineer of the KEMA, evaluated several stages of the IPSO graphic design
and gave many valuable suggestions. Finally, I thank Mr. R.F. Daalder for his
enthusiasm in exploring alternate design approaches, and I have greatly
appreciated the continuous support of Mr. J.N.T. Jehee of ECN, especially his
contribution in scrutinizing this report.
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ABSTRACT

f A major modification of the Borssele Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), scheduled
in 1997, includes the installation of a new Integrated Process Status Overview
(IPSO) display in the extensively modified control room. The IPSO display is
to promote effective communications among all individuals present in the
control room with a clear overview of the main process systems. The flexible
LCD rear-projection technique is selected for the replacement of the existing
IPSO display with engraved process symbols and hard-wired LEDs.

The relation between the IPSO display and the CRT based Process Presenta-
tion System (PPS) is described after an elaborate introduction to the nuclear
technology and the modification project The followed IPSO design methodo-
logy includes interviews with all IPSO user groups to acquire their experience
and comment on the current IPSO in order to enhance the functionality and
the acceptance of the new IPSO graphics. The ergonomic design requirements
for the new IPSO display concern both generic aspects of information presen-
tation on human-machine interfaces, as well as specific issues related to the
selected LCD rear-projection technique.

Intermediate stages in the design of the IPSO graphics are outlined as well as
the results of the concept evaluation by the user groups. For special interest
the functionality of a three dimensional (3-D) display was explored. The
design study concludes with a 'final' IPSO graphics design to be used for
evaluations on the control room simulator. The presentation of one graphic
was found to be most appropriate with adjustment of colour (grey) of
components and systems which do not need to operate during the current
process conditions or plant mode. .

IV March 1996, ECN - TUD
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ABBREVIATIONS

AFWS
ANS
ANSI
ATWS
BISI
BOP
Bq
BWR
CEO
CFMS
Ci
CRS
CRT
CSF
CSS
DAS
DPS
ECCS
ECN

EDF
EOP
EPZ
ERDS
ESF
FRP
HAMMLAB
HEP
HFE
HVAC
HMI
IAEA
I&C
IPSO
KCB
KEW
KWU
LCD
LED
LOCA
MER
MPa
MMI
NEA

Auxiliary Feed Water System (RL-A)
American Nuclear Society
American National Standard Institute
Anticipated Transient Without Scram
Bypassed or Inoperable Status Indication
Balance Of Plant
Becquerel: Unit of the quantity called 'activity'
Boiling Water Reactor
Conventional Equipment Operator
Critical Functions Monitoring System
Curie
Control Room Supervisor
Cathode Ray Tube
Critical Safety Functions
Containment Spray System
Data Acquisition System
Data Processing System
Emergency Core Cooling System (TJ)
Energieondenoek Centrum Nederland (Netherlands Energy
Research Foundation)
Electricite de France
Emergency Operating Procedure (Noodbedieningsprocedure)
Elektriciteits Produktiemaatschappij Zuid-Nederland
Emergency Response Data System
Engineered Safety Features
Function Restoration Procedures (Functie Herstel Procedure,
Halden Man Machine Laboratory
Human Error Probability
Human Factors Engineering (Ergonomics)
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Human-Machine Interface
International Atomic Energy Agency (in Vienna)
Instrumentation and Controls
Integrated Process Status Overview
Kerncentrale Borssele (Borssele Nuclear Power Plant)
Kern Energie Wet
Kraftwerk Union
Liquid Crystal Display
Light Emittion Diode
Loss Of Coolant Accident
Milieu Effecten Rapport (Environment Impact Assessment)
106 Pascal, (1 M P a - 10 bar)
Man-Machine Interface
Nuclear Energy Agency (of the OECD)
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NEO
NPK
NPP
NSSS
NUSS
NVR

OECD
OSART
OSS
PCS
P&ID
ppm
PPS
PSA
PSS
PVE
PWR
RCS
RELEB
RHRS
RPS
SG
SGTR
SI
SPDS
TCDF
TMI
TSC
TUD
VCS
VDU

Nuclear Equipment Operator
Nationaal Plan Kernongevallenbestrijding
Nuclear Power Plant
Nuclear Steam Supply System
Nuclear Safety Standards
Nucleaire Veiligheidsregels (modification of IAEA Nuclear
Safety Codes)
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Operational Safety Assessment Review Team
Operator Support System
Power Conversion System
Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
particles per million
Process Presentation System
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
Plant Safety System
Programma Van Eisen (List of Design Requirements)
Pressurized Water Reactor
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Leistungs Begrenzung
Residual Heat Removal System (TJ)
Reactor Protection System
Steam Generator
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Systime International Qnternational System of Units)
Safety Parameter Display System
Total Core Damage Frequency
Three Miles Island
Technical Support Centre
Technische Universiteit Delft (Delft University of Technology)
Volume Control System
Video Display Unit

VI March 1996, ECN - TUD
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS

Alarm Filtering:

Ambient light:
Annunciator:

Availability:

Backfitting:

Controls:

Design basis events:

Displays:

Ergonomics:
Event:

Human Factors:

Logical information processing that intends to filter
out and suppress less important alarms (during
accidents or refuelling).
Light that produces general illumination.
System or device, used to present alarms.
The probability that a system or component
functions as intended when required.
Correction of system deficiencies, or the addition of
functionality.
Push-buttons, rotational switches and turn-keys,
which are applied to send component manipulation
demand signals to Instrumentation&Control systems.
Set of postulated events for which the plant design is
required to maintain plant safety.
Devices used to present information to the operator,
including analogue meters, trend recorders and
monitors.
See Human Factors
Planned and unplanned changes of plant status,
including transients and accidents.
Engineering disciple in which knowledge of human
abilities and limitations is applied in product design
activities, to establish effective and comfortable
human use. Also referred to as ergonomics.

Human-Machine-Interface (HMI): Interface devices applied by operators to
communicate with the plant, including displays,
controls and OSS interfaces.
Achievement of proper operation conditions,
prevention of accidents or mitigation of accident
consequences, resulting in the protection of site
personnel, the public and the environment from
undue radiation hazards.
Continuous or periodic measurement or
determination of the status of a system.

Operating procedures: Set of written (or computerized) documents
specifying tasks for both normal and abnormal
operations which need to be carried out to achieve
functional goals.

Operator Support System (OSS): System that implements functions which
support mental processing tasks assigned to
operators (e.g. fault detection and diagnosis).

Parameter: Physical property (e.g. pressure, level, temperature)
of which value reflects the functional status of a
process or equipment.

Nuclear Safety:

Monitoring:

ECN - TUD, March 19% V l l
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Pult: Desk located directly in front of the IPSO display,
divided in a nuclear and conventional section, for
process monitoring and control.

Safety system: Systems that assure the safe shutdown of the reactor,
or the residual heat removal from the core, or limit
the consequences of accident conditions.

Severe accident: Nuclear power plant states beyond accident
conditions, including those causing significant core
damage.

Transient: Event in which the plant process conditions (e.g.
power level) change in a short period of time (e.g.
reactor trip).

Visual Display Unit (VDU): Display, incorporating a screen for presenting
computer driven images.

Vlii March 1996, ECN - TUD
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SUMMARY

For the Borssele Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), a major modification is
scheduled for 1997 to meet advances in technology and regulatory
requirements. This project includes the installation of a new Integrated
Process Status Overview (IPSO) display in the extensively modified control
room. The IPSO display provides all individuals present in the control room
with an overview on the status of the main process parameters, thus
promoting effective communication. This report describes the development of
graphics for this IPSO display, integrating human factors in the design
process. The flexible LCD rear-projection technique will be used for the new
display which facilitates adjustments of the new IPSO graphic to current
process conditions or plant mode.

The introduction to the nuclear technology in chapter 2 includes a discussion
of the major nuclear components, the Power Conversion System (PCS) and
the Critical Safety Functions (CSF) which assure safe process conditions in
the event of process disturbances. The modification project (chapter 3) also
includes the manufacture of afiill scope simulator which aims at enhancing
operator skill and experience with the modified control room, and which will
contribute to the verification and validation of the new control room design.

The substantial plant hardware modifications that will be implemented, result
in extensive changes to the plant data acquisition, data processing, and
Process Presentation Systems (PPS). The functionality of the PPS, designed
for process monitoring, early fault detection and root cause determination,
and the relation to the IPSO display concerning alarm handling and
presentation is discussed in chapter 4. Also described in this chapter is the
analyses of the current control room. The structure and software logic of the
current PPS and IPSO display incorporate many strict design requirements for
the development of a new IPSO graphic, as do the main drawbacks of the
current IPSO display.

Chapter 5 gives a detailed description of the function and structure of the
main systems and components that are presented on the current IPSO display.
Furthermore specific components and systems are pointed out that require to
be presented in the new IPSO graphic. This chapter is followed by a
description of all IPSO user groups and their experience with, and comment
on the current IPSO, concluded with design requirements for the development
of a new IPSO graphic, based on this comment. In chapter 7 an overview is
given on ergonomic design requirements concerning information presentation
on human-machine interfaces. Based on the combined design requirements, a
new IPSO graphic design is developed, discussed in chapter 8. A formal
concept test provides the information for the final adjustments to the concept
design, discussed in chapter 9. Final conclusions and recommendations are
listed in chapter 10.

ECN - TUD, March 1996 ix
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Dutch translation of the Summary

Bij de Kerncentrale in Borssele (KCB) wordt een aantal modificaties
uitgevoerd teneinde tegemoet te komen aan nieuwe wetgeving en de
vooruitgang in de techniek. Het project omvat o.a. de installatie van een
nieuw type overzichtspaneel in de sterk gemodificeerde regelkamer. de
functie van het paneel is het weergeven van de status van de belangrijkste
processen, dat de communicatie tussen de verschillende personen in de
regelzaal optimaliseert. In dit rapport wordt de ontwikkeling van het
procesdiagram besproken dat op het nieuwe paneel zal worden gepresenteerd.
Bij die ontwikkeling worden diverse ergonomische eisen en de technische
mogelijkheden van het nieuwe LCD projectiescherm ta.v dynamische
beeldweergave gecombineerd. Een introductie in de nucleaire technologie
staat beschreven in hoofdstuk 2, en omvat de beschrijving van de
hoofdprocessen en de belangrijkste systemen daarin. Een belangrijk onderdeel
van het project modificaties is de ontwikkeling van een 'full-scope' regelzaal
simulator die het mogelijk maakt om de procesbestuurders ervaring te laten
opdoen met het nieuwe regelzaalontwerp. Verder zal de simulator een goed
hulpmiddel zijn om de zogeheten 'kinderziektes' uit het ontwerp te krijgen.

De ingrijpende modificaties aan de centrale hebben een grote invloed op het
'data acquisitiesystem', het 'data verwerkingssysteem', en de verscheidene
'data presentatiesystemen'. Het PPS presenteert gedetailleerde
procesdiagrammen die dienen voor het opsporen van de oorzaak van
processtoringen. Het overzichtspaneel daarentegen is bedoeld voor de globale
presentatie van vitale procesparameters, op basis waarvan de
procesbestuurders de belangrijkste aandachtspunten kunnen vaststellen tijdens
ernstige storingen. Voorts staat de huidige regelzaal uitvoerig beschreven,
inclusief de minpunten ervan die dienen te worden verbeterd in het nieuwe
ontwerp. De 'logica' die wordt toegepast in de huidige- en nieuwe proces
presentatiesystemen wordt besproken omdat deze een sterk bindende
ontwerprichtlijn vormt voor het nieuwe IPSO procesdiagram.

In hoofdstuk 5 worden de ontwerprelevante technische achtergronden
besproken, en worden de systemen aangewezen die in het nieuwe ontwerp
dienen voor te komen. Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft de gebruikers van het
overzichtspaneel, alsmede hun ervaring met- en het commentaar op het
huidige paneel. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt een overzicht gegeven van
ergonomische richtlijnen die betrekking hebben op effectieve
informatiepresentatie en informatieoverdracht. Op basis van de hiervoor
besproken ontwerprichtlijnen is een procesdiagram ontwikkeld dat staat
beschreven in hoofdstuk 8, gevolgd door de uitvoerige evaluatie van dat
ontwerp, de verworven informatie is vervolgens toegepast in het eindontwerp,
gevolgd door conclusies en aanbevelingen.

March 1996, ECN - TUD
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

For the Borssele nuclear power plant (KCB), which is part of the
Elektriciteits-Produktiemaatschappij Zuid-Nederland (EPZ), a major
modification is scheduled for 1997. The modification project will be carried
out to meet advances in technology and regulatory requirements. This project
includes a major modification of the plant safety systems, a significant
change in the normal and emergency operating procedures, and also a re-
design of the control room. The re-designed control room will be equipped
with a large Integrated Process Status Overview (IPSO) display, based on
advanced presentation techniques.

1.2 Replacement of IPSO Display

Developments in technique and safety assessment, lessons learned from
incidents and accidents, especially the accidents at Three Miles Island (TMI)
and Chernobyl, have led to new nuclear regulatory requirements. Subsequent
to the Chernobyl accident, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
formed Operational Safety Assessment Review Teams (OSART) which
offered their services for evaluating the operational safety and management at
Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) in member countries [1]. An OSART evaluation
was also performed for the Borssele NPP.

The new regulatory requirements call for a regular assessment of the effect on
the plant and the environment of anticipated operational occurrences,
including design basis accidents; the so-called design basis safety assessment.
A comparison of the design basis with the 'state of the art' of nuclear safety
needs to be performed every ten years. Based on the nuclear safety rules
{Nucleaire Veiligheidsregels, NVR) and the Nota Backfitting of the KFD
(Kernfysische Dienst), the Modification Project at the Borssele NPP is now
being implemented to meet current safety standards.

The safety and reliability of nuclear power plant operation depends both on
the functioning of normal and safety systems, as well as on the performance
of operators. The operator performance will be enhanced by applying human
factors engineering in the design of the installation and of the control room in
particular.
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The IPSO display provides the control room personnel with an overview of
the operational and safety status of the plant, and supports the communication
between plant operators, shift supervisors, technical engineers and production
management. An essential element of the IPSO display is the Critical
Function Monitoring System (CFMS), which concisely presents the status of
the main safety functions, including Criticality Control and Core Cooling.
The currently used IPSO display at the Borssele NPP control room consists of
a plexiglass plate with engraved process symbols and hard-wired Light
Emitting Diodes (LEDs). The main process variables are presented on four
separate screens beneath the IPSO display. The current modification project
incorporates the replacement of the present IPSO display by a new type of
IPSO display. An important aspect in the development of graphics for the
Integrated Process Status Overview (IPSO), as well as other Human Machine
Interfaces (HMI) in and outside the control room, is the integration of Human
Factors (or ergonomics) in the design process. A general definition of Human
Factors Engineering (HFE):

Human Factors Engineering is a science aiming at improving productivity,
safety and human welfare. Human Factors include all factors which can
influence plant safety, by enhancing the efficiency and comfort of the
interactions between personnel and machines and between groups of
personnel [5],[6].

With this new IPSO display, based on a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
projection technique, the main process variables can be integrated into the
IPSO graphic1. An optional feature of this new IPSO display is the
presentation of different process diagrams during the different plant states
(plant modes), such as refuelling or power operation. Other possibilities
concern the presentation of appropriate Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOPs) in the event of violation of a critical function.

Based on the current IPSO display, and using the possibilities of the new
LCD projection technique to present the process information, a new IPSO
graphic that presents an appropriate process diagram during all different plant
modes, will be developed. This new IPSO graphic design integrates the pro-
cess variables in the process diagram, as well as the main modifications to
the plant safety systems.

1 The term 'graphic' refers to the graphical design of a process diagram, and is
in literature also referred to as 'mimic'.
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1.3 Objectives of this Study

This study will focus on human factors engineering in control room design
and especially in the design of graphics for the new IPSO display. The author
has performed this study for qualifying himself for a Masters Degree of the
Delft University of Technology, Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering,
department of Product and Systems Ergonomics. The five tasks that have
been identified for this study are:

• Familiarization with the nuclear technology and the control room design.
• Survey of existing operator, regulatory and ergonomic requirements.
• Critical review of existing and proposed IPSO displays, based on existing

requirements.
• Design of a number of graphics for the IPSO display that provide

appropriate information regarding standard plant modes such as refuelling
and power operation. A philosophy will be generated for designing such
graphics, and two graphics will be developed in detail.

• Evaluation of the graphics will be performed in close co-operation with
control room operators at the Borssele NPP.

Appendix A presents the full description of the research assignment which is
the basis for this introduction.

Familiarization with the nuclear technology is described in chapter 2 which
gives a general description of the structure of a Pressurized Water Reactor
(PWR). A description of the main systems forming the Borssele NPP is given
in chapter 5. The general description of the modification project is discussed
in chapter 3. Familiarization with the Borssele NPP control room which
includes the IPSO display, is described in chapter 4. Operator experience and
requirements concerning the IPSO display development are described in
chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes general ergonomic and regulatory requirements
for the development of new IPSO graphics which includes a review of
existing and proposed IPSO display designs. An IPSO graphic concept design
(based on the design specifications of chapter 7) is discussed in chapter 8.
The evaluation of, and final adjustments to this concept design are described
in chapter 9. Chapter 10 gives the conclusions and recommendations.

During the course of this project regular contact with the Borssele NPP, the
Delft University of Technology, ECN and the KEMA was maintained, to
receive constructive feed-back on preliminary IPSO graphic designs.
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2. PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR

This chapter provides an introduction for the novice in the nuclear technology
in as far as required for understanding the features and functions of the IPSO
display. The major nuclear components, the Power Conversion System (PCS)
and the main safety systems are discussed and reference is made as much as
possible to the terminology used at the Borssele NPP. The IPSO display has
been designed to presents to the operators, the status of these important
systems.

The functional two-character code for each of the discussed systems will be
given since these codes are extensively used at the Borssele NPP in all
communication, e.g. The code for the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and
Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) system is TJ. Table 2-6 presents the codes
that are applied in this report.

The Borssele Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) is a two-loop Pressurized Water
Reactor (PWR) producing 485 MW electrical power (1365 MW thermal
power). The plant is a Siemens KWU design and operational since October
1973. The average availability over the years has been 83%, by which the
NPP Borssele can be ranked among the best performing nuclear power plants
worldwide.

2.1 Reactor Coolant System

The Borssele NPP contains two closed-cycle circuits, utilizing two separate
fluid systems that interface at the two heat exchangers called steam
generators. These circuits are generally known as the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS, also referred to as the nuclear or primary system) and the Power
Conversion System (PCS, also referred to as the conventional or secondary
system). The RCS, see figure 2-1, contains the reactor core, a water cooled
and water moderated nuclear assembly that utilizes fissile fuel. Heat is
transferred by the RCS from the reactor core to the steam generators.
Saturated steam is produced in the steam generators, and transferred to the
turbine generator which converts thermal energy into electrical energy. The
condensate is then transferred back to the steam generators by the feedwater
system, see figure 2-2.

Both the RCS and the PCS are provided with a number of auxiliary systems
which ensure safe conditions, both during normal operation and incidents and
accidents. The main nuclear and conventional auxiliary systems are discussed
in chapter 5. The reactor coolant in the primary circuit of a PWR is
pressurized to prevent it from boiling in the reactor core. The water is
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demineralized and chemically treated to render it suitable for use as a reactor
coolant (regarding corrosion and reactivity control). The RCS of the Borssele
NPP consists of a reactor pressure vessel with the nuclear core, two steam
generators and two reactor coolant circulation pumps (RCS pumps), a
pressurizer, and associated piping to connect these components, see figure 2-3
and 2-4. The description of these components, including an indication of the
geometrical data and process conditions, is given in the following sections.

reactor pressure vessel

Figure 2-3 Reactor Coolant System

2.1.1 Reactor Core

The reactor core (code YC) in the reactor pressure vessel is the heat source of
the nuclear plant where the nuclear fission reaction takes place. The active
zone comprises an array of fuel assemblies through which the coolant flows
upwards. The uranium fuel (uranium dioxide UO2) is contained in Zircalloy
rods, which are organized in a regular square, 18-18 configuration, called
fuel assemblies. The reactor core contains 121 of these fuel assemblies [10].
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Figure 2-1 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) with the containment
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Figure 2-2 Steam, condensate and feedwater cycle of the Borssele Nuclear
Power Plant (including reactor safety systems)
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The fraction of fissile uranium-235 in the fuel assemblies is enriched from
about 0.6 % (natural uranium) to 3-4 %. In the process of nuclear fission, fast
neutrons are liberated and moderated (slowed down) by the coolant around
the fuel rods, to a velocity (or energy level) which is close to the energy level
of the uranium nuclei. At this energy level, thermal nuclear fission can occur
[20]. The high initial velocity of the fragmented parts of the nuclei is reduced
by colliding with atoms within the fuel rods, thereby converting the kinetic
energy into heat. The nuclear fission in a PWR is controlled by means of
liquid neutron absorbers (i.e. boric acid) dissolved in the coolant, and control
rod assemblies moved axially within the fuel assemblies, driven by an
electromagnetic 'jack drive' mechanisms. This type of reactor is self-
regulating: Rising temperatures will reduce the density of the coolant, thus
lowering moderating effect of the coolant and the number of 'slow' neutrons
available for fission.

Figure 2-4 shows the reactor pressure vessel with internals. The vessel
contains the reactor core (fuel elements), control rods with guide tubes and
instrumentation. The core structure mainly consists of an upper and lower
support structure, the core barrel and the thermal shield.

The upper core support structure acts as an anchor for the upper ends of the
fuel assemblies, while protecting and guiding the control rods. The lower core
support structure, which carries the core, is attached to the upper support
structure through the core barrel and the thermal shields. The core barrel
separates the core from the downcomer next to the vessel wall. The thermal
shield is integrated with the core barrel and provides shielding mainly from
neutron radiation, thereby reducing irradiation damage and thermal stress in
the pressure vessel wall. The main geometric data and process conditions are
given in table 2-1.

Table 2-1 Geometric data and process conditions of the Borssele NPP
reactor vessel (YC)

Description Dimension Value

core volume

total vessel mass

core cladding mass

core UO2 mass

core barrel mass

average coolant pressure

average coolant temperature

average fuel temperature

Note: The above given values are indicative.

m3

kg

kg

kg

kg
MPa
°C
°C

10.4
392 000

11000

43 000

70000

15.5

303

593
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2.1.2 Steam Generators

The heat produced in the reactor core is transferred to the steam generators
(code YB) by the reactor coolant which is circulated by two RCS pumps.
Steam is produced at the secondary side of the steam generators to drive the
turbine generator set. The feedwater is supplied to establish the steam-water
cycle, and is controlled by the water level in the steam generator.

The steam generators are vertical natural-circulation inverted U-tube heat
exchangers. The hemispherical primary channel head at the bottom is divided
into an inlet and an outlet plenum and is connected to the reactor coolant
piping by an inlet and outlet nozzle. The hot RCS coolant enters the inlet side
of the channel head at the bottom of the steam generator through its inlet
nozzle. It passes through one of the more than 4000 U-shaped tubes and
leaves the steam generator via the outlet nozzle at about the same level as the
inlet, see figure 2-4. The main process and geometrical data for the Borssele
NPP steam generator are given in the table 2-2.

Table 2-2 Geometric data and process conditions of the Borssele NPP
steam generators (YB)

Description Dimension Value

RCS volume

secondary side volume

tubes mass

tube plate mass

steam generator level

steam pressure

Note: The above given values are indicative.

On the secondary side, the feedwater passes through the downcomer, located
between the flow shroud and the steam generator wall. The flow reverses at
the tube sheet at the bottom of the steam generator and is directed upwards
along and across the tube bundles. The feedwater is mixed with the water that
is separated from the steam before it enters the central boiler section.
Subsequently, the water-steam mixture flows upwards to the steam dome
section. The water and moisture separators dry the produced steam and
recirculate the water to the downcomer section where it mixes with incoming
feedwater. The produced steam is directed to the turbines.

m3

m3

kg

kg

m

MPa

26.8

28

32000

43 000

8.1

5.88
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* ;

A Reactor vessel
1 reactor core
2 reactor inlet
3 reactor outlet
4 control rods 10

4000 inverted u-tubes
feedwater inlet
steam dome
steam outlet

B Steam generator
5 primary inlet (RCS

coolant)
6 primary outlet

C Pressurizer
11 surge flow
12 electric heater elements
13 spray nozzles

D Primary coolant circulation pump

Figure 2-4 Main components of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
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2.1.3 Pressurizer

The pressure in the primary system is controlled by changing the temperature
in the pressurizer (code YP) which contains water and steam at saturated
conditions, see figure 2-4. The pressurizer also compensates for small changes
in water volume (inventory) since the steam volume acts as a compressible
volume. Increase of the temperature in the pressurizer will result in
evaporation of some water which will increase the steam and water pressure
in the pressurizer and, through the surge line, the pressure in the RCS. The
temperature in the pressurizer is controlled by electrically heating the water or
by spraying sub-cooled water from the volume control system (code TA) into
the steam volume. The pressurizer pressure is controlled in such a way that
an adequate subcooling margin in the RCS is maintained to avoid boiling in
the hot channels in the reactor core. The main design data of the pressurizer
are gives in table 2-3.

Table 2-3 Geometry data and process conditions of the Borssele NPP
pressurizer, RCS pumps and RCS piping

Description

hot and cold leg volumes, including the
RCS pumps and the surge line

total pressurizer volume

hot and cold leg mass

pressurizer mass

RCS pump casing mass

initial pressure

note: The above given values are indicative.

2.2 Power Conversion System

The principles of the Power Conversion System (PCS) are identical to the
principle of the water-steam system of a conventional power plant. Only the
process conditions are different. The Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
produces steam at saturated conditions instead of superheated steam as is
generally the case in fossil fuelled power plants.

The PCS essentially consists of one high-pressure turbine and three low-
pressure turbines, condensers, feedwater pumps, reheaters, deaerators and
demineralizes. The saturated steam, with a steam pressure of approximately
7.0 MPa (70 bar) is channelled through the turbines and into the condensers.
A vacuum is maintained in the condensers to maximize the efficiency of the
turbines. The condensate collected in the condensers is transferred back to the
steam generators. The PCS should operate reliably to limit the number of
unplanned reactor scrams. The reliability of the main and auxiliary feedwater
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kg

kg

kg

MPa

Value
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40.7

29 400
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76000
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supply of the PCS are directly related to the essential plant safety functions.
Figure 2-5 shows the schematic interaction of the main systems which form
the PCS.

Figure 2-5 Power Conversion System (PCS)

During power operation (full-load), the thermal power of the reactor core
equals 1365 MW. The generator output is 485 MWelBllid, approximately one
third of the reactor thermal power. Some 2% of the produced energy is lost
by convection and radiation heat to the atmosphere in the building. The
remaining part of the thermal power is discharged through the condensers to
the ultimate heat sink, the Westerschelde. About 6% of the produced
electrically power is used for the house-load, which is the on-site power
consumption by electrically driven pumps, heaters and electronics. The
remaining 94% of the produced electrical power is transformed and
transferred to the electrical grid for external consumers.

2.3 Critical Safety Functions

The primary risk source in a nuclear reactor is the large amount of radio-
active materials, especially fission products, that build up in the core during
power operation. The nuclear reactor safety implies preventing (or mitigating)
the release of these radio-active fission products to the environment. The
main objectives of the Critical Safety Functions (CSF) consist of maintaining
sub-criticality in the reactor (safe shutdown condition), core heat removal, and
RCS integrity.
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2.3.1 ANS Safety Functions

The American National Standard Institute / American Nuclear Society
(ANSI/ANS) established a standard concerning Criteria for Accident
Monitoring Functions in Light-Water-Cooled Reactors (ANSI/ANS-4.5-1980).
This standard provides criteria for meeting the regulatory requirement on
instrumentation for monitoring variables and systems during accident
conditions. It also lists the definitions of the Critical Safety Functions (CSF),
essential in prevention of immediate threat to the environment. These
functions are presented in table 2-4, and described in the following sections.

Table 2-4 Critical Safety Functions (CSFs) according to ANS 4.5

No. Critical Safety Function

1 Reactivity Control

2 Reactor Core Cooling

3 Reactor Coolant System Integrity

4 Reactor Containment Integrity

5 Radio-active Effluent Control

The Reactor Protection System (RPS) of the Borssele NPP receives a large
number of process parameters from the main systems in the plant, compares
these parameters with pre-set minimum and maximum values, and
automatically actuates appropriate safety systems in the event of that these
limit values are exceeded (YZ alarms).

2.3.2 Reactivity Control

The dynamics of the fission chain process, which are determined by the
reactivity, is crucial from the safety point of view. The reactivity is indicated
by the multiplication factor k.

1

N t o t : Total neutron production by one fission (average of 2.47 for U-235 per

fission event

N>bs : Neutron absorbtion

•Njeak '• Neutron leakage
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If k-1 , the neutron population and, as a consequence the reactor power
remains constant; The reactor is critical. In case of negative reactivity, (k<l),
the neutron population will die out and the reactor will shut down. The
reactor is sub-critical. With positive reactivity (k>l) the reactor power
increases and the reactor is super-critical [20]. The basic purpose of a
reactivity control system is to provide smooth and steady operation in all situ-
ations. Methods and instrumentation are required for starting up the reactor,
for bringing the power output to the desired level, maintaining it at that level,
and for shutting down the reactor when required. A more elaborate
description of nuclear physics is given in appendix B. The mechanism of
reactivity control is provided by:

• Negative reactivity temperature coefficient, which causes the reactivity to
decrease if the temperature increases, thereby limiting the magnitude of
power excursions.

• 28 Control rods and control rod drives for controlling the reactor power
and for providing a fast shutdown capability by rapid insertion of the rods
in the reactor core. The control assemblies consist of an array of rods
containing neutron-absorbing material [10].

• Injection of neutron-absorbing borated water, creating a negative
reactivity.

Short-term reactivity changes are counteracted by movement of the control
rods. Long-term or slow variations in reactivity, such as those resulting from
fuel burn-up, are compensated by adjusting the boron concentration in the
coolant. Boron is dissolved in the coolant as boric acid. The boron concen-
tration is highest directly after the refuelling, at the beginning of a new power
operation cycle.

The main fast reactor shutdown system consists of control rods with control
drives. The control rods are maintained in withdrawn positions by energizing
the electromagnetic gripper coils in each drive mechanism. In case of a fast
shutdown (reactor trip or scram), the electrical power is cut off the coils
automatically, thereby releasing the control rods, which consequently drop
into the reactor core by gravity in about two seconds. The Borssele NPP
automatic reactor-trip mechanism is a typical example of an inherent (or
passive) safety feature. An example of an engineered (or active) safety feature
is the set of Power Operated (pressure) Relief Valves (PORVs) connected to
the two main steam lines (see figure 2-5, 'pressure relief). The PORVs must
be opened (actuated by means of an electrical engine) when the pressure in
the steam generators and the main steam lines exceeds the maximum limit.
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2.3.3 Reactor Core Cooling

The reactor core is cooled by the reactor coolant which is circulated by the
reactor coolant circulation pumps (RCS pumps) during normal power
operation. The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) is cooled by the steam
generators which use the heat from the RCS to produce steam. Adequate
feedwater supply to the steam generators is provided by the main feedwater
system (code RL) during normal operation, and by the auxiliary feedwater
system (code RL-A) during start-up and shutdown or accident events. During
the refuelling period, the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system (code TJ)
will provide RCS cooling. During a system shutdown, the RCS pumps need
not function since natural circulation in the RCS then provides sufficient core
cooling.

2.3.4 Reactor Coolant System Integrity

The reactor coolant system (RCS) inventory is preserved and controlled
during normal operation conditions by the volume control system (TA) and
the boric acid and chemicals system (TB). The TA system compensates for
small breaks in the RCS up to equivalent diameter of about 10 mm (3/8
inch). For larger breaks the Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) system (TJ) is
required to provide adequate cooling of the reactor core. The functionality of
the volume control system (TA) is to:

• Offset variations in reactor coolant volume due to changes in the primary
system (RCS) temperature.

• Compensate any loss of coolant in the event of minor leakage in the
primary system.

The volume control system also forms the interface between the high-
pressure, high-temperature primary system and the low-pressure, low-
temperature nuclear auxiliary systems.

The functionality of the boric acid and chemicals system (TB) is to:

• Adjust the boron concentration of the RCS coolant. An increased boron
concentration will decrease the reactivity in the core.

• Add chemicals to RCS coolant to limit corrosion.
• Maintain the 1.25% boric acid concentration in the main coolant storage

tanks (TD) and in the TJ tanks (both presented on the IPSO display).

In the event of rupture of a reactor coolant pipe, insufficient cooling due to
the loss of coolant will cause the fuel cladding to heat up, even if the reactor
is shut down immediately. The TJ system is designed to adequately cool the
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reactor core for a spectrum of pipe ruptures from small breaks up to a
circumferential rupture of the RCS piping, a so called double ended guillotine
rupture.

2.3.5 Reactor Containment Integrity

The reactor containment structure which encloses the primary system, has the
following two distinct functions:

• Protection of the primary system against natural or man-made external
hazards such as flooding, earthquakes, or the impact of a small airplane.

• Isolation of possible radio-active material leakage from the environment
by providing a leaktight barrier.

The first function is accomplished by a cylindrical reactor building with a
hemispherical cap made of prestressed concrete. The second function requires
a leaktight barrier that is designed to accommodate discharged steam and
water after the rupture of the largest pipe of the primary system. For the
Borssele NPP this barrier is composed of a spherical steel structure with a
thickness of 22 to 30 mm and a diameter of 46 meters. The design pressure is
0.49 MPa (4.9 bar). The main penetrations of the containment are the equip-
ment hatch, the personnel air lock and a large number of electrical and
mechanical penetrations. All the pipes passing through the containment wall
have inner and outer isolation valves. The valves allow the containment to be
sealed off if required, thereby preventing the escape of any radio-active
substance to the environment.

In the event of a pipe rupture inside the containment, the atmosphere can be
cooled by fan coolers or by spraying water from the top of the building.
When the spray storage tanks run empty, the containment spray system can
also recirculate water from the reactor sump (the base of the containment),
forming a closed cooling circuit. The spraying system can be activated either
by the operator or by extremely high containment pressure in the event of an
accident involving pipe rupture. The functionality of the spraying system
however is currently under discussion. New insights in accident management
indicate that spraying can have a counter productive effect: In the event of
extensive leakage of the RCS, hydrogen will be produced mainly due to
oxidation of the zircalloy cladding of the fuel with the following reaction:

Zr + 2H2O -> ZrO2 + 2H2 + heat

The hydrogen will accumulate in the containment. The spraying of water
inside the containment will lead to the condensation of steam, reducing the
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pressure build up in the containment. This elimination of only steam in the
steam-hydrogen atmosphere in the containment will lead to an increased
hydrogen concentration which could exceed the threshold for hydrogen
detonation (conceivable risk of a hydrogen explosion in the containment). As
a part of the modification project, a new system will be connected to the
containment with a large capacity to re-combine hydrogen and oxygen [10].

2.3.6 Radio-active Effluent Control

The defense-in-depth philosophy includes the multiple-barrier approach
against fission product releases [2]. The innermost fission product barrier is
the uranium dioxide (UO2) fuel itself (1), see figure 2-6. Most of the
produced fission products are retained in the fuel. When the uranium nuclei
are split, the fission products are assimilated in the vacancies in the uranium
dioxide crystal lattice of the fuel. The gaseous and some of the volatile
fission products will escape from the fuel matrix. To prevent this fraction
from entering the coolant, the UO2 pellets are enclosed in seal-welded
Zircalloy cladding tubes (2). Leaks in individual fuel rods during normal
power operation cannot be completely ruled out. Therefore the coolant
purification system (code TC) and the de-gasification system are designed to
remove contamination from the reactor coolant in order to continuously
operate the reactor safely with a defective fuel rod. The pressure-tight Reactor
Coolant System (RCS, 3) prevents radio-active fission products from escaping
into the containment.

The ultimate barrier which prevents uncontrolled release of radio-active
material to the environment is the gas-tight, spherical containment (4). The
containment is designed to withstand the pressure and temperature effects of a
postulated pipe rupture. Since this is the final barrier, it must remain fully
operable should all other barriers fail. The containment is designed to
accommodate the reactor coolant inventory in the event of an RCS pipe
rupture, or the contents of the secondary side of a steam generator in the
event of a ruptured steam line or feedwater line.

-5

1. Fuel pellets
2. Zircalloy cladding tubes
3. Primary system (RCS)
4. Steal containment
5. Concrete reactor building

Figure 2-6 Fission product barriers for an NPP
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During normal plant conditions, the pressure inside the gas-tight spherical
containment is maintained at about 20-30 millibar below the atmospherical
pressure. A break or leak in the containment will consequently exclude direct
leakage from the inside of the containment to the environment The contain-
ment in turn is protected against external hazards by a reinforced concrete
shell which also protects the environment against radiation (5). These passive
engineered safety features are shown in figure 2-6.

2.4 Borssele NPP Coding System

At the Borssele NPP, most systems are indicated by means of their system
code. These codes are also applied extensively in this report. The regularly
used codes which are relevant to the development of the IPSO display are
listed in table 2-5.

2.5 Conclusions

• The status presentation of the Critical Safety Functions (CSF) on the
current IPSO display, as well as the currently applied system coding (see
table 2-5) will be presented in a similar manner in new IPSO graphic
designs. These conventions cannot be compromised in the development of
a new, compatible and reliable IPSO display.

• Reactivity control requires the accurate display of the position of the fuel
rods in the reactor core (L and D bank position between 0 and 263 cm), as
well as the boric acid concentration (in ppm) in the primary system.

• The shape of the reactor pressure vessel, the steam generators and the
pressurizer (figure 2-4) will be used in an abstract form in new IPSO
graphics.

• The pressurizer level needs to be prominently presented on the new IPSO
display because of its importance in maintaining constant RCS process
conditions.

2.6 Summary

A nuclear power plant consists of a nuclear system (RCS or primary system)
where heat is produced by nuclear fission in the reactor core. The heat is
exchanged with the conventional system in the steam generators; The
interface between the nuclear and conventional system. The produced steam
is transferred to the turbines which drive a generator that produces the
electrical power.
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Table 2-5 System codes relevant for the IPSO display

System
code

AT
BA
BB
BS
BT
BU
BV
EY

GA
GB
GB30

RA
RL
RL-A
RM
RS
RZ

SA
SF
SP

TA
TB
TD
TE
TF
TG
TJ

TL
TW

VC
VF
VE

YA
YB
YC
YD
YP
YQ
YZ

Description

150k V/21 kV-transformer
6kv-rail
6kV-rail
150kV/6kV-transformer
21 k V/6k V-transformer
6kV-emergency power rail
6kV-emergency power rail
Emergency diesel generators

Main control console in the control room
Control panels in the control room
IPSO panel

Main steam system
Main feedwater system
Auxiliary feedwater system
Main condensate system
Secondary auxiliary suppletion system
Demineralized water suppletion system

Turbines
Turbine bypass
Generator

Volume control system
Boric acid and chemicals system
Main coolant storage tanks
Auxiliary 'well-water' system
Nuclear intermediate cooling system
Fuel storage basin cooling system
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and
Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) system
Nuclear ventilation system
Nuclear auxiliary suppletion system

Main cooling water system (sea water)
Auxiliary cooling water system (sea water)
Auxiliary 'well-water' system

Primary system (RCS) piping
Steam generators
Reactor pressure vessel
RCS circulation Pumps
Pressurizer
Nuclear instrumentation
Reactor Protection System (RPS)

Description in Dutch

150kV/2 lkV Machinetransformator
6kV-rail
6kV-rail
150kV/6kV Starttransformator
21kV/6kV eigenbedrijfstransformator
6kV-noodstroomhoofdrail
6kV-noodstroomhoofdrail
Noodstroomdiesels

Bedieningslessenaar (Pult)
Bedieningspanelen
Overzichtspaneel

Hoofdstoomsysteem
Hoofdvoedingswatersysteem
Nevenvoedingswatersysteem
Hoofdcondensaatsysteem
Secundair reserve suppletiesysteem
Deminwater suppletiesysteem

Turbines
Turbine-omloopsysteem
Generator

Volumeregelsysteem
Nucleair chemicalien doseersysteem
Hoofdkoelmiddelopslagsysteem
Reserve koude bron
Nucleair tussenkoelwatersysteem
Splijtstofopslagbassinkoelsysteem
Kerninundatie- en nakoelsysteem

Nucleair ventilatiesysteem
Primair reserve suppletiesysteem

Hoofdkoelwatersysteem
Nevenkoelwatersysteem
Neven bronwatersysteem

Hoofdkoelmiddelleidingen
Stoomgeneratoren
Reactorvat (REVA)
Hoofdkoelmiddel pompen
Drukhoudersysteem
Keminstrumentatie (in REVA)
Reactorbeveiligingssysteem
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Immediate threat to the environment is prevented by means of monitoring the
Critical Safety Functions (such as the reactivity control). The IPSO display
presents the status of these CSFs, as well as the main process parameters of
the main nuclear, conventional, and electrical systems thus creating a general
impression of the overall process status.
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3. THE MODIFICATION PROJECT

At the Borssele NPP, the present modification project was initiated in 1989 to
meet up-to-date safety standards, developments in technology and new
nuclear regulations, with the objective to increase plant safety. The
completion of the modification project is scheduled for 1997. The estimated
costs of all plant modifications, including the development and manufacturing
of a full scope (replica) control room simulator: 450 million Dutch guilders.
The plant modifications will be implemented to protect the plant from exter-
nal and internal influences. External influences consist of gas explosions at
nearby industry, the impact of a small aircraft, a total loss of cooling water
from the Westerschelde, extreme weather conditions, and earthquakes.
Internal influences comprise design basis accidents (anticipated disturbances),
such as tube rupture in the primary system during power operation, and
internal fire.

'Backfitting programs' at other PWRs in Europe were analyzed and a
Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) has been performed. A PSA concerns
the determination and analysis of a large variety of possible and virtually
impossible accident events during full power operation, and the calculation of
the risk of core damage and discharge of radio-active material to the
environment as a result of these events [3]. 'Weak spots' in plant design and
operating procedures were identified, and the Total Core Damage Frequency
(TCDF), which is an indication (index) of the overall plant safety, was
computed.

Based on the safety assessments, and considering national nuclear regulations,
required modifications were defined and formulated in a safety plan, forming
the basis of the modification project. A joint effort of the KEMA and the
Borssele NPP resulted in an Environment Impact Assessment (Milieu
Effecten Rapport: MER). Based on the study on the effect on the
environment of the Borssele NPP exploitation, a license for further
exploitation of the NPP was acquired in 1994 [4].

3.1 Control Room Automation

The increase in instrumentation for process control, combined with the highly
extended capabilities and speed of modern computers has led to enhanced
automation in the process control. The general features of control room
automation comprise the reduction in panel and instrumentation complexity
(CRT consoles replacing fixed indicators and controls), the increased time for
operators to think and plan during plant transients (the extension of the grace
period), the elimination of error prone (boring or stressful) tasks, and
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improvements in the presentation of critical alarms during accidents [16].
Supervising and monitoring instead of actually controlling the process is more
and more the new role of NPP operators. This apparent simplification of
operator tasks actually results in an even more complex task for the operators.
This may appear to be a paradox, however in addition to the currently
required knowledge on the process and its conventional control, the operator
in the future control room needs to comprehend the logic and the
instrumentation that monitors process parameters, interprets the process status,
suppresses superfluous alarms, and initiates automatic actions. The operator
must remain fully aware of the plant status in each situation, even though the
process computer is performing the process control.

3.2 Modification Project Objectives

In order to reduce the impact on overall plant safety of external influences,
internal influences and human error in operating procedures, the planned
modifications will increase the availability and reliability of systems and
components that are crucial for maintaining safe plant conditions. These
systems are referred to as 'safety relevant systems'. Furthermore changes to
Human-Machine Interfaces, changes in operating procedures, and further
automation in the control room must lead to a reduction of human error in
the process control. Modifications to the safety relevant systems are based on
a number of concepts concerning system redundancy, physical separation,
component diversity and increased system capacity [30]. These concepts are
explained in the following sub-sections.

3.2.1 System Redundancy

The increase of redundancy within an active (or engineered) safety system
(i.e. by installing independent components of a different type that duplicate
the function of existing components) is a straight forward solution for
improving the system availability (so called defense-in-depth) [2]. An
example of enhancing system redundancy is the construction of a back-up
{spare) control room, near the reactor building. Plant control can be
continued from this 'bunkered' spare control room in the event the regular
control room is no longer available, which can be caused by an extensive fire,
or toxic gas entering the control room via the ventilation system. A less
dramatic example of enhancing system redundancy is to install an additional
pump, parallel with the present pumps, allowing one more pump to fail
before the overall availability of the system is endangered.
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3.2.2 Strict Lateral Separation

Safety relevant systems are formed by parallel (identical) sub-systems, the so
called laterals. This system redundancy enhances the system availability
during severe accidents. An important aspect of the modification project is
the 'strict lateral separation' of a number of safety relevant systems,
explained by means of the simplified representation of the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) system (TJ) in
figure 3-1.

PUMPS

LATERAL 1 »%$ LATERAL 2

CONCRETE

Figure 3-1 Lateral separation

The RHR system comprises four low-pressure pumps which can circulate
coolant in the primary system during the refuelling period, thereby
temporarily replacing the heat removal function of the steam generators. The
four pumps of the RHR system are currently lined up in a single room. A
common cause failure (e.g. an extensive fire) can eliminate the total
availability of the RHR system. The modification project will eliminate this
risk by dividing the system into two parallel sub-systems, physically
separated by concrete walls. The new configuration of two separate rooms,
both containing two pumps will increase the overall system reliability.

The system design however includes a cross link between the two separated
laterals which can connect a pump from one lateral with a buffer tank from
the other lateral in case different components of both laterals are degraded in
the event of a severe plant disturbances. Also the strict lateral separation of
the safety relevant systems, such as the RHR system, will simplify the
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) that make reference to these
systems; The improved, clear structure of the modified systems will reduce
the Human Error Probability (HEP) in operating procedures.
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3.2.3 System Diversity and Capacity

The introduction of diversity of components within one system will eliminate
the risk of a common mode failure. The effect of diversity is that a specific
type of technical problem or design error will lead to the failure of only one
of the redundancies within one system. A generally acknowledged
disadvantage of increased diversity is the increase of system complexity (i.e.
more component suppliers, other expertise). The increase of system capacity
is also a straight forward solution for enhancing the system availability.
Replacing the present pumps with new, high-capacity pumps will improve
system performance and system reliability.

Updating or modernizing current systems and the application of state-of-the-
art equipment will also enhance system reliability and performance. The
introduction of new presentation devices (such as the IPSO display) will
result in enhanced access to desired system or component information, as
well as in a clearer presentation of the desired information (including alarms).
The improved information presentation will lead to a quicker determination of
the root-cause of process transients.

3.3 Human Error

The reduction of human error in the process control is an essential factor in
improving on overall plant safety. Post-event investigations have identified
human action as a major contributor to the occurrence of incidents and
accidents [7]. Reduction of work load and stress which highly contribute to
human error is achieved through further automation and computerisation in
the control room, leading to a change for the process operators from
'controller' of the process to a more supervising or management function.
The high level of automation in the Reactor Protection System (RPS) is
essential in achieving a further extension of the '30 minute criterion'.

The 30 minute criterion incorporates a fully automated actuation of primary
safety systems in response to accident events. All required operational actions
are automatically performed without any interaction by the operator, reducing
work load and stress and creating time (a grace period) for operators to
accurately analyze the event and the plant status, and determine appropriate
actions [1], [10]. For each type of process disturbance, detailed operating
procedures have been defined. These prescribed operating procedures are
referred to as the 'Emergency Operating Procedures' and the 'Function
Restoration Procedures'. The procedures are arranged in a book-case in the
corner of the control room behind the desk of the shift supervisor (see figure
6-2). The book-case with all prescribed operating procedures will remain
present in the modified control room.
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Probabilistic Safety Assessment calculations (PSA) have been performed for
the future situation after the completion of the modification project. These
calculations indicate that the extensive automation of the plant protection
system and other automation in process control will result in a decreased
probability of system mal-functioning, as well as a decreased Human Error
Probability (HEP). However as a result of the dramatic improvements in
system reliability, the relative contribution of the HEP to the overall error
probability will increase (up to 80% of the total error probability) [1].

3.4 Control Room Simulator

An integral element of the modification project is the manufacture of a. full
scope simulator of the modified control room. The simulator training aims at
enhancing operator skill and experience with the modified control room, and
is also expected to be a good tool to verify and validate the new design, prior
to the completion of the new control room in the NPP in 1997 [35].

The Borssele NPP is scheduled to be shut down for a period of four months
to implement all final modifications. During this final phase of the
modification project, all operators, shift supervisors and other technicians (e.g.
maintenance engineers) will undergo simulator training (approximately two
weeks of training). The training will comprise performing standard procedures
to become acquainted with the new layout of the modified control room. The
simulator training will also include the handling of incidents and accidents
which require Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) or Function
Restoration Procedures (FRP).

Furthermore, training and testing with the new simulator is expected to reveal
differences between operators concerning the 'subjective system-concept' or
'mental representation' of the presented system. The differences in
interpretation can be caused by the abstract process representation which
requires much knowledge of the underlying structures. Further design
improvements must then lead to a common mental model among the different
IPSO users to avoid eventual communication problems.

3.4.1 Simulator Training Program

In the summer of 1997, the Borssele NPP will shut down for a period of four
months to complete the final phase of the modification project. Operator
training in the new simulator will commence in this period. Simulator training
is not recommendable in an earlier stage since the every day working place
(the current control room) will then differ from experience with the modified
control room.
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A day of training in the new simulator will consists of four hours of process
control, and another four hours of evaluation of the events and actions which
have taken place during the simulator training. The evaluation and testing in
the simulator must eventual drawbacks of the new control room design. An
important aspect is the detection of inappropriate alarm annunciations on the
IPSO display. In the current situation for instance an overheated pump shaft
bearing can result in a yellow or red pump symbol on the IPSO display,
while the availability of the pump is not threatened. The elimination of this
kind of 'unjust' alarms will be given considerable attention.

3.4.2 Response to Incidents and Accidents

The ability to simulate severe accidents in a realistic manner will provide the
operators with the opportunity to become experienced with required operating
procedures during highly infrequent events, resulting in a reduced risk of
inaccurate human action at crucial moments. Training these difficult situations
in an exact copy of the real control room was not possible in the past when
simulator training was performed in a type of simulator which does not
accurately present the Borssele NPP control room.

The modification project also concerns the decrease of non-design basis
events. Design basis events are anticipated and pre-calculated accidents for
which appropriate operation procedures have been developed. Extensive
recent studies have resulted in the determination and definition of an extended
number of conceivable incident and accident scenarios (design basis events)
and the development of appropriate operating procedures.

3.5 Control Room Layout

A main objective of the control room modifications is the elimination of
compromises that were made to the existing control room layout over the past
twenty years which were required to incorporate additional instrumentation
(more advanced hardware and software, including the IPSO display) in the
layout of a fully operational control room. The new control room layout
therefore comprises the rearrangement of all instrumentation that is present in
the current control room, and the installation of new displays and controls
concerning the systems that are currently being constructed. This includes the
additional emergency core cooling system (code VE-TE).
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3.5.1 Control Room Mock-up

The current control room is a Siemens design and various Siemens reports
provide guidelines for the control room modifications. Additionally, a human
factors engineer participated in the development of a new control room
design, and operators were also involved in the design process. They
provided their experience by designing and evaluating successive versions of
the control room layout. In the process of developing the new control room
layout (during a period of 18 months, 1994-1995), a full scale mock-up was
applied by the multi-disciplinary design team to determine the most suitable
control room layout within the available space of the current control room. A
modular system, consisting of rectangles (size 25 by 50 mm) which represent
all separate displays and controls, made it possible to quickly evaluate a
proposed control panel layout.

The modification project also includes the construction of a back-up or spare
control room which will be much smaller than the main control room and
will contain only the essential instrumentation to sustain sub-criticality. The
development of a display or panel which presents a clear overview on the
main process conditions is essential to this spare control room, however not
in the scope of this report.

3.5.2 Modification Restrictions

A limitation concerning the control room modifications is the size of the
control room which remains unchanged, while additional displays and
controls concerning new systems that are build during the modification
project, are introduced. This requires a better structured and more compact
control room layout design.

Furthermore it must be taken into account in the development of the
modifications to the control room that most process operators have many
years of experience with the current control room design. The extensive
operator routine, based on current conventions concerning the presentation of
information (e.g. a filled pump symbol indicates an active system) assures
reliable process control by the skilful operators, especially during incidents
and accidents. Therefore most conventions that are applied in the current
Process Presentation Systems (PPS) and the IPSO display, will also be
applied in new IPSO graphic designs.
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3.6 IPSO Modification

As part of the modification project the hardwired IPSO panel or display will
be replaced by an LCD rear-projection display. Replacement of the current
IPSO display is based on identified drawbacks of the current IPSO and cost
minimization. The drawbacks of the current IPSO display cannot be
eliminated using the current hardware, and furthermore the costs of
constructing an exact copy of the current hardwired IPSO display for the full-
scale simulator proved to be greater than the acquisition of two identical LCD
rear-projection displays. Therefore the new 1997-control room and the full-
scale simulator which are currently being manufactured, will be equipped
with the new type of display.

The LCD projection technique is highly suitable for eliminating identified
drawbacks of the current IPSO. The flexibility of the modified IPSO display
system (allowing changes to graphic designs) can support further
development and testing of IPSO graphics during simulator training (1996-
1997), and for updating IPSO graphics after the 1997.

3.7 Conclusions

Lateral separation in the nuclear safety systems will be part of the process
diagram presentation of these systems in the new IPSO graphic designs. This
includes the presentation of the cross-links between the separated laterals (see
section 3.2.2) which are of great importance during specific accidents.
Furthermore:

• Evaluation and testing in the simulator (in the period 1996-1997) must
reveal faults in the modified control room design. This includes the
detection of 'inappropriate' alarms. This is crucial in the development of
the new IPSO display since the parameter and alarm presentation logic of
the new IPSO display is based on the current IPSO logic which
incorporates this design drawback (see section 4.9).

• The Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) and the Function Restoration
Procedures (FRP), arranged in handbooks and placed in a book-case in a
comer of the control room, will remain present in the modified control
room and the functionality of the new IPSO display will not include
guidance to EOPs and FRPs during accidents.
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3.8 Summary

At the Borssele NPP, the modification project was initiated in 1989 to meet
up-to-date safety standards, developments in technology and the new nuclear
safety regulations. The specific modification objectives comprise the increase
of redundancy within engineered safety systems, the 'strict lateral separation'
of a number of safety relevant systems, and the introduction of diversity of
components within the safety systems that will reduce the risk of common
mode failures. The reduction of human error in the process control is also an
essential factor in improving on overall plant safety, and is achieved through
further automation and computerisation in the control room which results in
the reduction of work load and stress.

An integral element of the modification project is the manufacture of a 'full
scope simulator' of the control room. Simulator training aims at enhancing
operator skill and experience with the modified control room, as well as
optimization of the modified control room design.
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4. CONTROL ROOM AND IPSO DISPLAY

Nuclear Power Plants are provided with a control room from which actions
can be taken to operate the plant safely under normal conditions and to
maintain the plant in a safe condition during incidents or accidents. The
Human-Machine Interface (HMI) design is of great importance in monitoring
and controlling the plant functions. The current conventional control room of
the Borssele NPP has a structured, system oriented layout. There is direct
access to information on all parts of the process, each part having a specific
location in the control room. Conventional panels were designed this way in
to enable an operator to quickly find the required information in a large
control room [8].

Earlier modifications to the control room have introduced the Process
Presentation System (PPS) and a large overview panel, the Integrated Process
Status Overview (IPSO) display. The PPS is an operator support system
which assists operators in finding detailed information on all nuclear and
conventional systems by means of a large number of process diagrams
(graphics). The PPS overview graphic, which presents the main systems of
the Borssele NPP, is almost identical to the IPSO display. The interaction of
the PPS and the IPSO display is of great importance in the development of
the new IPSO display, and is discussed in section 4.5.4.

4.1 Borssele NPP Control Room

Figure 4-1 shows the situation in the current Borssele NPP control room. The
IPSO display has a central position in the control room and provides the
control room operators with an overview of the operational and safety status
of the plant from any location in the control room in a concise and timely
manner. The display also supports the communication between plant
operators, shift supervisors, engineers from the technical support centre, and
production management. The pult (the console located directly in front of the
IPSO display, see figure 4-2) is divided in two sections:

• the left section of the desk presents the main displays and controls of the
nuclear systems (where the thermal power is generated),

• the right hand side presents the displays and controls of the conventional
system (which convert the thermal energy into electricity).

The presentation, with the origin on the left hand side and the result on the
right hand side corresponds with the generally applied ergonomic rule to
present the main flow in a process in a left to right motion. In western
countries, it is common practice to present information in a left-to-right
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format. To sustain consistency in the presentation of process diagrams in the
control room, new IPSO graphics that are developed will have the left-to-
right format. The annunciator tiles (alarms) concerning the nuclear and
conventional systems are located on the vertical section of the pult, providing
important information by virtue of their spatial layout and their arrangement
in sets of annunciating tiles: Operators learn to recognize familiar patterns of
activated tiles and relate them to certain types of problems [36]. The six
monitors hanging above the pult present the identical information as the three
monitors on the desks of both operators.

Other system information is grouped and presented on clearly separated
sections on the wall (so called GB-panels). There is a panel presenting all
activity readings (Aerosols, noble gasses and Iodine readings on radio-active
affluent), a panel presenting the electrical systems and the Reactor Protection
System (RPS) with all YZ annunciators. From behind the pult, the process is
fully controlled, and the required additional, specific system information is
presented on all wall panels. The configuration of the modified control room
is presented in figure 4-3. It also presents the two view-points of figure 4-1
and figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2 4-Quadrant configuration of the Borssele NPP
(post-modification, 1997), including the viewpoints of figure
4-1 and 4-3.
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Figure 4-1 Present control room at the Borssele NPP

Figure 4-3 Pult in the Borssele NPP control room
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The control room entrance is on the right hand side. The four quadrants of
the two operators, the shift supervisors, and the assistant shift supervisor are
indicated. Also visible is a traffic barrier (one of the modifications to the
control room) that will bar unauthorised individuals from entering the control
room, especially during incidents or accidents.

4.2 Three Mile Island Accident

The currently installed IPSO display, is being used since 1986. The IPSO
display was introduced in response to the TMI accident at Harrisburg in
1979. The TMI accident resulted in a major action plan for defining and
implementing supplementary requirements. The main elements of this action
plan concerned system reliability and risk assessments, and simulator training
to assess the operating procedures, emergency planning procedures, and the
control room layout. Special consideration was given to the effect of a
degraded or melted core on the system design. The TMI event is discussed in
appendix C [3].

One of the factors that contributed to the core melt in the TMI accident was
the focusing on detailed process conditions by the operators (key hole view or
tunnel vision). The objective of the introduction of an IPSO display in the
Borssele NPP control room in 1986, in response to the TMI accident, was to
present an overview of the process status to both operators and non-operating
individuals (e.g. the engineers of the TSC) to avoid the key-hole effect. The
IPSO display also promotes effective communication between all plant
operational groups, by providing a visualized common mental model of the
plant status [31].

4.3 Present IPSO Display

The large overview panel (2.5m by 1.5m) is a 'hard wired panel' (as opposed
to graphics presented on monitors) which consists of a plexiglass plate with
engraved process symbols and hard-wired indicator LEDs, see figure 4-4. The
IPSO display presents the major systems and components with their status
and the dynamic behaviour of important parameters. These process variables
are presented permanently on the lower half of the four separate monitors
underneath the IPSO display. The upper half of each of the four monitors is
reserved for alarm messages and is empty (dark) if all systems are
functioning properly. The information on the IPSO display is acquired from
the process computer which computes the status and availability of the
systems that are presented on the IPSO display.
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An essential element of the IPSO display is the Critical Functions Monitoring
System (CFMS)-matrix in the lower left-hand corner, which concisely
presents the status of the main safety functions, including Criticality Control,
Core Cooling, and Activity Control. The new IPSO display will also include
the above mentioned functionality.

Also visible in figure 4-4 is a number of trend recorders which present
historic system data. As a part of the modification project the current trend
recorders will be replaced and reduced in number by 50% (new total of 44).
The new (Yokogawa) trend recorders can present more trends of interacting
systems on one recorder. Other trend information is available on the PPS [1].

4.3.1 IPSO Display Layout

The configuration of the current IPSO graphic shows the plant in a left to
right format, with the heat source (i.e. reactor core) on the left and the Power
Conversion System (PCS) and the ultimate heat sink (turbines, condenser) on
the right. During normal power operation, the reactor water is heated in the
core. The heated water is transported by the primary system to the steam
generators where the heat is transferred to the secondary system. The cooled
reactor water returns to the reactor vessel by the reactor coolant circulation
pumps (RCS pumps). On the secondary side of the steam generators the
feedwater is heated to produce steam. The steam is transported through the
main steam lines to the turbines. Past the turbine, the expanded steam
condenses in the condensers. The condensate is returned to the steam
generators by the condensate and feedwater pumps while passing the
demineralizer, various combined pre-heaters and the de-aerator.

The IPSO display is organized in eight columns which correspond with the
eight columns on the four monitors underneath the IPSO display, see figure
4-5. The eight columns concern the following systems and components:

1. Reactor coolant circulation pumps (YD), volume control system (TA), The CFMS-matrix.
2. Nuclear intermediate component cooling system (TF), boric acid and chemicals system (TB),

reactor vessel (YC).
3. Pressurizer (YP), 'hot legs' of the RCS (YA), emergency core cooling and residual heat

removal system (or safety injection system, TJ).
4. Steam generators (YB), nuclear cooling water suppletion systems (TW).
5. Main steam blow off valves, secondary safety valves, main feedwater system (RL), auxiliary

feedwater system (RL-A).
6. Steam bypass system (SF), condensate system (RM), main feedwater tank (RL-tank), make-up

water (or demineralized water) system (RZ).
7. Turbine, condenser, main cooling water (sea water system (VC), auxiliary cooling water

system (VF).
8. Main generator (SP), main transformer (AT), auxiliary transformer, emergency power (three

diesel generators, EY).
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Figure 4-4 IPSO display with 4 monitors
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Figure 4-5 IPSO display with the eight-column configuration

An important features of the current IPSO display is the status indication of
the Critical Safety Functions, summarized by colour on the CFMS-matrix
which is a 3 • 3 square in the lower left corner of each PPS graphic and the
current IPSO display. The CFMS is discussed more elaborately in
section 4.3.3.
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Other features of the current IPSO display are :

• The squares located directly next to the component symbols (mainly pump
symbols) indicate the laterals of the system.

• A pump symbol is the representation of an entire system (consisting of
pumps, valves, pipes and auxiliary systems), not just a single pump (as is
the case in P&IDs).

• The nuclear system is not presented as a loop.
• The presentation of the main steam line as a filled pipe. The width of the

line (pipe) is proportional to the flow magnitude.
• The application of two pump symbol sizes, giving an indication of the

relative capacity of the system.

4.3.2 Parameter Presentation on Monitors

Each of the four CRTs underneath the IPSO is subdivided in two vertical
sections or columns, separated by a vertical white line. The eight columns
present important parameters and alarms concerning the corresponding eight
sections of the IPSO (see figure 4-5). Each column consists of 12 lines. The
upper six lines are reserved for alarm messages, the lower six lines
continuously present process parameters. In total (all eight columns), 48
parameters and 48 alarm messages can be presented simultaneously, each
alarm and parameter having a fixed position on one of the monitors. However
not each position has been used, e.g. line 12 of the first column will remain
black at all times and the top two lines of the right-hand monitor (no.4)
present the plant mode (i.e. VOLVERMOGENS PERIODE, Power operation),
as well as the date and time [17].

Analyses of all design-basis accidents have revealed that a maximum of
24 alarms will appear simultaneously during the most complicated design-
basis accident (tube rupture in the primary system). A parameters is displayed
in cyan (clear blue) during undisturbed process conditions.

A process variable for which only one boundary limit is defined, the colour
will change to yellow, orange or red when the boundary limit of the variable
is exceeded, based on the relative importance of the system. A process
variable for which two boundary limits are defined, the colour will change to
yellow or orange when the first boundary limit is exceeded, and to red when
the second limit is exceeded. If there are no reliable process signals, the
parameter cannot be determined, resulting in a dark line.

For some parameters, a parameter trend indication is given by means of an
arrow behind the parameter ( T or i ). As an example of the displayed
information, the parameters on the left section on the left-hand monitor (the
first column, see figure 4-6) are described below. In appendix D, all
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parameters and alarms that are presented on the four monitors are described,
as well as the changes in information presentation that will be the result of
integrating the parameters and alarms in new IPSO graphics (e.g. the steam
generator levels, currently presented on monitor two) will be presented inside
the steam generator symbol outlines, in new IPSO graphics.

P CNT -22
L CNT O.a
R CNT 5.2E-6
T CNT 28
F AFVK 1.1 E5

Figure 4-6 Parameters on the left column of monitor 1

The contents of the left column on monitor 1 are described below to give an
indication of the type of information presented on all of the four monitors
beneath the IPSO display:

7. P CONT -22 Indicates that the pressure in the containment is 22 millibar below the
pressure directly outside the spherical steel containment, inside the
secondary concrete containment This difference in pressure level ensures
that a leak in the containment during normal operation will result in
leakage of air into the containment (leakage could occur at one of the
cable or pipe penetrations of the containment wall or at a welded joint).

8. L CONT 0.0 Indicates the level of the reactor sump in meters. In the event of a pipe
break in the primary system, the inventory of reactor coolant will be
discharged to the containment and coolant will accumulate on the floor
of the containment, the so called reactor sump.

9. R CONT 5.2E-6 Signalls the radiation level in the containment: 5.2 uSv/hr.

10. T CONT 28 Indicates the air temperature in the upper part of the containment 28°C.

11. F AFVK 1.1E5 Concerns the flow from the containment, through the air treatment

system (code TL), to the ventilation stack: tons/hour.

12. No parameter display (the line remains dark at all times).

As a part of the modifications, the four monitors will be removed and the
parameters will be integrated in new IPSO graphic designs (by means of
presenting the parameters next to, or in the associated component or system).
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4.3.3 Critical Safety Functions

Many installations where incorrect human actions or equipment behaviour can
have great impact on the environment, the concept of Critical Safety
Functions (CSF) is at the basis of process control, and of particular
importance during the occurrence of an unfamiliar or adverse event The
human cognitive process utilizes the concept of critical functions to reach pre-
defined targets. The sequence of this process:

• Observe behaviour of plant symptoms.
• Determine challenged critical functions (determination of plant status)
• Identify available success paths to correct the unfavourable critical function

status, and the select the best success path.

The Critical Functions Monitoring System (CFMS) is a computer-based
operator support system that processes essential process parameters in order
to determine and display the status of the CSFs. At the Borssele NPP, the
status of seven CSFs is presented permanently on each PPS graphic and the
IPSO display, in the 3- 3 CFMS-matrix, located at the lower left-hand corner
of the IPSO display [17]. The status information is presented by means of
filling and colouring the squares of the matrix. The seven CSFs are presented
in table 4-1.

Table 4-1 Critical Safety Functions (CSFs) used at Borssele NPP

No. Critical Safety Function One-character code

S

C

H

P

Z

I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Reactor (sub-)criticality

Core heat removal

Secondary heat sink

Pressure vessel integrity

Containment integrity

Primary coolant inventory

Radio-active effluent

The seven CSFs are listed in order of importance which means that if the
reactor (sub-) criticality is challenged, the restoration of sub-criticality will
have top priority. This list includes the five CSFs that are listed in table 2-4
(section 2.3.1).

In the design of IPSO display, as it was introduced in 1986, two
supplementary CSFs were defined (explaining the 3 • 3 configuration of the
current CFMS-matrix).
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• The first of these two CSFs concerns the detection of activated nitrogen
(N16) in the secondary side of the steam generators, which is an indicator
for small leakage in one of the U-tubes inside a steam generator. The
leakage results in the contamination of the produced steam and as a
consequence, the contamination of several conventional systems such as
the turbines and condensers. Mainly based on new insights concerning
small leak detection (combined with an inaccurate nitrogen detection
system), it was decided that the small leak detection should no longer have
the status of a Critical Safety Function and was deleted from the CFMS-
matrix.

• The second CSF concerned the system status indication (Bypassed or
Inoperable Status Indication: BISI), monitoring the availability of the
essential nuclear and conventional systems. BISI was also deleted since the
availability of each separate system on the IPSO display is presented by
means of colour changes of the symbols. The redundant message in the
CFMS-matrix was considered superfluous and therefore removed from the
matrix.

Further evaluation of the current seven CSFs has resulted in the decision not
to present the CSF 7 (Radio-active effluent to the environment) as one of the
CSFs in the modified PPS. During severe accidents, it is essential to present
on the IPSO display only the top priority process parameters (which indicate
the status of the main systems and components) that are required for
managing the situation. Information on radio-active effluent at that time is of
great importance, however cannot support accident management, and should
therefore not be considered as a Critical Safety Function. The remaining six
CSFs will be presented in one column (1 • 6) at the bottom left corner of
each PPS graphic, including the IPSO display.

4.3.4 CFMS Colour Conventions

In the current presentation of the CFMS-matrix, there is a difference in colour
use (indicating the violation of a CSF) between the CFMS-matrix on the
IPSO display and the CFMS-matrix on all PPS graphics, see table 4-2.

• Red and green are the only two colours available on the IPSO display. In
the CFMS-matrix on the IPSO display, the outlined squares of the CFMS-
matrix are green. When a CSF is challenged, a green square will light up
(high-intensity green), and a red filled square indicates a severely
challenged CSF.

• The CFMS-matrix in the PPS graphics has different dynamics: A green
outlined square indicates that the CSF is within its boundary limits. The
three colours yellow, orange and red are used for a more detailed alarm
presentation on the PPS.
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Table 4-2 Critical Functions Monitoring System (CFMS) matrix

Critical Safety Function
status

Not challenged

Challenged

Severely challenged

Invalid2*

Alarm Level
no.

0

1

2

-

Current IPSO
CFMS Matrix

green, outline

green filled0

red filled

dark

PPS CFMS Matrix

green outline

yellow/orange filled

red filled

?

1) High-luminance green square, approaching yellow.
2) The status of the Critical Function cannot be determined. This can be caused by a faulty

sensor, or if the process value exceeds the range of the sensor (extreme process conditions).
A questionmark appears in the PPS CFMS-matrix.

If all CSFs are within the boundary limits, the seven squares of the CFMS-
matrix on the current IPSO display are green outlined. A quick look on the
screen will give conformation and reassurance concerning safe plant
conditions.

4.4 New IPSO Display

The current IPSO display applies only two colours (red and green), since the
availability of other LED colours was limited in 1986. Design limitations
were therefore very strict concerning the status presentation of the displayed
systems. The new IPSO display will be based on a Liquid Crystal Display
(LCD) rear-projection technique that offers new features and possibilities
regarding the presentation of symbols, text and colours.

The desired integration of process parameters and alarms in the process
diagram (currently presented on the four monitors underneath the IPSO
graphic) becomes feasible with the LCD projection technique. Another option,
the presentation of different plant mode oriented graphics, directed by plant
mode changes will be discussed in chapter 6.

The presented information on the status of all safety relevant systems is
required by the operators and shift supervisors to determine the overall plant
status, during both unexpected changes in plant conditions (e.g. a reactor trip)
and controlled, anticipated plant mode changes (e.g. the start-up procedure
after refuelling). The new IPSO graphic concept design is discussed in
chapter 8.
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4.5 Process Presentation System

The main function of the Process (Parameter) Presentation System (PPS) is to
assists the operators with the control of the plant during normal operation and
incidents and accidents. The PPS is also designed to support engineering and
maintenance personnel during normal and emergency plant operation. The
basic elements of the PPS are 'data acquisition' (4.5.1), 'data processing'
(4.5.2) and 'data display' (4.5.3).

4.5.1 Data Acquisition

The data are obtained by the Data Acquisition System (DAS) that consists of
sensors mounted on numerous components throughout the plant. The sensors
register process parameters and transfer the analogue and digital data to the
plant information management system. The analogue data include inventory
levels in tanks, pressure and temperature, flow rates and power operated valve
positions (0-90 degrees, or 0-100%). Digital data are applied to indicate the
status of a component such as a relief valve (closed or not closed), or to
indicate if a component is switched on or off.

Data from the DAS are processed by the plant information management
system and then transferred to the Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs,
displays) of the PPS. These PPS monitors are located in the control room on
the desk of both operators and shift supervisors, in the Technical Support
Centre and also on several other locations on the plant site and give access to
a all variables and process parameters, as well as alarm pages and historical
data (for trend monitoring).

The DAS consists of many sensors which record approximately 1- 104

analogue and digital process parameters throughout the plant. These analogue
and digital signals are processed in various application programs of the main
processing computer. These programs generate composed variables for plant
the Reactor Protection System (RPS), and for various performance monitoring
and evaluation systems (including the PPS and the IPSO display).

The modification project includes improvements to the current DAS
(extension of system redundancy and the use of optical fibres for all data
transmission), and the addition of data acquisition devices on all new systems
that are constructed during the modification project.
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4.5.2 Data Processing

The substantial increase in the number of plant data, due to all plant
modifications has also made it necessary to replace the current main process
computer by a larger capacity computer. The above mentioned application
programs of the main process computer include:

• OPeration MODE system
The OPMODE system determines the current plant mode (specified in the
Borssele NPP technical specifications). The plant mode is used by the BISI
algorithms to determine the status of the main nuclear and conventional
systems. The mode determination is based on the thermal reactor power, the
primary coolant temperature and the reactivity conditions [17].

• Bypassed or Inoperable Status Indication program
The BISI program evaluates the process parameters and determines the
current status of the main systems, related to the plant mode. The status of
these main systems is presented on the IPSO display by means of coloured
symbols (see section 4.5.5).

• Critical Functions Monitoring system
The CFMS monitors the most important parameters of the nuclear systems,
and triggers alarm signals that are displayed in the lower left corner of each
graphic that is displayed in the PPS system.

• Control Rod Monitoring system
The CRMS computes the exact position of the control rods (L and D bank) in
the reactor vessel.

• Historical Data Storage and Retrieval system
The HDSR automatically stores plant data on an optical disc. In the menu bar
of the PPS graphics, these historical data can be retrieved (HIS button). The
course or trend of process parameters over a period of time can be presented
in a diagram or graphic (e.g. the course of the reactor power over the past ten
hours, computed by the Reactor Power program).

4.5.3 PPS Data Presentation

The Process Presentation System has a tree structure which consists of a
number of 'layers' or levels, see table 4-3. To find the graphic that presents
the required component information, the menu bar (top of the screen) is used
by the PPS users as a guide through all available graphics (approximately 250
graphics are defined in the PPS). The HMI of the PPS consists of a number
of CRTs which are located on the desk of the NEO, the CEO and the Wing
in the control room, and in the Technical Support Centre (TSC).
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Table 4-3 Process Presentation System (PPS) structure

Level"

1

2

3

4

5

PPS graphics

Plant overview

Overview on primary, secondary and
electrical system

System level (e.g. RL overview)

Sub-system level (e.g. RL pumps)

Component level (e.g. single RL pump)

Example
Figure

4-7

4-8

4-10

4-11

4-12

Total Number of
graphics in level

1

3

appr.25

appr.75

appr.150

1) It is noted that a level 1-4 classification is also applied in PPS documentation at the Borssele
NPP for the description of the different computer systems within the PPS.

A description of the structure of the PPS system is given by means of an
example concerning the main and auxiliary feedwater system (RL and RL-A).
The name of each PPS graphic is presented in the top left corner of the
graphic.

• PPS level 1 Graphic, figure 4-7
The top level of the PPS tree structure consists of one overview graphic of
the plant (GB 30 graphic). The layout of the overview graphic is comparable
to the layout of the current IPSO display. The current plant mode is presented
on the bottom line. With the cursor on the screen (controlled by means of a
track-ball), the buttons in the menu bar can be pressed and the white squares
in the graphic can be 'pressed' as well, retrieving other PPS graphics on the
screen. The PPS level 1 graphic shows the plant conditions during a
refuelling period. Therefore many systems are presented in white inverse
(indicating that the system status is or cannot be determined, see section
4.5.5).

• PPS Level 2 Graphic, figure 4-8
The second level of the PPS tree consists of three overview graphics which
present the primary system, the secondary system, and the electrical system.
Each of these three graphics can be directly selected in the menu bar (PRI,
SEC and ELE). If e.g. detailed information is required on one of the main
feedwater pumps (RL system), the PPS user will press the 'SEC button in
the menu bar or the white square 'SECO' in the graphic. The graphic which
gives an overview on the secondary (conventional) system will appear.
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Figure 4-7 PPS level 1 graphic: Plant overview

Figure 4-8 PPS level 2 graphic: Overview on the secondary system
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In the PPS level 2 graphic, the two steam generators are presented on the far
left (YB 1 and 2). The high-pressure turbine (SB 1) is presented in the centre
of the graphic, and the three low-pressure turbines (SB 2) are presented on
the right. The main feedwater system (RL 01) is presented beneath the high-
pressure turbine. As stated earlier, information is required on one of the main
feedwater pumps (RL pumps). There are now two options for the PPS user:

• Press the white square 'RL 01', resulting in the presentation of the RL
overview graphic.

• Press the white square 'RL 03', skipping the RL overview graphic which
presents the entire RL system, and selecting directly the graphic that
concerns only the three main feedwater pumps.

• PPS Level 3 Graphic, figure 4-9
For this example 'RL 01' is selected, the overview on the main feedwater
system (RL).

Figure 4-9 PPS level 3 graphic: System level, main feedwater system (RL)

The overview of the main feedwater system (RL) includes the auxiliary
feedwater system (RL-A) and the main interfaces with other systems such as
the two steam generators (top left-hand side).
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If RA 01 is pressed, the graphic with both steam generators in detail will
appear on the PPS monitor. Six pumps are lined up underneath the large main
feedwater tank. The three pumps on the right (RL 11, RL 12, and RL 13) are
the main feedwater pumps. The Three pumps on the left (RL 21, RL 22, RL
23) are the auxiliary feedwater pumps (RL-A). To select the required
information on one of the main feedwater pumps, RL 03 is pressed (presented
inside the outline of the feedwater tank).

• PPS Level 4 Graphic, figure 4-10
The fourth level of the PPS comprises the presentation of sub-systems of PPS
Level 3 Graphics. For this example the sub-section 'Feedwater pumps' has
been selected, presenting the six RL pumps in one graphic. It is now visible
that one main feedwater pump actually comprises a series of two pumps.
Also the RL pump bypass valves are presented. In this PPS level 4 graphic,
the PPS user can finally select the required RL pump.

• PPS Level 5 Graphic, figure 4-11
A large number (approximately 150) of detailed graphics can be found in the
5th level of the PPS. The 'RL 11 main feedwater pump', has now been
selected, and the required information on the RL pump can be acquired. With
the RL 03 square (or the VRG button in the menu bar), the PPS user can
return to the previous graphic.

The other buttons in the menu bar can be pressed to select various other
sections of the PPS that can be used by the operators to accurately determine
the current process status. These sections include:

• YZ Reactor beveiliging: This section presents system diagrams of the
Reactor Protection System (YZ), including guidance to Function
Restoration Procedures (FRP).

• HIS [History], GRF [Graphics/Charts], and TR [Trends]: Historical data
retrieval and presentation for process trend analyses.

With the development of the new IPSO display, the PPS overview graphic
will be replaced by a new IPSO graphic design. It is therefore obvious that a
new IPSO graphic design must correspond with all current PPS graphics. The
layout and style of the PPS graphics will not be altered in the modification
project, however the PPS will reflect the additional and modified systems and
I&C in the plant.

4.5.4 PPS Function Allocation

The existing differences in the 'system status presentation' between the
current PPS Level 1 Graphic (Plant overview) and the IPSO display are
mainly caused by differences in system hardware. The current 'perspex
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engraved, hardwired IPSO panel' only applies two colours for the system
status indication (red and green) while the PPS graphics also apply yellow,
orange and white-inverse for the system status indication (multi-colour PPS
monitors). These unintentional, hardware-related differences will be
eliminated in the new IPSO display. The animation rules which are described
in section 4.5.5 apply to the modified PPS as well as the new IPSO display,
see figure 4-12. In the modified control room, the new IPSO display will
permanently present the PPS level 1 Plant overview graphic, with minor
differences in colour use regarding alarm presentation.

PRGCES9OR

PROCESSO!

CURRENT SITUATION

PROCESSOR

DISPLAY

S I T U j r r i a r i _ __
MODIFICATIDNS

MONITORS

Figure 4-12 Plant data processing

4.5.5 PPS Logic

The PPS software comprises the PPS logic (see table 4-5) which determines
the status of a system or component based on the process input signals (see
table 4-4). The status of a component or system is indicated by means of a
combination of 'colouring' and 'filling' a symbol. The filling of a symbol
indicates that the 'system is running' while the various colours indicated the
severity of an occurring alarm (see table 4-6).
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Figure 4-10 PPS level 4 graphic: Sub-system level, main feedwater pump

Figure 4-11 PPS level 5 graphic: Component level, RL 11 feedwater pump
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Table 4-4 PPS input signals

Input System status

El Running

E2 Challenged / threatened, not available in near future

E3 Alarm conditions

E4 Not determined

ES Invalid input system status cannot be determined

El - 1 —» System running
El - 0 -» System not running

'Available' means that certain circuit breakers are closed or that electrical
buses are energized [17]. Furthermore 'E4' is the result of deliberate
suppression of status determination by operators, e.g. operators will suppress
the status determination during the refuelling period when deviating process
parameter values (exceeding boundary limits/set-points) result in a many
alarm messages. 'E5* is the result of conflicting input signals. Table 4-5
shows the system status that is computed, based on the PPS input signals of
table 4-4.

Table 4-5 PPS logic for system status determination

Mode

SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

El

0

1

0

1

0

1

_

E2

0

0

1

1

0

1

-

E3

0

0

0

0

1

1

-

E4

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

E5

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

System Status

not operating

operating

not operating, not available

operating, not available

not operating, alarm conditions

operating, alarm conditions

is not determined

cannot be determined"

1) The system status cannot be determined as a result of invalid input
(e.g. system disorder in the Data Acquisition System)
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Table 4-6 PPS / IPSO symbol presentation

Mode

SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S73)

S84)

Symbol

outline

Tilled

outline

filled

outline

fllled

~

Current IPSO

green

green

red

red

red blinking

red blinking

dark

dark

Current PPS

system colour0

system colour

orange/ yellow2'

orange/ yellow

red

red

white inverse

white inverse

New IPSO

cyan

cyan

yellow

yellow

red

red

dark grey

white

1) PPS colour conventions: Yellow, orange and red are applied to indicate the severity of
occurring alarms. Other colours in the PPS graphics are applied in a fairly random manner to
indicate the difference between several systems within one graphic (visual coding of the
various systems).

2) The colour orange indicates a more severe system disturbance than the colour yellow. This
distinction does not apply to the new IPSO display: orange as an alarm indicator is only
applied in the PPS graphics.

3) Mode S7 'the system status is not determined' is inconsistently represented on the IPSO
display and the PPS graphics. PPS graphics presents a white square around a symbol (white
inverse), while in the current IPSO display, the symbol will not be illuminated (dark). In the
new IPSO graphic design, see chapter 8, the symbol will be presented in dark grey on a
black background.

4) A system, for which the status indication is deliberately suppressed by the operator to avoid
irrelevant alarms, is represented identical as mode S7 in the current PPS. IN the new IPSO
display the system will be displayed in white.

An example, clarifying the discussed component presentation logic is
presented in figure 4-13. It presents the VF system as it is presented in the
final IPSO graphic design, discussed in chapter 9. The overall VF system is
presented by one large pump symbol. The two squares (1 and 7) present two
laterals of the VF system. Each lateral consists of one pump, a number of
valves, connecting piping and auxiliary systems. The pump symbol is filled
(cyan), in the event that one or both laterals are running.

ONE LATERAL. ACTIVE
SYSTEM STATUS : RUNNING

Figure 4-13 VF system status indication
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4.6 Dataviews

Dataviews (or DV-Draw) is the application program with which all PPS
graphics (as discussed above) are developed. New IPSO graphics is also
developed with Dataviews to enhance the compatibility of the PPS graphics
and the IPSO display. Operators are expected to more easily relate to and
accept the new IPSO display if the graphic design is highly conform known
conventions that are applied in the current PPS. Dataviews has a number of
limitations:

• Only one readable character type available: Times Roman. Text on all PPS
graphics, including the current IPSO display is presented in Times Roman
capitals. This also includes the text which is presented on the four
monitors underneath the current IPSO display. Text in 'lower case' Times
Roman which is available on Dataviews, has not been applied.

• There is a limited possibilities for designing complex graphics. A total of
only about 15 colours is applied in the PPS system, and the creation of
lines and shapes, other than straight lines and arcs is very difficult.

4.7 Operating Procedures

Advances in automatic process control have generally resulted in a shift of
the tasks of operators from manual process control to a more supervisory
role. In a nuclear power plant, operator control is required mainly by
exception during incidents and accidents, apart from the start-up and shut
down procedures. During deviating process conditions, the operators will
follow standard operating guidelines. Two different types of operating
guidelines are distinguished: Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) and
Function Restoration Procedures (FRP).

• Emergency Operating Procedures are applied after diagnosing the cause of
the system disturbance. This response is called event oriented, since a
sequence of operator actions for the particular event (success path) is
followed which will restore safe plant conditions.

• Function Restoration Procedures are applied if the nature of a system
disturbance is unknown. Since the cause of the disturbance cannot readily
be diagnosed, these procedures are called symptom oriented. It is essential
in these procedures to monitor a limited number of vital process
parameters (Critical Safety Functions) and perform actions that stabilize
the plant in a safe state, regardless of the nature of the disturbance. During
the TMI accident a sequence of multiple failures occurred. The dynamic
phenomena were very complex and certain sensor readings were
misleading.
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The following incorrect event diagnosis resulted in improper event
oriented operator actions. To avoid such a response, symptom oriented
operating procedures have been developed [35].

With the advancing automation in the process control, it is important to leave
manual tasks for the operators for alleviating boredom and keeping the
operator 'in the loop' since the level of mental activity tends to decrease
when operators have to perform process monitoring only (reduced vigilance)
[19].

An important function of an Integrated Process Status Overview display
during a specific system disturbance, is to assure that other coincidently
occurring disturbances are not overlooked while managing the initial
disturbance: Avoidance of a so called 'mind set' or reduced 'situational
awareness'. Therefore during normal power operation conditions, the IPSO
display should also be used by operators in monitoring plant performance
indicators, such as the efficiency of the power operation process, and the
mass-balance of the reactor coolant inventory.

4.8 Alarm Management and Presentation

In general, conventional alarm systems produce numerous data in a short time
during a system disturbance. The relative importance of alarms is not
evaluated and the information processing capability of operators will be
challenged if not exceeded. The alarm avalanche during system disturbances
will make it difficult for operators to understand the plant situation and
identify the root cause of the system disturbance [35]. Furthermore the
numerous alarms during the 'reactor shutdown' and the refuelling period
should not be prominently shown since they present intended process
parameter deviations, and they could mask the occurrence of real alarms.
Alarm suppression (manual or automatic) is then required to maintain an
overview on the plant status. Automated, intelligent alarm handling by means
of an expert system can support operators in the event of such plant transients
by logical reduction and masking of irrelevant alarms and dynamic
prioritization based on the process state. Intelligent alarm handling is based
on the following elements:

• Alarm structuring (hierarchization) and classification, according to the
degree of urgency of operator reaction (not as a function of the severity of
the fault).

• Alarm filtering, evaluating an occurring alarm in relation to the current
plant status or mode.

• Alarm suppression, limiting the total number of alarms during incidents
and accidents, and eliminating nuisance alarms, e.g. associated with
reactor shutdown during refuelling [35].
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Different projects and studies on alarm handling and presentation have been
performed at the Halden Man-Machine Laboratory (HAMMLAB) regarding
the design of Human-Machine Interfaces (HMI). The motivation for the
development of the Computerised Alarm System for HAMMLAB (CASH) is
to enhance the operator's situational awareness in any abnormal plant state.
Alarm generation, alarm structuring and alarm presentation form the three
main functional blocks of CASH. The CASH logic determines the priority of
occurring alarms, based on the current overall plant status [26]. Alarm
classification (with the objective of alarm reduction) can be based on causal
relations between events [36]. In figure 4-14, alarm 2 will be generated in the
event that the running pump does not result in the expected flow rate (which
can be the result of a closed valve, or leakage in the line between the pump
and the flow measurement).

ALARM 1 ALARM 2

12U9L:JL
LDW FLOW RATE

TRIP

Figure 4-14 Alarm generation: Causal relations between events

However alarm 2 can be suppressed since the low flow rate is caused by the
pump trip (alarm 1). The implementation of such an advanced automatic
alarm handling in the current and new IPSO display is not considered.

4.9 Current IPSO Alarms

The control room operators have identified two important drawbacks of the
current IPSO alarm handling which are discussed in the following sections.
These drawbacks are:

• The presentation of early alarms during normal power operation, due to
similar alarm handling for the IPSO display and the PPS system.

• The application of the colour red only for indication of (minor) system
disorders, as well as for accident conditions.

• The appearance of many inappropriate alarms during the refuelling period
(e.g. 'Low Level Alarm in Steam Generator'). These alarms must be
manually acknowledged and suppressed (switched off) by the operators, by
means of the turn-keys on the consoles of the pult.
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4.9.1 Early Alarms

The appearance of a red symbol on the current IPSO display does not have
the required impact on operators, because the alarm can be the result of a
minor disturbances in a sub-system which does not directly threaten the
overall system availability, as well as a major system disturbance. The
difference cannot be distinguished on the IPSO display (operator expertise
was not profoundly integrated in the development of the current IPSO
software). Minor system disturbances that result in alarms on the IPSO
display are annoying for operators. Due to this inaccurate system status
presentation, operators tend to disregard the IPSO alarms. Furthermore non-
operating personnel entering the control room, confronted with alarms on the
IPSO display, will approach the operators and distract their attention by
posing non-relevant questions.

The new IPSO display has an additional alarm colour (yellow, see table 4-6)
which can will introduce the required differentiation between minor and
major process disturbances. However to achieve that alarm messages on the
IPSO display have the intended, consistent impact on all users, further review
of the alarm handling software is required. Adjustments to boundary limits
(set-points) of process variables will result in the elimination of the annoying
early alarms. During future testing and evaluation of the IPSO software in the
simulator, these points will be given ample attention.

The improvements concerning the alarm presentation can lead to enhanced
operator acceptance, confidence, and real use of the new IPSO display during
normal operation conditions, leading to a greater familiarity with the IPSO
display and effective use of the IPSO during severe process disturbances.

4.9.2 Alarms during Refuelling Outage

A special problem occurs during the refuelling outage when many system
alarms are suppressed, and numerous alarms occur due to irrelevant
deviations of process parameters. To avoid this problem additional software
modifications are required, e.g. by relating the boundary limits of process
variables to the current plant mode. During the simulator tests of the new
IPSO, ample considerations will be given to the occurrence of alarms during
refuelling, to determine whether additional measures are desirable.
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4.10 Alarm Presentation Modifications

In the further development of the alarm presentation, due attention should be
given to the difference in functionality between the PPS and the IPSO
display.

• The PPS was introduced for early fault detection and guidance to the root
cause of a system disorder in the lower PPS levels (see section 4.5.3).
Therefore the PPS should present even minor system disorders at an early
stage, meaning that the boundary limits of the displayed alarms are
reached relatively early.

• The IPSO display on the other hand should preferably filter the minor
system disorders (annoying 'early alarms' appear on the current IPSO
display, see section 4.9.1), and present only the major disturbances to
maintain a clear overview on the top-priority disturbances. During major
system disorders, an operator is mainly interested in the combined effect
of all disorders on the overall availability of systems.

This difference in functionality between the PPS and the IPSO display
requires substantial differences in alarm presentation. As mentioned earlier,
this can partly be achieved by reviewing the alarm handling software,
adjusting the boundary limits of the various process variables thus delaying
the appearance of alarms on the IPSO display.

The required difference in alarm handling between the IPSO display and the
PPS (resulting in the eliminating of early IPSO alarms), combined with the
option to introduce more consistency and simplicity in alarm presentation on
both systems, has resulted in the following alarm handling 'concept':

Table 4-7 Optional PPS/IPSO alarm handling

system status PPS new IPSO display

minor disturbance blinking symbol

major disturbance symbol yellow symbol yellow

alarm conditions symbol red symbol red

• Minor system disturbance
In the event that a process parameter in a system of relatively minor
importance exceeds its boundary limit, the applicable system symbol will start
blinking on the PPS graphics, while nothing will change on the IPSO display,
thus eliminating the early IPSO alarms and maintaining the early fault
detection function of the PPS. 'Blinking' instead of colouring a symbol is
selected because many colours are already used in the various PPS graphics,
thus reducing the alarming effect of a system changing colour. The bunking
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can be stopped by manually acknowledging the alarm).

• Major system disturbance
When a first boundary limit is exceeded in a more important system which
applies two boundary limits, the symbol will colour yellow in both the PPS
graphics and the IPSO display. The elimination of the colour orange from the
PPS alarm handling (see section 4.6) results more consistency in the PPS and
IPSO alarms handling.

• Alarm conditions
In the event that a second boundary limit is exceeded, a red symbol will
appear on both the PPS graphics and the IPSO display. The simplicity,
consistency and improved functionality of the proposed PPS and IPSO alarm
handling concept can be evaluated during the further development of the
IPSO graphic.

4.11 Conclusions

• The integration of the parameters and alarms within the new IPSO graphic
requires extensive re-configuration of the parameters and alarms
presentation. The current IPSO display presents the parameters and alarms
on four separate monitors beneath the overview panel.

• An essential element of the current IPSO display is the Critical Functions
Monitoring System (CFMS)-matrix which will be presented in the new
IPSO display in an adjusted format (3- 3 matrix is adjusted to a column
with only 6 elements).

• The new IPSO display will promote effective communication between all
plant operational groups, by providing a visualized common mental model
of the plant status. The IPSO graphic is also displayed on the PPS
monitors on several plant locations.

• The parameter presentation conventions of the PPS form strict limitations
in the design of new IPSO graphics which will also be developed with the
Dataviews application. Dataviews is applied to enhance the compatibility
of the IPSO display with the PPS graphics which were designed with
Dataviews.

4.12 Summary

The IPSO display was introduced in response to the TMI accident at
Harrisburg in 1979. One of the recommendations concerned the installation of
an overview panel (IPSO display) in the control room to support the
communications amongst operators and non-operating individuals to avoid a
mind set on detailed process conditions during accidents. The IPSO display
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presents an overview of the status and availability of the main nuclear and
conventional systems, and is supplementary to the monitors of the Process
Presentation System (PPS) which assist the operators to control the plant
during normal operation and process disturbances.

An essential element of the IPSO display is the Critical Functions Monitoring
System (CFMS)-matrix in the lower left-hand corner, which concisely
presents the status of the main safety functions. The new IPSO display is
based on an LCD rear-projection technique that offers the possibility to
integrate process parameters and alarms in the process diagram (currently
presented on the four monitors underneath the IPSO) becomes feasible with
this technique. The LCD rear-projection could also present different plant
mode oriented graphics, directed by plant mode changes. The use of colours
in relation with the alarm presentation on the PPS and the IPSO display is
elaborately discussed.
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5. TECHNICAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONS

The general functioning of a nuclear power plant was discussed in chapter 3,
and the more specific analyses of the control room and the IPSO in chapter 4.
This chapter gives a more detailed description of the function and structure of
the main systems and components that are presented on the current hardwired
IPSO display. Major modifications in the system designs which need to be
integrated in a new IPSO graphic design will be addressed. Furthermore the
new systems (currently being constructed as a part of the modification
project) that require to be presented in a new IPSO graphic design, will also
be addressed. The description of each system comprises the normal operation
functions of the system, the safety relevant Junctions, as well as the main
interfaces with other systems.

Most of the systems presented on the IPSO are so called 'safety relevant
systems', indicating that they are essential in sustaining safe plant operation,
based on maintaining the Critical Safety Functions (see section 4.3.3) during
process disturbances. An important aspects of the instrumentation of safety
relevant systems is the high level of redundancy which enhances the
reliability and availability (e.g. three different devices are applied to
determine a flow in a section of the 'safety relevant' Emergency Core
Cooling System, as opposed to only a single device to determine the water
intake flow rate from the Westerschelde).

The description of the systems of the Borssele NPP is fairly arbitrarily
divided into the nuclear and the conventional systems.
A relatively elaborate description of the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and
Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) system (TJ) is given because of its
importance during both the refuelling period and accidents that require
emergency core cooling [11]. The TJ system will receive a prominent and
fairly detailed presentation in the new IPSO graphic design.

It is noted that the values given in this chapter are indicative. The regularly
updated system information can be found in the operator training courses [12]
which include the modifications.

5.1 Nuclear Systems

The main components of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), comprising the
reactor vessel, two steam generators, two reactor coolant circulation pumps
(RCS pumps), the pressurizer and the connecting lines (cold legs, hot legs,
and surge line), as well as the Power Conversion System (PCS) are described
in chapter 2. The main nuclear auxiliary systems of the RCS and the PCS are
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shown in figure 5-1, and discussed in this chapter. Other auxiliary systems
(presented on the current IPSO display), will also be addressed briefly,
including the Fuel storage basin cooling system (TG) and the Demineralized
water supply system (RZ)
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Figure 5-1 Reactor Coolant System (RCS), Power Conversion System
(PCS), and main auxiliary systems

The Nuclear auxiliary systems include the 'boric acid and chemicals injection
system' (TB) and the 'volume control system' (TA). In figure 5-1, the two-
carrier structure of the Borssele NPP is shown. These two barriers are
located between the radio-active coolant in the RCS and the water from the
Westerschelde. Leakage in one of the nuclear systems (e.g. leakage from one
of the 4000 U-tubes inside a steam generator) will result in the contamination
of one of the systems in between the two barriers: barrier one has been
violated. Activity detection in any of the intermediate systems (e.g. the main
steam system) will then result in an immediate reactor scram, and the
contaminated section will be isolated and cleaned. The two-barrier structure
of the NPP hereby prevents the release of radio-active material to the water
of the Westerschelde [13]. One exception exists on this two-barrier structure:
As a part of the current modifications, another back-up core cooling system is
being constructed. This system, code TE-VE, see figure 5-1, is designed to
establish the required core cooling when all other emergency core cooling
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systems are lost during a severe accident. The system consist of eight VE
pumps that take suction from the well water. This water is transferred to the
TE system to cool RCS coolant which is now being circulated by the TE
pumps. The VE-TE system structure includes only one barrier between the
RCS coolant and the environment.

As explained earlier, during normal power operation the thermal energy of
the RCS is exchanged with the Power Conversion System (PCS) by the two
steam generators, see figure 5-1. The condensers of the PCS are cooled by
the main cooling water system (VC). However during incidents or accidents,
as well as during the refuelling period, core cooling is accomplished by the
so called Residual Heat Removal (RHR) chain, see figure 5-2. This chain of
systems that removes the residual (decay) heat produced in the reactor core
consists of:

• The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling (ECC)
system (code TJ)

• The nuclear intermediate component cooling system (code TF)
• The auxiliary cooling water system (code VF)

VARIOUS NUCLEAR
SYSTEMS (INCL. TCI)

IARRIER i mm i

RESIDUAL HEAT
REMOVAL SYSTEM

VARIOUS
NON-NUCLEAR
SYSTEMS

Figure 5-2 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) chain

The TJ system circulates the RCS coolant which cools the reactor core. The
TF system comprises a number of heat exchangers (TF coolers) in the TJ
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system that cool the RCS coolant. The TF system on its turn, is cooled by the
VF system which utilizes sea water from the Westerschelde. The VF system
is also referred to as the ultimate heat sink (see figure 5-1 and 5-2). Another
system concerning the residual heat removal is the fuel storage basin cooling
system (code TG), discussed in the section 5.1.4.

5.1.1 Residual Heat Removal and Emergency Core Cooling
System (TJ)

A crucial nuclear auxiliary system for the Borssele NPP, as identified in
chapter 2, is the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling
(ECC) system (TJ, also referred to as the Safety Injection System), see figure
5-3. The TJ system performs a normal plant operation function during the
refuelling period, and a safety technical function during accidents, such as
Loss Of Coolant Accidents (LOCA, primary leakage). For cooling the RCS
under these different conditions, the TJ system consists of three sub-systems,
which are the high-pressure safety injection system, the intermediate pressure
accumulator injection system, and the low-pressure safety injection system.

Figure 5-3 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling
(ECC) System (TJ)
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• 77 Normal Operation Functions
During the plant shutdown, the transition from power operation conditions to
cold, sub-critical conditions (TempRCS < 50°C), the RCS is cooled by the
steam generators until the temperature and pressure are reduced to below
respectively 150°C and 3.2 MPa (32 bar). At those conditions the two steam
generators are no longer operational but heat continues to be produced by the
fission products in the core. This residual heat or 'decay heat' is the result of
radio-active decay of the fission products in the fuel rods which, during
normal operation conditions, contributes (about 7%) to the total power
production. In order to remove this residual heat, the low-pressure TJ pumps
are taken in operation when the RCS coolant pressure drops below 3.2 MPa
(the design pressure of the low-pressure TJ system is 4.4 MPa). The TJ
pumps take suction from the 'hot legs' of the RCS and discharge the reactor
coolant through a heat exchanger, back to the 'cold legs'. This is the
recirculation mode of the TJ system. The heat exchanger is part of the
intermediate component cooling system (TF). The low-pressure TJ pumps
have to overcome the frictional pressure losses only, this as opposed to the
injection mode (described below), in which case the high-pressure TJ system
injects coolant from atmospheric conditions into the RCS. The maximum
RCS pressure at which the low-pressure TJ pumps can inject coolant is
approximately 0.7 MPa.

Stagnation of the residual (decay) heat removal for an extended period of
time will cause degradation and rupture of the Zircalloy fuel rod cladding,
thereby leaking radio-activity into the coolant. Therefore the safety technical
importance of TJ requires a high system availability and reliability. To meet
this high level of reliability and availability the system is designed with a
high level of redundancy. The TJ system consists of four laterals of which
two are required for the removal of the residual heat. Therefore in the event
of a single failure in one of the laterals, combined with an unavailable
component (due to maintenance or repair in one of the other laterals) during
full operation, the TJ system can still perform its task.

• 77 Safety Technical Functions
The Safety Injection System (TJ) is designed to adequately cool the reactor
core for a spectrum of pipe ruptures from small breaks up to a
circumferential rupture of the main cooling circuit (double ended guillotine
rupture). The rupture size determines the type of response of the TJ system.
A difference is made between the following rupture sizes:

• Small leak (1) : < 38.5 cm2

• Medium size leak (2) : 38.5 < leak < 314.2 cm2

• Large leak (3) : > 314.2 cm2 up to the full rupture (circumferential break 0 of the
main recirculation loop (RCS, diameter 800 mm) in which both
ends become completely separated.
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The high-pressure injection system is designed to supply borated water to the
core (boric acid reduces the reactivity) in the event of small (1) and
medium-size (2) pipe breaks. The high-pressure TJ pumps start injection
when the pressure in the RCS drops below 12.0 MPa, and continue the
injection until the reactor pressure is low enough to activate the low-pressure
injection system (pressure < 0.7 MPa).

In the event of large (3) pipe breaks the high-pressure injection system is not
sufficient to replace the lost coolant. In such events the reactor pressure will
be quickly reduced and the low-pressure injection system can almost
immediately supply reactor coolant. In addition, a large quantity of borated
water can be supplied from the TJ storage tanks to quickly reflood the reactor
core. When these TJ storage tanks run empty, the long-term cooling of the
reactor core can be assured by the TJ low-pressure recirculation mode: The
reactor coolant which is discharged, through the leak into the reactor
containment, will accumulate at the bottom of the containment (in the reactor
sump). The low-pressure pumps will then take suction from the reactor sump
(where the coolant cools off by means of natural convection) and recirculate
the coolant to the RCS.

• High-pressure sub-system
In case of a small leak, the high-pressure injection system (maximum
pressure is 12.3 MPa) is automatically activated as the pressure in the RCS
drops below 12.0 MPa, injecting borated coolant from the TJ storage tanks
directly in both primary loops. Also in the event the volume control system
(TA) becomes inoperable, these high-pressure TJ pumps can ensure the
supply of borated water to the RCS.

• Intermediate pressure sub-system
In the event the pressure in the RCS drops to below 2.5 MPa e.g. due to a
large LOCA, the valves of the four accumulators (TJ buffer tanks) will open,
to allow from the borated (1.25%) water from the accumulators to be injected
into primary loop. These four accumulators (28 m3 each) contain 20 m3

borated water and are pressurized with 8 m3 nitrogen to a pressure of 2.5
MPa. When the RCS pressure drops to below the pressure of 2.5 MPa, the
accumulators will inject into the two hot and cold legs of the RCS. The accu-
mulators are an example of a passive safety system which does not require
any mechanical or electrical energy to inject coolant. As soon as the reactor
pressure drops below the accumulator pressure, coolant is forced into the
primary loop.

• Low-pressure sub-system
At the time the pressure has dropped to below 0.7 MPa, the TJ system
switches from the high-pressure injection to low-pressure injection by
actuating the low-pressure residual heat removal pumps and switching off the
high-pressure injection pumps. The residual heat removal pumps can also
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draw coolant from the four TJ storage tanks. When the storage tanks are
empty, the TJ system switches to reactor sump operation conditions. The
low-pressure residual heat removal pumps draw the coolant from the sump
and circulate the coolant, through the TF coolers, into the RCS.

The low-pressure pumps are realigned to recirculate water from the reactor
sump. The pumps and heat exchangers of the low-pressure injection system
can be combined with the residual heat removal system. These two operating
modes of the low-pressure injection system are called safety injection and
recirculation. Realignment is carried out by the reactor operator at low level
in the storage tank or at high level in the reactor sump. In this mode the
residual heat produced by the radio-active decay in the core (2-3% of rated
power) is being removed by the TJ system.

• TJ Interfaces
The TJ system interfaces with the following systems:

• The nuclear chemical injection system (TB) which produces borated water
for the TJ storage tanks (and the TA system).

• The TF coolers are the largest components in the TJ system. The TF
system also cools the seal water coolers of the low-pressure pumps, and
the oil coolers of the high-pressure TJ pumps.

• The reactor basin which is filled, during the refuelling period, with borated
water from the TJ storage tanks.

The main modification to the TJ system concerns the separation of the system
into two independent sub-systems.

5.1.2 Nuclear Intermediate Component Cooling System (TF)

During normal power operation, the generated heat in the reactor core will be
used to produce steam in the steam generators which will drive the turbo
generator. The expanded steam will be condensed in the condensers that are
cooled by the main cooling water system (VC) with water from the
Westerschelde. However a small amount of the heat generated in the reactor
core, as well as heat produced by various nuclear auxiliary components is
removed by the intermediate component cooling system (TF, see figure 5-1
and 5-2) by means of supplying coolant to a large number of heat exchangers
in nuclear systems.

The TF system operating pressure ranges between 0.3 and 0.4 MPa which
exceeds the pressure in the VF system, thereby preventing leakage of
chlorides from the Westerschelde in the VF system to the TF system. These
chlorides could cause stress and pit corrosion in austenitic / ferritic steel
system parts. Hydrazine (N2H4) is supplemented to the demin water in the TF
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system to diminish corrosion by dissolved oxygen by promoting the following
chemical reaction.

N2H4 + O2 —> N 2 + 2H2O

A fraction of the TF flow is led through a filter to remove 'solid particles'
such as corrosion products, while in another bypass, the activity of the
circulating coolant is measured to detect possible leakage of radio-active
material. The TF system provides a barrier between the nuclear auxiliary
systems in the restricted area connected to the primary system, which contain
radio-active coolant, and the water from the Westerschelde. Leakage in any
TF heat exchanger will therefore not lead to a release of activity to the
environment.

• TF Normal Operation Functions
The main normal operation functions of the TF system concern the cooling of
various nuclear auxiliary systems that are required during for normal power
operation comprising:

• Engine oil, air and seal water coolers of the pump motors and bearings in
the nuclear systems, including both RCS pumps, the TJ pumps, and the
TA pumps.

• Coolers of the containment penetrations of the main steam lines (RA) and
main feedwater pipes (RL).

• The non-recuperative TA heat exchangers.
• The fuel storage basin cooling system (TG).

The TF system includes three diesel-generator backed motor pumps and two
main heat exchangers with the VF system. During normal operation, one TF
pump and one TF heat exchanger will be on standby, the 2nd heat exchanger
and the 3rd pump serve as a back-up. During normal operation conditions, the
minimal TF coolant temperature shall not exceed 34°C, to ensure sufficient
cooling of the RCS pumps (YD). The maximum heatup of the TF inventory
is 13.3°C (causing the VF inventory temperature to increase with a maximum
of 8.4°C).

The TF expansion tanks can accommodate volume changes due to main
coolant temperature fluctuations in the system, maintaining the pressure
between 0.24 MPa (pump suction side, or inlet) and 0.34 MPa (pump outlet).
Safety relief valves that can discharge to the atmosphere protect the system
against over-pressurization. The heat exchangers are divided into a group of
coolers, located in the restricted area and required during all plant modes, and
a second group (the maintenance lateral) which is dedicated to serve those
coolers directly supporting the vital residual heat removal function.
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• TF Safety Technical Functions
In the event of design-basis incidents and accidents, the main safety technical
task of the TF system is to cool the TJ system (which removes the residual
heat from the RCS), and transfer the heat to the VF system (RHR chain, see
section 5.1).

• TF Interfaces
Due to heat absorbtion by the TF-system, the demin water will expand,
causing a level increase in the compensation tanks of TF. When the
maximum level is reached, superfluous demin water is discharged to the De-
hydrate system storage tanks (TZ). Furthermore a leaking high-pressure TF
cooler (cooling a high-pressure primary component) will be isolated with stop
valves which can result in a local pressure transients. Therefore all coolers
have a separate safety relief valve (set at 0.8 MPa) that can blow off TF-
coolant to the TZ storage tanks.

The main modifications concern the strict lateral separation of the system
which includes the addition of a 4* TF pump, and the installation of a 2nd

activity detection system [10].

5.1.3 Auxiliary Cooling Water System (VF)

The auxiliary cooling water system forms the ultimate section of the Residual
Heat Removal (RHR) chain. Apart from cooling the TF system, various other
non-nuclear systems are cooled with the water from the Westerschelde, see
figure 5-1 and 5-2.

• VF Normal Operation Functions
The auxiliary cooling water system takes suction from the Westerschelde. In
order to protect this water intake from a number of external influences, the
intake is shielded by large filters. In the event that these filters are blocked
(e.g by a stranded ship or large amounts of mussels), the bypass valves can
be opened to continue the supply of coolant to the coolers in the TF system
(see figure 5-1). This situation however endangers the availability of the now
unprotected VF pumps.

• VF Interfaces
The VF interfaces with the TF system and a number of non-nuclear systems.
The main system modifications concern the strict lateral separation of the
system which includes the addition of a 4* VF pump.
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5.1.4 Fuel Storage Basin Cooling System (TG)

The fuel rods in the fuel storage basin continues to produce a substantial
amount of heat due to the radio-active decay of fission products inside the
used rods (indicative value of produced thermal power: 6.5 MW). The fuel
storage basin contains the used (or burned up) fuel rods which are taken out
of the core during the refuelling period roughly once a year, see figure 5-4.
The TG system does not have specific safety technical functions besides the
normal operation function.
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Figure 5-4 Fuel storage basin cooling system (TG)

• TG Normal Operation Functions
The main task of the basin cooling loop (TG) is to remove the residual
(decay) heat from the fuel storage basin. The heat is transferred by one or
both laterals of the TG system to the nuclear intermediate component cooling
system (TF). The average fuel basin water temperature during normal
operation conditions is 40°C (45°C during the refuelling period when all new
and used fuel rods are placed in the storage basin), and the maximum
temperature is 120°C during accidents. The basin water contains 2200 ppm of
boric acid to maintain an adequate sub-criticality margin for the stored fuel
rods.

During the annual refuelling period, the reactor basin (adjacent to the fuel
storage basin, see figure 2-1 and 5-5), is flooded by the TG system. When the
reactor basin is filled up, the lock gate (sluisdeur) which separates the two
basins is opened to allow underwater transport of the burned up, highly radio-
active fuel rod assemblies from the reactor to the storage basin, shielded by
several meters of water. The fuel assemblies are stored there for at least one
year, to reach an acceptable level of activity for further handling. The TG-
system also cleans the water in the storage basin (and the reactor basin during
refuelling) by leading a fraction of the total coolant flow through filters.
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Figure 5-5 Fuel storage basin

After refuelling, when the lock gate is closed, water is removed from the
reactor basin by one high-pressure-TJ pump, and transferred to a TD storage
tank. During this process, a fraction of the water is pumped through the TR-
filter (radio-active effluent system) and sprayed on the walls of the reactor
basin to remove sticking radio-active particles.

• TG Interfaces
The chemical suppletion system (TB) compensates (through the TJ-system)
for loss of water due to evaporation from the storage basin.
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All pipes attached to the basin are connected at the top part of the basin,
ensuring the water-covering of the stored fuel rods in the event of pipe
leakage or pipe rupture. Water from the basin can be transferred to the main
coolant storage tanks and regenerate-system (TD) or the radio-active effluent
system (TR).

5.1.5 Volume Control System (TA)

The Volume Control System (TA), see figure 5-6, is an auxiliary system that
continuously operates during every plant mode. The main task of TA is to
control the pressurizer-level, thereby maintaining the required inventory in the
RCS (RCS volume control). The TA system comprises three pumps, while
the primary function of the TA system during normal plant operation (volume
control and the seal water control of the RCS pumps) is ensured by one
pump only. The two other pumps are in 'stand by' mode. The TA pumps
draw coolant from the volume control tank, occasionally supplemented by the
Nuclear Chemical Injection System (TB), and discharge to the RCS cold legs.
The system forms an intermediate between the high-pressure main coolant
system (15.7 MPa), and a number of low-pressure reactor auxiliary systems
(which operate at less than 1 MPa, such as the coolant purification system).

Figure 5-6 Volume control system (TA)
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The functionality of the TA system consists of 'normal plant operation
functions' and the 'safety technical functions' which are discussed below.

• TA Normal Operation Functions
As stated earlier, many nuclear auxiliary systems operate at a much lower
pressure and temperature than the RCS. Therefore the coolant that is drawn
from the RCS, is first reduced in temperature by two heat exchangers from
approximately 295°C to 50°C, and then reduced in pressure from 15.7 MPa
to approximately 0.8 MPa. In order to transfer the coolant back into the RCS,
the coolant is re-heated up to approximately 260°C (to avoid thermo-fatigue,
damage to the material due to frequent occurrence of extreme tension in
material). The TA pumps will then charge the coolant back into the RCS. A
certain fraction of the RCS coolant is directed to the coolant purification
system. The TA system compensates volume deviations due to main coolant
temperature changes (during start-up procedures, the primary coolant will heat
up and expand) and small leakage (charging reactor water from the TD
storage tanks to the RCS). Other functions of the TA system during normal
operation consist of:

• Filling up the main coolant system with coolant at the end of the
refuelling period.

• RCS pressure reduction by means of spraying in the pressurizer during
cool down, when the RCS pumps are switched off.

• Seal water supply to the RCS pumps. Seal water injection is essential to
the RCS pumps in operation, to avoid deterioration or even destruction of
the RCS pump seals which can lead to considerable primary coolant
leakage.

• TA Safety Technical Functions
Following most reactor trips, TA maintains a normal charging flow with one
of the three volume control pumps to compensate for primary system
inventory losses, to provide an auxiliary pressurizer spray flow for primary
de-pressurization, and to provide the necessary primary chemical control. A
second TA pump starts automatically on low pressurizer level. The TB
system supplies the borated and de-mineralized water. Initiating events can be
a steam generator tube rupture, a main steam or feedwater line rupture, or a
small LOCA (primary leak). Following an Anticipated Transient Without
Scram event (ATWS), TA is needed to sufficiently borate the primary system
and achieve sub-criticality.

• TA Interfaces
The main fraction of the coolant is accumulated in the large volume control
tank, at a pressure of 0.29 MPa in a hydrogen atmosphere. A fraction of the
reactor coolant flow is directed through filters and demineralizers in the
coolant purification system (TC). TA coolant suppletion (demineralised water)
is also required to compensate for the small amount of reactor coolant which
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is continuously discharged from one of the cold legs of the reactor coolant
system, and directed to the coolant purification system (TC) and reactor
coolant storage tanks (TD). The interface with the boric acid and chemicals
system (TB) concerns the regulation of the boric acid concentration in the
RCS by supplying demineralized water or boric acid (to control the core
criticality), as well chemicals such as lithium hydroxide, hydrazine and
hydrogen to prevent corrosion of the components by the coolant.

5.1.6 Primary Suppletion System (TW)

The primary suppletion system (TW), see figure 5-3, was installed in
combination with the secondary suppletion system (RS, see section 5.2.4)
during modifications in 1985, in response to revised views on minimum plant
redundancy requirements, physical separation of safety related equipment and
common cause failures. The TW system is a stand-alone emergency cooling
system, including water storage basins and dedicated emergency diesel
generators [10].

The TW system is designed to support the residual heat removal function of
the RS system for at least 10 hours (hot standby mode), in the unlike event of
a total station blackout (no off-site electrical power available), and the total
loss of feedwater (RL and RL-A), e.g. as a result of external events (EVA)
such as flooding, the crash of a small airplane, a gas cloud explosion, or fire
(internal or external) [11]. During the first 10 hours, actions by the operator
are not required. The TW and RS systems are equipped with an independent
electrical power supply. The TW system is in standby mode during normal
plant conditions and is not designed for LOCAs (see the TJ system
description). Therefore the TW system only serves safety technical functions.

• TW Safety Technical Functions
The main tasks of TW system is to compensate for primary inventory
shrinkage or small losses, and to retain sub-criticality in the core. The
suppletion of borated main coolant in the primary system restores the pressure
in the primary system (by filling up the pressurizer), removes residual heat
from the core and avoids core uncovery. The boric acid concentration in the
supplied reactor coolant maintains core sub-criticality.

The system is designed to supply reactor coolant in this hot-shutdown mode
automatically for at least 10 hours. The TW system consists of two physically
separated laterals each consisting of an injection pump (maximum pressure
17.8 MPa, capacity of 5.2 10"3 mVs) which can inject water from its
associated boric acid basin. The two boric acid basins contain approximately
250 m3 demineralized water with 1.25% boric acid (2200 ppm) under
atmospheric conditions. The water temperature can range from 20 to 50°C.
Each lateral is equipped with safety relief valves to maintain the primary
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pressure in the range of 14.0 to 15.7 MPa. All types of system
malfunctioning except ATWS can be controlled by one lateral.

• TW Interfaces
The TW system injection path is through the volume control system (TA) to
the RCS. The inventory of the boric acid basins is produced by the chemical
suppletion system (TB). The TW system is automatically actuated (YZ 101
signal) during normal power operation in the event of low pressurizer level
(less than 1.17 m) or high containment pressure (higher than 30 millibar
coincident with a low RCS pressure (less than 11.7 MPa). The main system
modifications concern the construction of lines from the TW system to the
pressurizer spraying system, and the maximum TW injection pressure
(borated water to the RCS) will increased up to 18.5 MPa (injection can start
earlier) [10].
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5.2 Conventional Systems

The two steam generator perform the heat exchange between the nuclear and
conventional system, or Power Conversion System (PCS). The PCS (see
figure 5-7) includes the main steam system (RA), the turbines (see figure 5-
9), the main condensate system (RM), the main feedwater system (RL) and
the secondary suppletion system (RS)

I
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Figure 5-7 Power Conversion System (PCS) including the main conventional
auxiliary systems

Safety systems on the secondary side comprise the auxiliary feedwater system
(RL-A), the secondary suppletion system (RS), and the main steam blow-off
station (pressure relief, part of RA).

In the event of failure of the main and auxiliary feedwater system. The
demineralised water system (RZ) can charge (with four pumps) coolant from
the RZ storage tanks to the secondary side of the steam generators.
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5.2.1 Main Steam System (RA)

The main task of the RA system is to transfer steam from the steam
generators to the high-pressure turbine. The two steam generators are each
connected to one main steam pipe. Directly outside the steel containment and
the concrete dome, ten safety relief valves (on each line), are capable of
discharging the full steam production of the steam generators to the
atmosphere. The safety relief valves are designed to blow off at a pre-set
pressure level. Passed these safety valves further down the main steam lines,
there are two power-operated blow off valves for controlled steam discharge.
Before entering the high-pressure turbine, the steam is directed through a
filter, to protect the turbine (and the two steam-driven auxiliary feedwater
pumps, RL-A). The loop back to the Steam generators is formed by the
condensate system (RM) and the main feedwater system (RL), see figure 5-7.
In the event of a Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR), the two steam
generator loops can be isolated by closing the main steam valves and the
valves of the feedwater system. These valves are not presented on the current
IPSO display but will be introduced in new IPSO graphic designs.

• RA Normal Operation Functions
During start-up and shutdown procedures, the steam over-production is
discharged through the turbine bypass (SF) to the condensers. Furthermore
during the start-up procedures, part-load operation conditions, and in case of
a turbine trip (TUSA), steam is supplied to the main feedwater tank (RL
tank), to build up the required pressure.

• RA Safety Technical Functions
An important safety feature is the pressure control of the steam generators
and the main steam pipes through safety release valves, blowing off steam to
the atmosphere in the event of a reactor scram, combined with the
unavailability of the turbine bypass or the condensers. The reactor core decay
heat causes the ongoing steam production. An important modification to the
RA system concerns the replacement of the four secondary, relief valves (also
connected to the main steam lines, opening at a pre-determined pressure) by a
set of 2- 10-5 % direct fluid operated valves. These safety relief valves
will open automatically at different set-points. The first relief valve will open
at a pressure of 8.53 MPa, the 10th valve at 9.12 MPa (the RA steam pressure
during 100% power production is 5.4 MPa). These 20 relief valves are an
example of the current trend of introducing inherent safety systems [10].

• RA Interfaces
Most of the steam that is produced in the two steam generators is used to
feed the turbines. However a fraction of the produced steam is extracted from
the main steam line before entering the high-pressure turbine. This fraction of
the main steam supply can be directed to the:
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Turbine bypass (SF): During low power operation conditions (and certain
incidents), steam over-production is bypassed directly to the condensers.
RL feed water tank: A minimum pressure of 0.3 MPa in the RL tank is
required to establish sufficient suction pressure to the main feedwater
pumps. During 30-100% load conditions, steam is supplied by the water
separator, located in between the high-pressure turbine and the low-
pressure turbines. Below 30% load (during heat-up and at the end of cool-
down), steam is supplied by the main steam pipe.

5.2.2 Main Condensate System (RM)

The main condensate system comprises three RM pumps of which two are
running during full-load power operation, charging the condensate from the
three condensers, which are located underneath the three low-pressure
turbines, back to the main feedwater system (RL), see figure 5-7. The RM
system only performs normal operation functions.

• RM Normal Operation Functions
Steam from the turbines (at a pressure of 7.0 MPa) is directed to the
condensers (vacuum). The main condensate system transfers the condensate
from the 'hotwells' of the condensers, through the low-pressure pre-heaters,
to the main feedwater storage tank (RL). In the event that the reactor is shut
down, and the steam from the RA system is directed through the turbine
bypass into the condensers, one RM pump will provide the coolant
circulation, and a fraction of the condensate is injected in the turbine bypass
to cool the steam that enters the condensers.

• RM Interfaces
During normal plant operation conditions, a fraction of the condensate is
directed to a number of secondary component coolers. Important systems that
are cooled by the RM system are the H2 and air coolers of the main electrical
power generator.

5.2.3 Main Feedwater System (RL)

The main task of the main feedwater system is to transport the feedwater
from the RL tank, through high-pressure pre-heaters, to the steam generators,
see figure 5-7. The auxiliary feedwater system (RL-A) can pump the coolant
from the same RL tank, directly to the steam generators. The RL system only
performs normal operation functions, while the RL-A system performs both
normal operation and safety technical functions.

• RL Normal Operation Functions
The RL system provides the feedwater transfer when reactor power is
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between 3 and 100% , controlling the level in the steam generators. The large
feedwater tank accumulates the condensate from the RM system, as well as
the condensate from several other secondary systems.

• RL-A Normal Operation Functions
The RL-A system provides the feedwater transfer from the RL tank to the
steam generators when reactor power is below 3% , during the start-up
(heatup) and the shutdown conditions. This requires one RL-A pump which
takes suction from the large feedwater storage tank. The volume of water
contained in this tank is sufficient to meet the requirements for cooling down
the reactor coolant system (during a shutdown) to a level at which the resi-
dual heat removal system (TJ) can be activate.

• RL-A Safety Technical functions
RL-A is one of the main engineered safety feature systems. In response to the
total loss of the main feedwater supply system, RL-A can provide sufficient
high-pressure cold feedwater flow (from the RL tank or the demineralized
water storage tanks RZ) to the steam generators' secondary side, to assure the
heat removal from the RCS. The produced steam is boiled off to either the
condenser (through the turbine bypass line), or to the atmosphere through the
safety relief valves in the main steam lines (in case the condenser vacuum
cannot be maintained). Events which can result in RL-A actuation are failure
of the main feedwater system (including loss of off-site electrical power), loss
of primary or secondary coolant (e.g. caused by a pipe rupture), and
transients with failure of the reactor to scram (ATWS).

• RL and RL-A Interfaces
The auxiliary feedwater systems consists of one electrical driven feedwater
pump and two steam turbine driven pumps. In the event of an electrical
power emergency situation, the two turbo pumps that are driven by steam
pressure from the RA system, can supply the required feedwater flow to the
steam generators. Furthermore the RS system (discussed below) is connected
to the RL-A feedwater lines, directly in front of the connection of RL-A with
the two steam generators. Failure of RL-A is backed up by this emergency
suppletion system.

5.2.4 Secondary Suppletion System (RS)

The main task of the secondary suppletion system is to assure a back up for
the main and auxiliary feedwater system (RL and RL-A) during power
operation. The RS system, combined with the nuclear suppletion system
(TW) were constructed during earlier plant modifications in 1985. The RS
system is in standby mode during normal plant conditions, only serving a
safety technical function. The RS system is presented in figure 5-7.
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• RS Safety Technical functions
In the event of RL-A failure combined with the failure of the Residual Heat
Removal chain (see section 5.1), the RS pumps will be started, resulting in
the suppletion of demineralized coolant from the large RS storage tanks to the
steam generators for at least 10 hours, thus removing the produced decay heat
from the primary system.

• RS Interfaces
The RS system is a stand-alone system, connected only to the primary
system, via the feedwater lines to the steam generators. The modifications to
the RS system concern the replacement of the two RS pumps by two larger
capacity pumps.

5.3 Electrical System

The electrical system comprises a generator, the main electrical 6kV rails BA
and BB which power all electrical systems and pumps on the plant site, and
the emergency power rails BU and BV which can be energized by the
external grid or the emergency diesel generators, see figure 5-8.

• Normal Operation Functions
The normal operation functions of the electrical system comprises the
electrical power generation by the 21kV generator that is driven by the
turbines, the transformation of the current up to 150kV, and the supply of the
produced electricity to the electrical grid. Furthermore the electrical system
transforms about 6% of the total produced electrical power to 6kV for on-site
power consumption, mainly by the two RCS pumps.

• Safety Technical Function
In the event of a total electrical power loss, the emergency electrical power is
supplied by three diesel generators (EY), located in one building, next to the
machine building. These generators will energize the 6kV emergency power
rails (BU and BV) which are connected to a limited number of vital nuclear
and conventional systems.

The modification project incorporates the construction of a new building for
two new emergency power generators: EY 10 and EY 20, which will be
strictly separated. Each of these two generators will energize one of the two
back-up rails. A third new emergency power generator (EY 30), constructed
on a different location on the plant site can supply electrical power to both
6kV back-up rails [10].

• Interfaces
If there is no power production (e.g. reactor trip, or refuelling period),
electricity is supplied by the regular electricity grid. The electrical system is
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connected to the CCB (Conventional Power Plant adjacent to the Borssele
NPP), in case the regular grid is not available. In the event that these two
options are unavailable, the 6kV rails are energized by the above mentioned
emergency diesels.

5.4 Conclusions

The abstract representation of the lateral separation in the residual Heat
Removal (RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) system needs a
prominent place in a new IPSO graphic design. Other systems that will need
a more elaborate presentation in a the new IPSO graphic are:

• The more elaborate presentation in the new IPSO graphic of specific
systems that are presented on the current IPSO display

• The nuclear intermediate cooling water system (VF), and the main cooling
water system (VC) take suction from the Westerschelde. In the event that
the filters are blocked, bypass valves can be opened to continue the supply
of coolant to the coolers in the TF system and the condensers (see figure
5-1). The importance of these valves requires presentation in the new IPSo
graphic.

5.5 Summary

This chapter gives a detailed description of the function and structure of the
main nuclear, conventional, electrical and auxiliary systems that are presented
on the current hardwired IPSO display. Major modifications in the system
designs which need to be integrated in a new IPSO graphic are addressed, as
well as the new systems that are currently being constructed as a part of the
modification project. The description of each system comprises the normal
operation functions of the system, the safety relevant functions, as well as the
main interfaces with other systems.
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Figure 5-8 Borssele NPP electrical system

Figure 5-9 3 low-pressure turbines with the generator
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6. IPSO DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The development of a new IPSO display or any other Operator Support
System (OSS) needs to begin with the formation of a multi-disciplinary
development team. Such a team requires the participation of reactor operators,
Instrumentation and Controls engineers (I&C), system engineers, and human
factors specialists, as well as representatives of the production, the utility
management and the modification project management [14]. For the Borssele
NPP, this implied the cooperation with external consultants to complement
expertise not available for this project at the utility. Three companies, KEMA,
ECN and NUCON, closely linked to nuclear engineering have been regularly
consulted.

6.1 Operator Support Systems

The increase of computerization and automation in NPP control rooms has
led to the introduction of information displays, process computers and other
devices improving operator efficiency and performance during normal
operation conditions and in managing transients and incidents. A key feature
of OSSs is their availability to present information in a structured and
prioritized form, and support the operator in identifying component and
system status, identifying faults and diagnose them, and assist the operator in
planning and implementing corrective actions (Decision Support). Support
systems alleviate the mental processing tasks assigned to operators, thereby
improving the safety and performance of operation [15].

OSSs are applied for fault detection and diagnosis, assisting operators in
preventing parameters from reaching alarm limits during complex upset plant
conditions which cannot be revealed by alarms or alarm logic (e.g. detection
and identification of leakage in the primary system, based on deviations in
mass balance of the flow from the RCS to the TA system, and the flow back
to the RCS). In addition to control room operators, users of OSSs include the
nuclear operation staff management, technical specialists, and maintenance
staff [16].

Other applications of OSSs include the elimination of difficult (error prone)
operator tasks, relieving the operator from boring vigilance, stressful and time
consuming tasks including the automation of the periodic testing of the
Reactor Protection System (RPS).
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6.2 Information Model for Operators

The development of Operator Support Systems (OSS) in general, requires the
evaluation of the instrumentation that is present in the existing control room,
to assess future interaction of the OSS with the existing control room
systems. Furthermore the effective OSS information presentation (the HMI)
involves consideration of the handling of large databases, symbolic
knowledge representation, and informational ergonomics. It is essential to
understand the mental processes of the operators that are responsible for
controlling the plant. These mental processes relevant for the control room
operator can be categorised by an information model of the control room
process developed by Rasmussen [15]. In this model, the control processes
are categorised into three modes:

• Skill based, automatic responses
Operators monitor instrument signals on the displays and information panels
that indicate the status of the plant, as well as automation devices that control
the plant processes and trip the plant if key safety parameters exceed the
prescribed boundary values. In monitoring the status of the plant, the
operators watch for deviations from the normal state. When operators detect
abnormal situations, they will initiate a simple, timely response through a set
of well trained, almost automatic control actions to restore the plant to its
normal state (information processing on a subconscious level [45]). This
control strategy is referred to as 'skill based control'.

• Rule based, guided responses
During more complex situations, operators have to assure themselves of the
status of the equipment, by validating the signals, and they have to follow the
operating procedures to restore normal plant conditions (rule based control).
Operator action is based on the recognition of patterns concerning known
situations, and following standard rules [45].

• Knowledge based problem solving
If the situation becomes increasingly complex and the determination of the
system status is not obvious from monitoring the instruments (i.e. multiple
system failures combined with faulty sensors), operators have to evaluate the
whole plant status to predict the next plant state and to define operational
tasks to achieve normal plant conditions (knowledge based control).

The current IPSO display was introduced in 1986 to assist operators during
severe process disturbances by presenting a clear overview on the main
process parameters and Critical Safety Functions (CSF) to define top-priority
tasks (knowledge based process control). Based on the definition of such
tasks, the operators and the assisting shift supervisor can determine the
appropriate operating procedures (FRPs or EOPs, see section 4.7).
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Figure 6-1 Operator functions and processes, based on the Rasmussen model

The new IPSO display should also acquire a modest role in controlling the
plant during undisturbed process conditions (assist in skill based operator
response), to achieve familiarity with and confidence in the new display (see
section 6.6.2, level of detail).

6.3 Multi-Disciplinary Design Team

At the Borssele NPP a multi-disciplinary design team is involved in the
design of the modified control room since 1992. The team comprises
representatives of the modification project management and production
management, a human factors engineer (KEMA) specialized on ergonomics in
the design of control rooms, operators and supervisors, and software
engineers. This team will continue until the completion of the modification
project in 1997. The existing design team has been supplemented with an
industrial design engineer of the TUD for the development of new IPSO
graphics, supported by advisors from ECN Nuclear Energy and the Delft
University of Technology.
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6.4 IPSO Graphic Development

The development of an ergonomic design of the IPSO graphic is based on the
formal project life cycle approach [15]. This approach comprises six stages:
(1) the user requirements specification stage, (2) the functional specification
stage, (3) the software design and production, (4) the concept testing, (5) the
implementation, and finally (6) the maintenance and modification stage.

1 User requirements specification
This stage of the project life-cycle comprises the definition of what the
Operator Support System (OSS) is expected to do. The user requirements
specification is mainly determined by the end user(s), considering the OSS
functionality, operational requirements and technical limitations.

2 Functional specification
The specified requirements form a guide for the participants in the multi-
disciplinary design team. The team will develop various different graphic
concepts based on the user requirements specification, assuring the
compatibility with the other Human Machine Interface (HMI) in the control
room. Test plans for further evaluation and development of the concept
design are defined (applying a control room simulator), and the final design
must be approved by the end users, thereby becoming an agreed statement of
the OSS to be implemented.

3 Software design and production
The agreed IPSO graphic design is the basis for a detailed IPSO software
design (modification of the current software). For the design of new IPSO
graphics, Dataviews will be applied which has already been validated and
used for the design the current PPS graphics.

4 Concept testing
New preliminary graphic designs must be evaluated, tested and updated
continuously during the development process by representatives of the
different IPSO user groups. The availability of the new control room
simulator in 1996 will assist in the further development and testing of the
software and the functioning of the new IPSO graphic design. Testing the
new IPSO graphic design will comprise characteristic operational activities
performed with the new graphic design, clarifying the functioning of the new
design, compared to the current IPSO display.

5 Implementation
This stage involves the installation of the new IPSO display in the control
room, and checking the operation of the communications and input/output.
This stage will take place at the Borssele NPP in 1997, after elaborate testing
with the simulator.
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6 Maintenance and modification
Support is required to maintain and update the new IPSO graphic design after
implementation. During this stage of the life-cycle, changes in the
requirements (operating procedures, plant modifications, new user
requirements) will be translated in software modifications (including
adjustments to the graphic design).

The user requirements (stage 1) are specified in this chapter. Stage 2 and 3
and some initial testing (stage 4) are discussed in the following chapters. The
implementation (stage 5), and maintenance and modification (stage 6) are
beyond the scope of this report.

6.5 User Groups of the IPSO Display

The first key element of the design process comprises the characterization of
the representatives of the different user groups of the IPSO display. These
user groups are closely involved in the development of new IPSO graphics by
means of representatives in the multi-disciplinary design team. The identified
user groups are the:

• control room supervisors,
• assisting shift supervisors,
• control room operators,
• Technical Support Centre (TSC), and
• management of nuclear production.

This chapter describes the different user groups and their tasks in the control
room, as well as the specific role of the IPSO display to the user groups. In
unofficial interviews with representatives of these user groups, the following
topics were discussed:

• The functionality of a large overview panel in the control room.
• The experience with the current IPSO display.
• The discrepancy between the intended function of the IPSO display as it

was introduced in 1986, and the actual use of the IPSO display by the
different user groups over the past seven years.

The evaluation of the current IPSO display and requirements for the new
graphic design by the different IPSO user groups is discussed in section 6.6.
The comment on another discussed topic, 'the required effect of plant mode
changes on an IPSO graphic', is given in section 6.7.2. The conclusions
concerning these topics contribute to the definition of design specifications
for a new IPSO graphic design.
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6.5.1 Control Room Supervisor

The Control Room Supervisor (CRS, or shift supervisor) is responsible for
the coordination and execution of all activities inside the control room, and is
required to maintain the overview on the plant safety status which includes
monitoring the Reactor Protection System [1]. The function of the IPSO
display for the supervisors is to present an overview on the status of the
nuclear and the conventional system. During system disorders both operators
tend to focus on either the nuclear or conventional system (as was the case in
the TMI event, confirmed by experiments). Due to this focusing, one or both
operators might loose the overview and perform incorrect actions. The shift
supervisor can assist the two operators by monitoring both the nuclear and
conventional systems, checking the operator interaction, and determining a
strategy for required operator actions based on the overall plant status. In the
event of an alarm annunciation, a quick glance at the IPSO display will
clearly indicate any threatened system availability. Upset plant conditions are
clearly visible by means of colour change of:

• A symbol in the graphic.
• One of the permanently presented parameters on one of the monitors

underneath the IPSO graphic.
• One of the squares of the Critical Safety Functions Matrix.

The size of the characters and digits on the four monitors, if monitored from
behind the pult at an average distance of three meters, is conform ergonomic
guide lines (required character height: 20 mm, the current size: 25 mm).
Monitoring the information from behind the desk of the shift supervisor (at a
distance of approximately nine meters from the IPSO display), the character
size seems insufficient However the small character size on the four monitors
is compensated for by means of:

• The high luminance contrast of the text and parameters (in cyan) on the
black background of the monitors.

• The fixed position of the information on the monitors, combined with the
distinct 'shape' of a line of information, such as 'P CNT -22' (see figure
4-6). The exact parameter value may be difficult to determine from behind
the desk of the shift supervisor, but it will be clear which process
parameter is deviating.

• The presentation of the parameters on the PPS monitors on the desk of the
shift supervisor in a readable format. The attention of the shift supervisor
will be drawn by the colour changes from cyan to yellow or red on the
four monitors.

Such compensations for allowing smaller sized characters can be applied in
the new IPSO graphic designs.
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6.5.2 Assisting Shift Supervisor

In the current control room situation, the main task of the assisting shift
supervisor during plant disturbances, is to coordinate the Emergency
Operating Procedures (EOPs) or Function Restoration Procedures (FRP) [1].
In order to determine the plant status during plant disturbances the assisting
shift supervisor has to verify a large number of process parameters on
different information panels and displays throughout the control room. This
includes information from the Reactor Protection System (RPS) which is
presented on a wall panel, located behind the desk of the shift supervisor.
This procedure takes about 20 minutes [1], and the two operators and the
shift supervisor are hereby disturbed in their task of controlling the event.

In the modified control room, the desk of the assisting shift supervisor will be
equipped with all required information panels and displays concerning the
critical safety functions (as well as the PPS) which will result in faster
execution of his task, without disturbing colleagues [35].

6.5.3 Control Room Operators

Generally two operators are on duty in the control room: one Nuclear
Equipment Operator (NEO) and one Conventional Equipment Operator
(CEO). Both operators are capable of controlling the nuclear system as well
as the conventional system. They are responsible for monitoring and control
and for executing actions at the control room panels. An important function
of the IPSO display is to communicate the status of the nuclear system to the
CEO, and vice versa. Especially during incidents when both operators are
heavily occupied with specific tasks to manage nuclear or conventional
system disturbances, it is important that the overall plant status be regularly
checked.

The two operators and the two supervisors in the control room have the
Process Presentation System (PPS) displayed on three monitors on their
desks, see figure 6-2. One monitor continuously presents an alarm list, the
other two are applied for exploration, retrieval of detailed process information
such as system or component diagrams and trend graphics which present
historical data of systems. The PPS currently controlled by means of a
keyboard which will be replaced in the modification project by a trackball,
combined with two buttons.

Expressed criticism by the operators on the current IPSO design concerns the
frequent occurrence of inappropriate, early alarms (see section 4.9.1).
Furthermore the low level of detail of the presented information (highly
abstract information presentation on the IPSO display) cannot provide support
to operator task performance during normal plant operation. During a process
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disturbance, operators can also seek the assistance of engineers from the
Technical Support Centre (TSC) who can analyze specific aspects of the
installation and assist in the determination of the root cause of a system
disturbance.

6.5.4 Technical Support Centre

During system disturbances, the Technical Support Centre (TSC) can be
staffed with specialists on radiation monitoring and effluent control,
mechanical systems, electrical systems, chemistry and physics,
instrumentation and controls, and maintenance procedures [32]. The Technical
Support Centre (TSC) is a facility, located adjacent to the control room, from
which the following functions can be provided:

• Management and technical support to the operators during emergency
conditions.

• Perform peripheral duties and communications (e.g. with local and
national authorities), thereby relieving the reactor operators from tasks not
directly related to reactor system manipulations.

• Conference room for specialists and plant management to discuss and plan
further actions, thereby preventing congestion in the control room during
process disturbances as happened in the TMI event.

The TSC also performs a number of routine tasks during normal operation
conditions, such as regularly checking the trend recorders (e.g. the radio-
active effluent over the past 24 hours). Furthermore the operators can request
assistance during specific system disorders and abnormal transients. For
example an operator detects abnormal shaft vibrations of an RCS pump and
seeks the assistance of a technical engineer assigned to the TSC. The engineer
will then diagnose the system status and advice the operator on further
operating procedures.

The function of the IPSO display is to establishes and maintain consistency in
the perceived plant status by the engineers in the TSC and the operators in
the control room optimizing the communication between operators and the
TSC engineers. The TSC engineers entering the control room will be
interested in specific, detailed system information which can be retrieved
from the pult and the wall panels. However the first point of orientation and
source of information is the IPSO display. A quick glance at the overview
panel will either confirm the expected plant status or show any deviation
from the expected plant status.

The efficient cooperation of the operators and the Technical Support Staff is
enhanced by the PPS, which is available on each desk of the operators and
the (assistant) shift supervisor, as well as on SUN Workstations in the TSC.
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The differences between the current 'PPS level 1 plant overview graphic' and
the current IPSO display (compare figure 4-7 with 4-4) will be eliminated
with the implementation of all modifications to the IPSO display and the
PPS. In the new situation, the graphics will be identical, and engineers from
the TSC will then have the identical plant status information (and mental
image) as the operators.

Figure 6-2 Desk of the Conventional Equipment Operator in the Borssele
NPP control room
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6.5.5 Management of Modification Project

The modification project management is responsible for the execution of all
sub-projects such as the construction of the mock-up which has been used for
approximately 18 months to develop the detailed layout of the new control
room (and simulator). During meetings arranged to determine IPSO design
specifications, substantial differences in opinion emerged amongst the
different IPSO user groups regarding the desired IPSO display functionality.
Regarding the development of the new IPSO graphic, the nuclear production
management supervises new design proposals to ensure that the final IPSO
graphic design incorporates their vision concerning the required IPSO display
functionality.

The existing differences in opinions mainly concern the required level of
detail of the new IPSO display, and the required number of EPSO graphics for
display during the different plant modes. It is stated however that substantial
changes to an IPSO graphic during plant mode changes are not
recommendable.

6.5.6 Human Factors Engineer

A human factors expert from the KEMA, specialized on ergonomics in the
design of control rooms participates in the multi-disciplinary design team.
Over the past years the human factors expert contributed to most projects at
the Borssele NPP related to ergonomics. The current cooperation concerns the
ergonomic design aspects of the new control room and of the simulator,
including the new IPSO graphics. The concept of only one graphic on the
IPSO display for all plant modes is promoted, as opposed to different
graphics during different plant modes.

It is also suggested that the IPSO display which is mainly designed to assist
operators during severe process disturbances, will only be used by operators
in such conditions if they are very familiar with and have confidence in the
display. Therefore the modified IPSO display needs to present information
that is useful to the operators during undisturbed plant conditions to achieve
regular interaction with the system which will lead to the required familiarity
and confidence in the system.
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6.6 Comment of the User Groups

The combined comment of the representatives of the different IPSO display
user groups on the current IPSO display is discussed in this section. The
comment comprises (1) the evaluation of the functionality of the current
IPSO display, (2) the discrepancy between the intended function of the
current IPSO display, and the actual use of the IPSO display (3), and
statements concerning the required (modified) IPSO display functionality.

6.6.1 IPSO Display Functionality

The general specifications of the function of the current and new IPSO
display, as defined by and applicable to the different IPSO user groups are:

• Top-priority information presentation
During severe system disturbances, an Integrated Process Status Overview
will avoid 'tunnel vision' (see also TMI event, section 4.2). The display of
the main system disturbances, indicated by the 'availability' of the main
nuclear and conventional systems, conveys the highest level of operational
concerns to the operators, shift supervisors and the assisting engineers. The
PPS level 1 overview graphic (identical to the IPSO display graphic) will
then lead the operators to more detailed information on the system
disturbance.

• Common cognitive process model
Especially during severe process disturbances, a clear process overview will
establish and maintain consistency in the perceived status of the main nuclear
and conventional systems (consistent mental process model) by all IPSO
users. This will optimize the communication and co-operation between the
Nuclear Equipment Operator (NEO), the Conventional Equipment Operator
(CEO), the shift supervisors and the TSC engineers. Consistency in the
cognitive process model is enhanced by the PPS level 1 overview graphic that
will be identical to the new IPSO graphic. The PPS monitors in the TSC, as
well as on various other locations on the plant site, provide the process status
information in an identical format. A quick glance at the IPSO display by the
individuals that enter the control room will either confirm the expected plant
status or show any deviation from the expected plant status.

• Indication of plant performance
The performance of the main plant processes is indicated by a number of
process parameters that need to be monitored, and maintained at accurate
values, to assure safe and efficient power operation. In the current situation,
these parameters are presented on the four monitors underneath the IPSO
display. These parameters include:
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• The mass balance of the reactor coolant inventory: The difference in the
flow rate at the inlet and outlet of the volume control system (TA).

• The thermodynamic efficiency of the Balance of Plant (BOP): The
feedwater flow/steam flow ratio of both steam generator. An imbalance or
mismatch between the feedwater flow (RL) to a steam generator, and the
steam flow (RA) from the same steam generator is the main indication of
a disturbance in the Power Conversion System (PCS, see figure 5-7).

• The reactor thermal power/generator electrical power ratio indicates the
efficiency of the power operation process.

• Pressurizer level accurately indicates the pressure and temperature
conditions of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS).

The Critical Functions Monitoring System (CFMS) matrix shows the status of
the critical safety functions (see section 4.3.3)

6.6.2 IPSO Display Drawbacks

The discrepancy between the intended function of the IPSO display as it was
introduced in 1986, and the actual use of the IPSO display by the different
user groups is based on the problem of the early IPSO alarms, operator
experience with the old control room, and the differences in opinion
concerning the required level of detail of an overview panel.

• Early alarms
The problem of the early IPSO alarms is discussed elaborately in section
4.9.1, and the proposed solution for the elimination of the early alarms is
discussed in section 4.10.

• Operator experience without IPSO
The current IPSO display appeared in the control room in 1986, fifteen years
after the first start-up at the Borssele NPP. Senior operators have extensive
experience in process control without the use of an IPSO display. They are
trained to only rely on the detailed information presented on the 'pult' and
the wall panels. The addition of an overview panel which cannot assist the
operators during undisturbed process control, was not highly valued by the
operators. Future simulator training facilities (operational from 1996 onwards)
will provide the opportunity for operators and shift supervisors, to experience
the value of an IPSO display in stressful situations, by means of a clear
overview on the top-level priorities. Such conditions (severe process
disturbances) have not occurred in the history of the Borssele NPP.

• Level of detail of info on IPSO
As mentioned above, the highly abstract system presentation on the current
IPSO display is not very suitable for process monitoring and control during
normal operation conditions. The IPSO display was designed to support the
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operators only during severe plant disturbances. However the use of the IPSO
display during such stressful conditions can only be expected if the operators
have a firm confidence in functionality of the overview panel. To achieve this
operator confidence, frequent and, useful IPSO interaction during normal
operation is required (as well as regular training of emergency conditions in
the simulator). This regular interaction by the operators and supervisors can
be achieved by an increased number of process parameters in the new IPSO
graphic, that can assist in monitoring and controlling the plant performance
during normal plant operation.

6.6.3 Detailed IPSO Comment

In the previous sections, the general aspects of the IPSO display were
discussed. This section lists the main, detailed IPSO comment, consisting of
recommendations and suggestions for further improvement of the graphic
design:

• The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling (ECC)
system (TJ) is of great importance during a shutdown, refuelling and start-
up procedures, as well as during a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA).
Therefore enhanced TJ monitoring facilities on the IPSO display are
recommended during these specific plant conditions.

• Minor system disturbances occur regularly. The IPSO display can be of
assistance to the operators in controlling the process by presenting
additional detailed component information (zooming in). Such an
application of window-techniques however compromises the overview on
the plant status and should therefore not be considered.

• The 'strict lateral separation' will alter the alter the system configuration
and presentation in the PPS graphics, including the IPSO graphic.
Especially the modified structure of the TJ system needs to be presented in
a new IPSO graphic.

• The display of secondary systems (turbines, generator and main feedwater
system) during refuelling outages is irrelevant

• The deletion of irrelevant systems (during the current plant mode) can
create space on the IPSO display which can be used to present information
on other systems that are of special interest in the specific plant mode.

6.7 Plant Mode Definition

In the previous sections, the requirements for improvement of the
functionality of the modified IPSO display were discussed: The elimination of
early alarms, operator simulator training and the increase of information that
can be used by the operators during normal operation conditions. Another
aspect that can improve the functionality of the modified IPSO display is the
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effect of plant mode changes on the modified IPSO display. Ideas on the
required effect vary from one 'basic graphic' (with slight alterations during
plant mode changes), to 'different graphics' for each different plant mode. In
this section, the recommended effect is selected and explained.

Table 6-1 Plant modes, defined in the Borssele NPP technical
specifications

Mode
number

1

2

3

4

5

6

Plant Mode (including
Dutch name)

Power operation
(Vollast)

Start-up/Critical
operation
{Krilische nullast)

Hot standby
(Warm onderkritisch)

Hot shutdown
(AJkoel periode)

Cold shutdown
(Nakoel periode)

Refuelling3)

(Splijtstojwissel
periode)

Reactivity
Conditions (K ,̂)

>0.99

> 0.99

<0.99

<0.99

<0.99

NA

Rated Thermal
Powern (%)

> 8 2 )

< 8

NA

NA

NA

NA

Reactor Coolant
Temperature (°C)

NA

NA

> 180

180>T>80

<80

NA

NA Not Applicable
1) Excluding decay heat
2) And start-up button pushed
3) With fuel in the reactor vessel and one or more reactor vessel head closure bolts

less than fully tensioned

The six different plant modes as defined in the current Borssele NPP
'Technical Specifications', see table 6-1, will now be discussed. The six plant
modes cover all possible different process conditions. Every possible plant
status can be categorised under one of these six defined plant modes. For
example, a turbine trip (or TUSA), or the tripping of an RCS pump are
classified as plant mode 1 events since the thermal (reactor) power exceeds
8% of rated power (>8% of 'full-load'). These process conditions therefore
are 'power operation' mode events. The current plant mode is determined by
a computer program called the 'OPeration MODE' (OPMODE) program. A
large number of process data are acquired and computed (such as the average
RCS pressure and temperature, the reactor thermal power, and the number of
RCS pumps running), resulting in the definition of the current plant mode
[18].

A specific event, the 'station blackout* (complete cut of electrical power), has
not been incorporated in the definition of the plant mode. The influence on
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IPSO of such a severe accident conditions is part of 'accident management'
and will not influence the design of IPSO graphics for normal or upset
operation conditions.

6.7.1 IPSO Plant Modes

During each of the six plant modes, specific systems and components are
active or 'standby', while other inactive systems and components can be of
little interest at that time. An experienced operator participating in the multi-
disciplinary design team has thoroughly analyzed the six plant modes, the
contents of the current IPSO display, as well as all plant modifications (all
system that are added or modified as part of the modification project), and
determined for each of the six plant modes, the required IPSO display
contents (a list of systems, components, parameters and alarm messages
which need to be presented on the new IPSO display during the plant mode).

The analyses showed that a virtually identical set of systems and components
is relevant for a number of plant modes, which means that the IPSO display
graphics can be similar for each of these plant modes. Therefore the list of
six plant modes has been reduced to a list of only three special 'IPSO plant
Modes' which differ significantly. These modes are referred to as mode A, B
and C, see table 6-2.

Table 6-2 IPSO plant modes

Mode Plant Mode (including dutch name)

A Power Operation (Vermogensbedrijf)

B Residual Heat Removal (during refuelling, Nakoelbedrijf)

C Emergency Core Cooling (Noodkoelbedrijf)

Mode A comprises plant modes 1,2,3 and 4 from table 6-1, mode B
comprises plant mode 5 and 6, and mode C concerns process disturbances
which can occur during power operation.

6.7.2 IPSO Concepts

Based on the definition of the three IPSO plant modes, it can be concluded
that there are basically two options for further development of the IPSO
display:

• The first option is to develop a 3-graphics concept (one graphic for each
different plant mode).
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• The second option is to develop only one graphic which can be adjusted
to the different plant modes (single-graphic concept).

Based on unofficial discussions with different participants of the multi-
disciplinary design team, especially the human factors engineer, concerning
the desirability and functionality of different graphics for an overview panel,
it was decided to continue the development of the single-graphic concept for
the following reasons:

• During approximately 48 weeks a year, the Power operation (mode A)
graphic will dictate the appearance of the IPSO display

Application of the three-graphics concept (the presentation of a different
graphic with a substantially aberrant appearance and contents during incidents
and accidents), will confront the operators and other users with a relative
unfamiliar graphic in a crisis situation. This is in conflict with the essential
function of a large overview panel. The image, or layout of an IPSO graphic
must be 'engraved' in the minds of the operators and other users in order to
feel confident in relying on IPSO information during process disturbances.

• Different systems can appear on specific sections of the IPSO display
A large set of systems including the steam generators and the reactor vessel,
as well as the parameter sections and alarm sections need to be presented at
all times, and will therefore have a fixed position on the IPSO display. The
remaining space can be used for the presentation of specific systems that are
exclusively relevant during only one or two of the three plant modes,
meaning that different systems can appear on the same section of the IPSO
display. This will not enhance a clear, consistent mental representation of
such a 'dynamic' system.

• A non-design basis event, a combination unusual system disorders, may
lead to process conditions for which a three-graphic concept cannot
provide an appropriate graphic that presents all required systems

The presentation of all systems and components that need to be displayed
during one, two or all three of the IPSO plant modes (as identified in section
6.8) in a single graphic, will exclude the above mentioned possible IPSO
failure.

6.7.3 Three-Graphic Concept

However the further development of the 'three-graphic concept' has been
performed at the Borssele NPP, parallel to the development of the 'single-
graphic concept', discussed in this report. During the development of both
options, regular evaluation and cooperation continued. Three different
graphics were developed by the Borssele NPP operator that participates in the
multi-disciplinary design team. These three graphics are based on the
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identical set of design requirements that is applied in the design of the IPSO
graphic discussed in this report. There is one graphic for the power operation
mode, one graphic for use during refuelling, and a third graphic is presented
when emergency core cooling is required. The main differences with the
design that is discussed in this report are given below:

• The three different graphics are formed by leaving out the components
that are not active and not required to be available during the specific
plant mode (e.g. The turbine is not presented during refuelling).

• The presence or absence of components in each of the three graphics will
create a distinct 'shape' of the graphic, indicating the specific plant mode.
However the created space in these graphics is not used for the display of
useful additional information concerning the current plant mode.

• The switch from one graphic to the next will be indicated by the
simultaneous disappearance of a number of systems and the appearance of
a set of other systems. However during the transition period from one
plant mode to the following plant mode, the different systems have
specific set-points that determine whether the presentation of the system,
given the current plant status, is required. Therefore the determination of
switch-points for the three-graphic concept has to be a compromise.

A possible switch-point that can initiate the switch from power operation
(mode A) to emergency core cooling (mode C) is the occurrence of a reactor
scram.

6.8 New IPSO Contents

The Borssele NPP operator, participant in the multi-disciplinary design team
identified in his analyses the main and sub-systems for presentation on the
new IPSO graphic. The required contents of the new IPSO graphic, compared
to the currently used IPSO display has changed substantially. The list
comprises all systems that are displayed on the current IPSO display (section
6.8.1), a number of systems that already exist, but that are not presented on
the current IPSO display (section 6.8.2), and several new systems that are
currently being constructed as a part of the modification project (section
6.8.3).

6.8.1 Extended System Presentation

All systems that are presented on the current IPSO display will be presented
in the new IPSO graphic, mostly in an extended version. The new IPSO
graphic will for example present two separate steam generators, as opposed to
the single steam generator on the current IPSO display. Other main
extensions concern the following systems:
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The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) will be presented as a closed loop
with both steam generators and both RCS pumps.
The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling (ECC)
system (TJ) will be presented in more detail because of its great
importance during the shutdown, the refuelling period, the start-up
procedures, as well as during Loss Of Coolant Accidents (LOCA). The
low, intermediate and high-pressure TJ sub-systems will all be displayed
in the new IPSO graphic (see section 5.1.1).
The volume control system (TA) will including the presentation of the
volume control tank and the connection with the RCS.
The Electrical system will be completely restructured to present more
clearly the transformers (both BS start-transformers will be presented), the
electrical rails, and the new emergency diesels (EY).

6.8.2 Additional System Presentation

The systems which already exist but are not presented on the current IPSO
display comprise the pressurizer relief tank and its connection with the
pressurizer, as well as the three pressurizer relief valves. Other additions to
existing systems include the:

• connection of the TJ system with the primary loop,
• turbine bypass (SF) valves,
• turbine bypass valves,
• reactor sump, and
• TJ intermediate-pressure buffer tanks.

An exceptional addition to the IPSO display is a diagram which presents the
in-core neutron flux which is required to be monitored during start-up
procedures: The inverse neutron count rate diagram (reciproke telsnelheid
grafiek No/Nt, see section 9.4.4). This diagram can contribute to the modest
integration of the IPSO display in normal plant operation conditions.

6.8.3 New System Presentation

The objective of the modification project is to enhance plant safety. Therefore
most systems that are currently being constructed as a part of the
modification project are safety relevant systems and, consequently need to be
presented on the new IPSO display. These new systems are:

• The additional core cooling system (TE), forming a backup system for the
TJ system by circulating the RCS coolant.

• The additional cooling water system (VE), using well water for cooling the
TE system. In the event of failure of all currently available emergency
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cooling systems, the TE and VE system combined are designed to remove
the residual heat from the reactor core and the fuel storage basin, and
sustain sub-criticality in the reactor core.

• The new safety relief valves between the pressurizer and the relief tank.

This list of systems and components, combined with the parameters and
alarms, currently presented on the four monitors underneath the IPSO display,
form the prescribed contents of the new IPSO graphic design.

6.9 Adjusted Project Objectives

The objectives as defined in the assignment at the start of the project
concerned the development of different IPSO graphics for each of the six
different plant modes. The original project objectives (see appendix A) need
to be re-defined since the study on overview panels in general, and the
discussions with the different IPSO display user groups and human factors
engineers resulted in the decision to further develop the single-graphic
concept. The re-defined objectives are:

• Establish a consistent, common cognitive model amongst the different
IPSO display users to promote efficient communication.

• Present a clear system status overview to assist operators during process
disturbances in identifying top-priority activities.

• Present in more detail the plant performance during undisturbed plant
operation to achieve operator interaction with the IPSO display.

These aims are expected to be achieved by means of the development of one,
fairly detailed IPSO graphic that is presented during every plant mode, and
which can be adjusted to each of the three defined IPSO plant modes by
means of colour changes of the different systems (see chapter 8).

6.10 Conclusions

The current IPSO display is not used by the operators for controlling the
process, since the low level of detail of the presented information is not
suitable for determining process controlling actions. Due to the minimal
interaction with the IPSO during normal operating conditions, the operators
do not become fully familiar with the use of an IPSO display. Therefore
during upset plant conditions, the operators do not extensively use the IPSO
display. To achieve that operators will rely on an operator support system
such as the IPSO display during upset plant conditions, the IPSO display will
have to have an essential function during normal operation conditions. This
can be achieved by presenting more, detailed process information on the
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IPSO display that is useful in normal operation conditions. A well structured,
clear IPSO graphic design is required, in order not to compromise the plant
status overview. The PPS structure as it exists in the current system will be
given ample consideration in the development of a new IPSO graphic.

6.11 Summary

The evaluation of the six plant modes as defined in the technical
specifications of the plant has lead to the definition of three essentially
different plant modes for which only one IPSO graphic will be developed.
These three plant modes form the basis for the design of one graphic which
will be adjusted to each of the three modes. Modifications to the control
room design include the ongoing automation which resulted in the gradual
transition from conventional hard wired panels to computer-based, multi-
colour displays.
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7. IPSO DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The integration of 'ergonomics' in the design and development of products
concerns the optimization of human interaction with the product. Various
aspects of ergonomics can be identified: Informational ergonomics concerns
the area of human machine interfaces, the presentation of information on a
system to humans and the perception of the information by humans.
Cybernetic ergonomics concerns human control and decision-making
processes, and the functioning of the human brain and memory (cognitive
aspects) during the execution of tasks. Anthropometric ergonomics concerns
the area of the physical properties of humans in the interaction with products
[5], The anthropometric aspect in the development of a large overview panel
is of minor importance. The emphasis in this project concerns the
informational and cybernetic ergonomics: The determination of the process
information that is required to be presented on the IPSO display during the
different plant modes, and the 'format' of the presented information.

7.1 General

Chapter 4 discussed the existing PPS colour conventions and the application
program Dataviews, both prescribed for the development of a new IPSO
graphic to assure compatibility of the new IPSO display with all other
parameter display systems in the control room. The description of the main
nuclear and conventional systems (chapter 5) has provided the technical
background which is required for the design of a new IPSO graphic. The
IPSO user groups and their comment on the IPSO display was discussed in
chapter 6, and resulted in a list of design requirements for the development of
the new IPSO graphic. These 'fixed' boundary condition concern:

• The prescribed application of Dataviews (see section 4.6) to assure
compatibility with all current control room information displays.

• The prescribed IPSO display functionality (section 6.6.1): System status
overview, consistent common cognitive model for optimal communication,
and indication of plant performance, during undisturbed plant operation.

• The defined new IPSO contents (section 6.8 and appendix D).

Chapter 7 will discuss the ergonomic requirements retrieved from literature
on control room design and Human Machine Interfaces (HMI), comprising
the application of colours, layout structuring, and alarm presentation on
displays. Furthermore the technical specifications of the LCD rear-projection
IPSO display are discussed, as well as the design requirements based on
physical and mental aspects of the IPSO users concerning the process control.
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This includes their visual and cognitive capabilities during both undisturbed
and stressful situations.

The sections of chapter 7 are concluded with tables that list the main IPSO
graphic design specifications. The combined lists of design specifications, in
addition to the above mentioned 'fixed' boundary conditions, form the basis
of the new IPSO graphic design (PVE).

7.2 New IPSO Display

The new IPSO display, see figure 7-1, is build up from four flat, 'Liquid
Crystal Display (LCD) Rear-Projection Screens' in a 2- 2 configuration. The
graphic on the LCD is projected on the back of the translucent screen by an
optical lens-mirror combination which magnifies and projects the colour LCD
graphic, see figure 7-2.

Inherent to the applied rear-projection technique, the brightness or luminance
of a screen is not homogeneous. The brightness in the centre of each screen
exceeds the brightness on the edges of the screen. This type of display
therefore is referred to as a 'hotspot display'. The new IPSO display consists
of four monitors in a 2- 2 configuration. The performance of the new LCD
Rear-projection display has been demonstrated at the manufacturer (Mauell,
germany) of the new control room (and simulator) which gave a general
impression of the performance of the screen. However the lighting conditions
and the required viewing distance (as in the new Borssele NPP control room)
could not be simulated. The technical specifications of the new LCD rear-
projection IPSO display [21] are given in table 7-1.

Table 7-1 Technical specifications of the LCD rear-projection display

• One screen measures 1000- 750mm. The IPSO display is a of a 2- 2 screen
configuration.

• The resolution of one screen: 640- 480 pixels,
(pixel size: 1.5- 1.5mm)

• The interspacing between the four separate screens that form the IPSO display measures
1.5mm (equals the size of a single pixel).
Brightness: 75 ANSI Lumen per projection module. Brightness is sufficient for daylight
operation.

• Achievable luminance contrast > 60:1.
• Noise level <42 dBA (measured at 2.5 meters from the centre of the four projection

modules).
• The acceptable level of diffuse (ambient) light on a horizontal plane: 300-500 lx.
• The acceptable level of diffuse light on a vertical plane: 200-300 lx.
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Figure 7-1 6-2 Configuration of an LCD rear-projection display

The visibility of the IPSO display contents (colour and luminance contrast) is
still within acceptable boundaries at a horizontal viewing angle of 45°
[21, Dr. Seufert, technical specifications]. However with sharp characters and
parameters ( > 7- 9 matrix of pixels), the maximum viewing angle is 40°, for
which the width-bight proportion of a character are still acceptable [23].

^ 3 3 8 ~t

Illumination
Unit

Darkbox

Saeenmodule

Figure 7-2 One of the four LCD rear-projection modules of the new IPSO
display
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The LCD rear-projection module produces a high image sharpness
(contourscherpte), However the magnification and projection of an LCD
graphic results in a large format, clear image with a mediocre
resolution/sharpness [22]. The flat screen of the display has a special coating
which absorbs ambient light, enhancing the luminance contrast of the
presented graphic. The response of LCDs is relatively slow (compared to
CRTs), however this characteristic is not significant, since there is no fast
motion in the graphic, only symbols will undergo colour changes and the
value of parameters will alter. The continuous projection of a single graphic
on the screen does not result in a deterioration of the screen [21], and the
lights that are applied in the display have to be replaced after 2000 hours
(four times a year). This is a compromising factor in system availability.

The new IPSO display is smaller than the current IPSO, and the amount of
information increases to reflect new systems and to show more information
on existing systems. Therefore the high resolution of the new IPSO display
(1280- 960 pixels) is required, as well as an efficient and compact graphic
design to present all information in a single overview graphic.

Table 7-2 Design specifications, based on the technical specifications of
the LCD rear-projection display

Parameters in the IPSO graphic design cannot be located on the interspacing of the four
modules.
Compact alarm section design is essential to save space on the relatively small display.
Use the interspacing of the four modules in the IPSO graphic design for functional spacial
separation of the various presented systems (e.g. space between the nuclear and
conventional system.

7.3 Use of Colours

The definition of seeing colours is the ability to discriminate light with an
equal luminance but with a different spectral composition [22]. The human
perception of a colour is based on the properties of each different person, and
on the following parameters:

• Hue (tint), defines the section of the visual spectrum (wavelength of the
light).

• Saturation, indicates the 'purity' of a colour, the addition of black and
white to a colour (faint green: low level of saturation).

• Luminance (or value), indicates the measure of reflected or emitted light
of a coloured surface.

The visibility of a coloured element in a graphic is based on the contrast of
these three parameters with the background and other elements in the graphic,
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and the size of the coloured element. Furthermore the detection of differences
between two coloured elements is increasingly difficult with:

• a decreased viewing angle (smaller element),
• a decreased difference in wave length of the emitted or reflected light of

the two elements, and
• an increased time interval between the presentation of the two coloured

elements. If the two coloured elements are presented in rapid succession,
smaller differences can be detected. If colours are presented
simultaneously (simultaneous contrast versus absolute contrast), the human
eye can discriminate up to 160 colours. However if colours are presented
one at a time with a large interval, this number is reduced to a maximum
of eight [5]. Furthermore performance will decrease with human aging.

The use of colours is a powerful tool to add information or meaning to text,
figures and components on a display (e.g. system status indication). The
application of a (limited) set of colours in a graphic design will enhance
information classification and consequently, enhance quick and efficient
scanning of the presented information [33]. Colour facilitates quick target
location in search tasks, due to its attention attracting quality [23].

The use of a maximum of seven colours in one graphic is acceptable for
highly trained users [23], however the use of a maximum of five colours in
one graphic is recommendable to maintain a comprehensible graphic.
Therefore the use of colours shall be evaluated against use of other means to
include additional information in a graphic such as text, symbols and the
position of information on the screen, in order not to exceed this limited
number of five colours. The number of colours applied in the new IPSO
graphic is restricted to a logical set, listed in table 7-3. The table gives the
general colour interpretation (from the literature), as well as the allocated
colour function on the IPSO display.

Table 7-3 IPSO display colour application

Colour General colour interpretation IPSO colour definition

1 red

2 yellow

3 green

4 cyan

5 white"

alarm

attention

safe

repairs, message

6 dark grey

alarm conditions

system Disturbance

static IPSO components

dynamic IPSO components

invalid Readings

system available, not relevant

1) white and dark grey are also classified as a colour
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Green is applied for the outlines of components and for (pipe) lines. Cyan
(bright blue) indicates active systems (running), yellow and red are applied
for the alarm messages, and components of which the status cannot be
defined are presented in white. In the new IPSO graphic design, a 6th

'colour', dark grey, will be used to indicate system irrelevance during the
specific plant mode.

The influence of surrounding colours and luminance on the perception of
colour {chromatic adaption), can be minimized by maintaining constant
lighting conditions in the control room. At the Borssele NPP, a large window
in the control room (on the south-west side) is of great influence on the level
of lighting in the control room, mainly causing annoying specular reflections
on the VDUs on the desk of the NEO, as well as on the four monitors
underneath the current IPSO display [22]. The performance of the new, flat
IPSO display is expected to be less compromised by these specular
reflections.

Table 7-4 Design specifications concerning colour use

The application of the six colour in table 7-2 in a new IPSO graphic.
No large areas of any single strong colour [24].
The most important information must be presented in colours with a high luminance (150-
200 cd/m2, e.g. white, yellow, or cyan).
Redundant coding based on the location of information on the screen is recommended [25].
Good visibility of a coloured surface requires a luminance of 20-30 cd/m1 [22]
Colour coding must always be combined with another form of coding (colour defective
vision).

7.3.1 IPSO Graphic Background Colour

The difference in brightness between the centre and the edges of the LCD
rear-projection screen can be minimized by applying a dark background
colour in the graphic. Black is therefore preferably applied as the background
colour in a new IPSO graphic, but also because the black background colour
will reduce the visibility of the black line (joint or interspacing) between the
four screens. Furthermore:

• The compatibility with the PPS graphics (all PPS graphics have a black
background). Consistency with PPS dictates a black background colour for
the new IPSO graphic.

• The current IPSO display with its negative contrast (bright symbols on a
dark background) presents a calm image.

• The high luminance contrast with bright symbols, text and characters,
compensating for the average contrast produced by the LCD rear-
projection technique. During the normal operation conditions, cyan
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coloured parameters and components on a black background produces a
clear contrast, enhancing the readability.

The luminance of a black background is determined by the diffuse reflection
of ambient light. The required (high) luminance contrast on the IPSO display,
combined with the presence of a large window in the control room results in
the need for a modest diffuse reflection coefficient of the IPSO display [22].
Furthermore the presentation of especially the red coloured components on
the dark background requires a relative high luminance contrast, to achieve
optimal readability of red coloured parameters (alarm conditions).

Table 7-5 IPSO display background colour

The background colour of a new IPSO display will be black.
Red coloured components require a relative high luminance if presented on a black
background.

7.3.2 Luminance Contrast

The perception of the display luminance is determined by the type of display
(e.g. LCD or CRT), anti-reflection treatment of the screen, illumination of the
surroundings of the display, the colour of the surroundings and the luminance
adjustment of the screen. The recommended luminance of a display (with
positive contrast) is about 125 cd/m2. The minimum required luminance is 50
cd/m2 [23]. The luminance of the current IPSO display with its negative
contrast (black background) is relatively low, and the optimal luminance ratio
of the visual task to the immediate surroundings of the display and the
peripheral surrounding area is 1 : 2 : 5. The colour choice of the ceiling
(light), the floor (dark), the walls (intermediate luminance) and the furniture
has to be based on this ratio [1].

Regarding the coding of information, the application of different levels of
luminance in one graphic, requires a difference in luminance of
approximately 100 cd/m2 between each level [22]. Clear distinction between
the different levels in luminance is influenced substantially by changes in
ambient light. The recommended luminance (L) contrast between information
and the background [23]:

Linfo

~ - 10
Miackground

If differences in brightness are applied in the presentation of information,
only two levels should be used. The difference between the two levels of
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brightness must remain visible when the luminance of the IPSO display is
adjusted to 'maximum luminance'.

The visual detection of images is influenced by:

• luminance of objects, the magnitude of emitted or reflected light (cd/m2),
• luminance contrast (between a symbol and the background), the relative

luminance of the different elements,
• visual angle (and an adequate image/screen resolution), and
• monitoring time: Simple patterns can be identified if the t i m e ^ ^ > 0.1 s.

The IPSO display is monitored relatively infrequent, therefore a high
luminance (and colour) contrast will enhance readability while not be tiring
the operators.

Table 7-6 Design specifications concerning luminance contrasts

• The application of luminance differences (absolute contrast) has a maximum of only 2.

• A high luminance contrast can be applied for a new IPSO display ( > 10 ), especially for

red coloured information.

• The luminance of the IPSO display as a whole, needs to be low in order not to draw any

operator attention during normal operation tasks.

7.4 Display of Text and Symbols

The readability of information (e.g. text and parameters) is determined by the
following aspects:

• The contrast between a character and the background.
• The character size, or rather the visual angle.
• The shape of individual characters.

The shape of characters, words or codes is determined by the type of
character, the application of capitals or lower-case, line thickness, the width-
length proportion of character, and the interspacing of characters, words and
lines. The readability of text is also effected by the layout and formulation of
the information, as well as the display resolution (discussed in section 7.2)
[23]. A number of general IPSO graphic design requirements concerning
these aspects is given below:

• Text should only be displayed if essential for taking decisions. Large
amounts of text (e.g. procedures) should not be presented [25].

• Lines of text with capitals and small characters is faster to be read (by
13%) than lines of text with capitals only [8]. Lines of text are only
applied in PPS graphics, not in the new IPSO graphic.
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• Top level overview displays require maximum knowledge visualization
and minimum alpha numerics [31].

• The filling out of text lines is not recommendable. The additional
interspacing reduces the readability.

Parameters that are presented in columns, as on the four monitors underneath
the current IPSO display, as well as in the parameter sections of the new
IPSO graphic, should be aligned on the decimal point.

-22.
0.
9.

1337.

17
015
3E+5
0

The recommended character size (viewing angle), proportions and
interspacing are given in table 7-7 [22] [23] [24].

Table 7-7 Design requirements concerning readability of text

• Recommended width of a character - 0.75 • height of character.
• Recommended viewer reading distance is ISO times the character height.
• Horizontal character spacing between 0.16 and 0.31 of character width (0.25-0.50).
• Vertical character spacing: 0.5-1.0 times the character height
• Capital proportion 1:1 (Width-Height).
• Digit proportions 3:5 (Width-Height).
• Line thickness (Thickness-Height, white on black) 1:10.

Abbreviations, short indications or codes that are presented in capitals only,
such as 'YZ 31' have a distinct overall shape, resulting in a clear recognition
of the message, as opposed to long names (i.e. P CONTAINMENT). The
extensively used capitals in the current PPS graphics and on the IPSO display
are in compliance with the requirements. Abbreviations and codes save space
in the relatively small new IPSO display, and the operators are well
acquainted with the exact meaning of the applied abbreviations and codes.

7.4.1 Text on Current IPSO Monitors

The maximum distance between a viewer and the IPSO screen is about nine
meters. Therefore the required character size is 60mm (1/150- 9.0 meters).
Standing at the pult (at an average distance of about 3.0 m), the required
character size is 20mm. Standing or sitting at nine meters away from the
IPSO display (the desks of the shift supervisors), the current 22.5mm
characters are too small, however knowledge on 'what information can be
expected on a specific location on the four monitors', increases the readability
of the presented alarm messages and parameters. The characteristic 'shape' of
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an alarm signal (e.g. 'YZ 11') compensates for the 22.5mm. The Application
of this size of character in a new IPSO graphic would results in 50 lines with
a horizontal interspacing of 7.5mm.
For the design of the new IPSO graphic, a compromise will be used. The
provisional character size is 24mm in the new graphic design, with a
horizontal line interspacing of 6mm. This 4:1 ratio of the character height and
the line interspacing is comparable to the presentation of text and parameters
on the current monitors underneath the IPSO display (see figure 4-4). For
good readability of several lines, the interspacing should be larger, however
in the IPSO graphic, only a small number of short codes in the alarm sections
can appear. Testing with the new simulator under various conditions will be
decisive to the final character size. A number of general requirements
concerning the presentation of text, and symbols is listed below.

• Small changes in digital read-outs are more easily noticed than small
changes in analog instruments [22].

• Consistency in the units of measure reduces the need for presentation of
units of measure on displays.

• Placing a parameter in the correct position in a process diagram reduces
the need for displaying the unit of measure.

• Apparent graphic complexity is inversely proportional to familiarity with
the graphic. Operators learn to use complex graphics.

• Avoid skewed lines as interconnection between symbols.
• The minimal recommended character height: 10 minutes of arc (2,9mrad).

A comfortable character height is 30 minutes of arc [22].
• It is useful for bar charts to show recent history and rate of change (trend

indications).

The so called 'Kell-effect', see figure 7-3, is also of influence in the
development of an IPSO graphic. The effect was experienced during the
development of the new IPSO graphic with Dataviews, mainly concerning
bends in lines with a very small radius. The influence of the Kell-effect on an
IPSO graphic that is projected on the real 2- 1.5m IPSO screen will be
analyzed to determine whether measures need to be taken (e.g. the increase of
the character and digit size, and the replacement of curves by straight lines.

Figure 7-3 Kell-effect
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Table 7-8 Symbols and text characteristics

Text in 'lower case' is not applied, all codes and text in capitals.
Application of the well known abbreviations in capitals as in the current IPSO display and
PPS graphics.
Symbols remain conform the presentation conventions in the current IPSO display, the
P&IDs and the PPS graphics.
Use no more then three different sizes in a graphic (Le. three different pump and pipe
sizes) [22].
All level indications, currently presented on the monitors will be presented in the new
graphic design by means of a bar chart, combined with the digital level indication.
The current plant mode indication is positioned at the (right) top of the graphic.
At the bottom of the graphic, alarm messages and process parameters which concern
systems that are not presented in the graphic.
Avoid 'Crossing lines' [28]. (This implies that the assumption is made that a process
presentation is always a 2-D graphic. The possibility of a 3-D presentation is not
considered)
Text shall only be presented on the IPSO display if essential for taking decisions [5].
Character size: a compromise will be used which can be tested and adjusted during
simulator testing. The character size will be 24 mm (height of one character consists of 16
pixel). Combined with a horizontal interspacing of 6mm (0.25 • character height), this
results in a total of SO lines on the new IPSO display.

7.4.2 Grouping of Information

There are several ways to group information which is presented in one
graphic. The first to be applied is a well structured graphic layout. Groups of
information can be isolated by means of an outiine or by free space around a
'block' of information. Differences in size and shape of blocks of information
can also be used for structuring the presented information. If these options are
fully utilized, further grouping of information can be achieved with
differences in colour and/or differences in luminance [25]. Other rules and
recommendations concerning information presentation in the new IPSO
graphic are:

• In a process presentation, the main 'flow' is from left to right, or from top
to bottom. Flows in other directions should be emphasized using arrows.

• Symbols must be simple and conform existing conventions of the PPS.
• Lines of text can be grouped by means of blocks of five lines, separated

by a single empty line. Parameters or numbers should be grouped in
blocks of three or four lines [25]. This requirement is complied with the
alarm areas in the new IPSO graphic.
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The general recommendation is to avoid excessive information: do not
present information which is not essential in the given plant mode.

Table 7-9 Parameter presentation

Parameters are indicative on an overview panel, therefore no more than one digit behind
the decimal point is presented (e.g. 3051 or 305.1 or 30.5) [5].
Parameters or numbers must be grouped in blocks of three or four lines.
Grouping by means of interspacing (e.g. space between the conventional and electrical
system within one graphic) will create a 'calm' graphic (e.g. as opposed to the application
of coloured lines around the different systems).
Text must be grouped by separating blocks of five lines by one empty line.

7.4.3 Redundant Coding of Visual Information

Display effectiveness can be enhanced by redundant coding of the presented
information. Identical information is presented simultaneously via two or
more coding dimensions (e.g. size and colour) [35]. The use of colour in
redundant coding requires no additional space, and combines easily with other
dimensions like shape and luminance [23]. Coded information is used for
quick information processing. The coding method must be consistent and
redundant. Redundancy is applied in the presentation of crucial information,
to ensure a correct interpretation of plant status. A number of aspects in
coding information, concern shape, colour, brightness and size of information
of any format.

The application of codes is a useful tool for information presentation on the
new IPSO display, since space is very limited. It can increase speed and
accuracy of conveying information, however the applied codes must be
compatible with all other conventions. Colour coding is very effective if used
in addition to other forms of coding such as shape, size movement and
flickering (redundant coding), and if quick detection of specific information is
required [22].

'Inverse Video' is used to emphasise a parameter, word, code or symbol. The
information is placed in a block with reversed contrast (colour switch of
background and information). The readability of the presented text or
parameter decreases with the increase of luminance of the coloured area
around the text or character.

Movement and flickering are recommended to be used as an additional
coding, indicating the need for immediate operator attention and action. A
flickering symbol can be properly identified, whereas flickering text or a
flickering parameter (which needs to be read), is more difficult to be
determined. In order to draw attention to a parameter or text, some form of
flickering symbol near the parameter or text can be introduced (this symbol
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can be a note of exclamation behind the text, a line underneath the text or an
arrow in front of the text).

7.5 Visual Display Units

In the Borssele NPP control room, as well as in the Technical Support Centre
(TSC) adjacent to the control room, a large number of monitors (Visual
Display Units or Cathode Ray Tubes) are applied for the Process Presentation
System (PPS). The new IPSO graphic will be virtually identical to the
overview graphic of the PPS. The specular reflection factor of a VDU should
not exceed 0.5% [23], and the presentation of dark symbols on a light
background requires a frame rate > 70Hz to avoid the inconvenient flickering.
With the presentation of light characters on a dark background, as in all PPS
graphics on CRTs, the luminance of the screen is minimized, consequently
reducing the flickering of the image on the screen. Reflections on a low-
luminance graphic display however are very annoying. Dark symbols on a
light background are less sensitive to reflections.

7.6 IPSO Users

A number of physical and mental aspects must be taken into account in the
development of the new IPSO display:

• 8% of the male population, and 0.4% of the female population has a form
of colour-deficiency. The application mainly of red, green and blue in
different luminances can establish that a person with colour-defective
vision can discern the different colours.

• Vital information must be presented in colours with a high luminance such
as yellow, or cyan.

• Overall deterioration of (colour and luminance) discrimination ability with
ageing of the operators.

• The size of the digits and characters in a new IPSO graphic are based on a
compromise: The readability is optimized for monitoring from behind the
pult. The digits and characters will be difficult to identify if plant
processes are monitored from the desk of the shift supervisors at
approximately nine meters from the IPSO display. This is one of the
reasons for the application of only one IPSO graphic, since the distinct
location and shape of information on the screen will assist in identifying
the displayed information.

The cognitive process model of the graphic designers must be conform the
cognitive model of the IPSO users. Therefore the systematic integration of
operator experience in the design process is essential. The model is formed
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by the components, systems and parameters presented in the graphic, the
relations that exist between these systems and components, the level of detail
of the presented information, the methods used to group the different 'blocks'
of information, and the methods used for alarm presentation.

Humans have an exceptional ability of pattern recognition. Patterns are
formed by a combination of shapes, colour and luminance differences. The
specific appearance of the IPSO display during the different plant conditions
(a characteristic pattern of shapes and colours) gives a quick general
impression of the overall plant status [5]. Several 'rules' concerning pattern
recognition have been defined (Gestalt-wetten) based on specific ways to
group and structure individual elements, including the following aspects:

• proximity: e.g. parameters in a graphic are perceived to be related to the
nearest component.

• continuity: e.g. if one of two crossing lines is interrupted at the junction
of the two lines, the interrupted line will be interpreted as
passing behind the other line.

In the new IPSO graphic design, the recognition of specific patterns in the
overall appearance of the presented process diagram will give a clear
indication of the current plant mode and overall plant status. This overall
appearance of the process diagram is determined by the colour of all
presented systems, parameters and alarms.

7.7 Control Room Lighting

The minimal prescribed surface of windows in a working space is 5% of the
floor surface [28]. In the control room of the Borssele NPP, this norm or
standard is realised by means of one large windows in the south-side wall of
the control room. Direct sunlight is one of the factors which determine the
readability or visibility of all monitors and the IPSO display in the control
room. There is a coating on the outside of the window which reflects a
fraction of the sun light, and there are dark vertical lamella which can block
the sun light completely. The large window in the Borssele NPP control room
is an important factor in preserving a pleasant working atmosphere, however
sunlight shines directly on the monitors on the desk of the Nuclear
Equipment Operator (NEO), resulting in very poor visibility of the presented
information.

The lights in the ceiling of the Borssele NPP control room are at a distance
of approximately one meter from the walls, and directed at the walls
(fluorescent lamps). Above the IPSO display, these fluorescent lamps are
replaced by 'black lights' to minimize glare and reflections on the IPSO
display and to maximize the luminance contrast of the IPSO display.
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Table 7-10 Recommended diffuse reflection [25/28]

Ceiling

Walls

The consoles0

Floor

>6O%

40-60%

30-50%

15-30%

1) limiting the difference in luminance between the console and CRTs in the console (e.g. the
desks of the operators and supervisors).

7.8 IPSO Concept Design by NUCON

An earlier IPSO concept design was developed by NUCON in november
1994, see figure 7-4. The graphic design has been evaluated during unofficial
interviews with representatives of the different IPSO user groups (see
chapter 6). The evaluation of this concept design has contributed to the
further development of the new IPSO graphics design discussed in this report.

The main design objectives and requirements of the NUCON design, as well
as the main features are discussed below [27]:

• Integration of the 1997 plant modifications in the new graphic design.
• Integration of the process parameters and alarms in the new graphic design

(replacing the four CRTs underneath the current IPSO display). The
process values are placed near or in the applicable components to increase
the monitoring speed and accuracy. Alarms and messages of the Reactor
Protection System (YZ alarms) are placed in dedicated alarm screen areas,
near the components they refer to, increasing the monitoring speed and
accuracy.

• Analyses of the options that are introduced by the new, multi-colour LCD
rear-projection system, concerning the presentation of the dynamic plant
processes.

• Maintain compatibility with the Process Presentation System (PPS) to
assure an easy acceptance of and familiarization by all IPSO and PPS
users. This include comparable use of colours, symbols, abbreviations and
terminology.

The supplementary information on the IPSO display is to assist the operator
to quickly determine overall plant status, organize operational concerns,
establish priorities for operator action, and assess the status of the Critical
Safety Functions.
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Figure 7-4 IPSO graphic design by NUCON

7.8.1 NUCON System Presentation

A more efficient use of space on the new IPSO display creates space for
presenting components and systems which are 'next in line' of importance
with the components and systems which are already presented on the current
IPSO. The amount of useful information for process monitoring and control
during normal operation conditions, thereby meeting the wish of the
operators. There is more information on the connecting lines (piping) between
a number of systems (e.g. the volume control system TA is presented as a
loop, connected to the primary system). The NUCON design contains:

• All systems and components that are presented on the current IPSO
display.

• A number of existing and active systems, which are no! presented in the
current TPSO graphic (e.g. the pressurizer relief tank and the turbine
bypass (SF) valves).

• New systems which are currently being constructed as a part of the
modification project.
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The NUCON design has been informally evaluated by representatives of all
IPSO user groups and the following comment and suggestions have been
expressed.

7.8.2 Favourable Features

An identified favourable feature of the NUCON concept design is the
configuration of the components which still has the same 'look and feel' as
the present IPSO design. Other favourable features are:

• The colour change from green to cyan for the indication of available
systems.

• The compatibly with the PPS system.
• The application of a line thickness proportional to the flow in the various

lines (applied in the current IPSO display) is replaced by 4-digit flow
indications near the applicable lines, saving much space on the screen.

• The application of a blinking symbol (*) in front of the alarms, to draw
extra attention.

7.8.3 Identified Drawbacks

The main drawback of the design concerns the alarm columns which draw
much attention during undisturbed plant conditions. The application of dark
grey for the alarm section would reduce this contrast with the black
background. Other drawbacks:

• The volume control system (TA) has been added, and placed inside the
containment. TA should be partly outside the containment, conform the
physical reality.

• The connection of the VF system to the VC system is incorrect. Both
systems draw water from the Westerschelde, however the two systems
operate separately.

• The text in the alarm sections is aligned to the left side, while the
information concerns systems on the right-hand side of the sections.

• The level indication on the left-hand side of the reactor vessel which
should be in the pressure vessel (in between the L and D bank indication).

7.8.4 Suggestions for Improvement

Based on the comment on the design, a number of suggestions for
improvement of the concept design have been defined. This including the
introduction of a level indication of the Westerschelde underneath the VC
system and the VF system. Extreme low tide in the Westerschelde over the
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past years has resulted several times in a total loss of main cooling water.
This is one of the reasons for the current construction of the TE-VE system
which applies well water. Other suggestions are:

• The reactor sump, including the sump level indication can be added.
• A pump symbol is a dynamic representation of an entire system, therefore

it is not essential to show the tanks at the bottom of the IPSO graphic.
• Introduce a level indicator on radio-activity (aerosols) and radiation in the

containment. During refuelling, many people are active in the containment
while the pressure vessel is opened to be reloaded.

• The electrical systems on the far right of the graphic are incomplete. There
are connections displayed with external power suppliers.

• Parameters can be presented within component symbol outlines, thus
saving space. Furthermore no misunderstanding can exist on the link
between the parameter and the component.
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8. IPSO GRAPHIC DESIGN

The previous chapters have resulted in the formation of a general concept for
the new IPSO display. As discussed in section 6.7.1, three IPSO plant modes
can be distinguished. The IPSO display will present only one graphic for
these conditions. This 'single-graphic concept' is expected to maintain a
consistent cognitive image of the process amongst the different IPSO display
and PPS users. Other aspects that form a strict 'guide' in the development of
a new IPSO graphic are:

• the defined contents of the new IPSO graphic (see section 6.8), and
• the application of the PPS conventions concerning information

presentation. This includes the use of Dataviews for the development of
the new IPSO graphic (see section 4.6).

The full list of systems, components, parameters and alarms that are presented
on the new IPSO display is given in appendix D.

In the design process that resulted in the IPSO graphic design discussed in
this chapter, many preliminary designs were evaluated by various people from
the Borssele NPP, ECN, KEMA, and the Delft University of Technology.
Based on this feed-back, further adjustments to the graphic design were made.
During this graphic development process, a number of important decisions
and design changes were made which are discussed more elaborately in
appendix E. In this chapter, only the result of this design process is discussed:
The single-graphic concept. The more formal evaluation of this design, by
means of a structured concept test is described in chapter 9. Based on the
results of this concept test, final adjustments were made to the design which
resulted in the final design presented in section 9.4.

8.1 IPSO Graphic Design Concept

As stated earlier, only one IPSO graphic is required to be displayed during all
plant modes. However differences exist in required process information
during the different plant modes. Therefore three different graphic versions
(for the three IPSO plant modes) have been developed, based on the so called
basic IPSO graphic, see figure 8-1. The basic graphic presents all systems
and components which can appear on the IPSO display during any of the
plant modes (see figure 8-2). Three different versions of the graphic are
formed by means of adjusting the basic graphic to each of the three plant
modes. Systems and components will be displayed in dark grey if they are
not active and available if required (e.g. the TJ system would show up in
yellow or red if unavailable during power operation).
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Basic 1PSO Graphic0

Mode A:
Power Operation

ModeB:
Residual Heat Removal

ModeC:
Emergency Core Cooling

1) The 'basic' graphic is not displayed during any of the plant modes.

Figure 8-1 IPSO display graphic presentation

8.1.1 Dark Grey Components

The mode changes in the single-graphic concept are indicated by means of
changing the colour of components that are not relevant during the specific
plant modes from cyan to dark grey. A modest luminance and colour contrast
remains between the dark grey components and the black background. The
systems and components are hereby pushed to the background: They remain
visible but do not draw any unnecessary operator attention. This type of
presentation can be seen as a form of display by exception. Information
display for process monitoring and control on a need-to-know basis is
expected to enhance the overview function of the IPSO display [31].

If the availability of a dark grey system is challenged (e.g. during
maintenance or repairs), the symbol will light up in yellow or red. Since each
system and component has a fixed position on the IPSO display, the
presentation of information concerning dark grey components remains
possible during unanticipated plant conditions or non-design basis events.

The colour of a system in the basic IPSO graphic is determined by pre-
defined set-points. Criteria for the set-points are defined in the plant technical
specifications and used in the OPMODE and BISI applications (see section
4.5.2). These applications determine the required system colour, based on the
current plant conditions e.g. the turbine bypass valves are opened when
reactor power drops below 15%, and will then be displayed in cyan on the
IPSO display. However if these valves fail to open or fail to close again, they
will be displayed in red. Also, during power operation the emergency power
diesels will be tested periodically. System unavailability during such tests can
be indicated by displaying the diesels in yellow.
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Figure 8-2 The basic IPSO graphic

Figure 8-3 Power operation, mode A

8.1.2 Power Operation, mode A

The first of the three plant modes is the power operation mode which is the
most common plant mode, see figure 8-3. This version of the basic IPSO
graphic will be presented on the IPSO for approximately 48 weeks a year.
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Only during refuelling or severe process disturbances, one of the other two
graphic versions is presented. The most striking aspect in this graphic is the
dark grey presentation of all sub-systems of the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling system (TJ).

The first stage in the start-up after a refuelling period (and other 'cold' plant
shut-downs) consists of the heat-up process. The pressure and temperature of
the primary system are increased up to the required level for power operation
(RCS pressure at 15.7 MPa and RCS temperature at 300°C). The second
stage consists of reaching criticality in the core, and in the third stage the
reactor power is increased steadily up to the level at which the turbine can be
'started up'. Up to this point the turbine is bypassed (turbine bypass) and the
produced steam is discharged directly into the condensers. In the final stage
the reactor power is gradually increased and levelled at 100% (full-load).

8.1.3 Residual Heat Removal, mode B

The second version of the basic IPSO graphic is the Residual Heat Removal
(RHR) mode, see figure 8-4, which will be presented for approximately six
weeks a year during the shutdown, refuelling and early start-up phases of the
plant. During this period the Residual Heat Removal chain (see section 5.1) is
of main interest. The TJ system is now circulating the coolant in the RCS.
The low-pressure RHR sub-systems are presented in cyan while the high-
pressure ECC sub-systems are presented in dark grey. Another striking aspect
of this graphic is the dark grey presentation of a large section of the
conventional system including the turbines, the condensers and the feedwater
system.

8.1.4 Emergency Core Cooling, mode C

The third version of the basic IPSO graphic is the Emergency Core Cooling
(ECC) mode, see figure 8-5. This graphic will appear on the IPSO display in
response to incidents or accidents that result in a reactor scram (YZ 11
alarm). The main feature of this graphic is the full presentation of the TJ
system (the low, intermediate and high-pressure sub-systems). As with the
Mode B graphic, most conventional components including the turbine, the
condenser and the electrical power generator are displayed in dark grey since
electrical power production is not possible. Figure 8-5 presents the plant
status later in the course of the incident. Directly after a reactor scram, in the
first stage of an incident, the conventional systems are still active and will
then be displayed in cyan (yellow or red).
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8.1.5 Transition Period

It is stressed that there exists a transition period in the change from one
graphic version to the next. For each system and component in the 'basic
graphic', boundary limits (or set-points) are defined which reflect the
relevance of the system related to the current plant conditions. Therefore
during large process transients (plant mode changes), certain systems will
become dark grey one at a time, and other systems will light up in cyan.
There is not a switch-point from one graphic version to the next graphic
version where several systems would change colour simultaneously. The
appearance of the IPSO graphic will change gradually during the plant mode
changes, and the three graphic versions that are discussed in this chapter
merely represent the three end situations (or stable situations) of the three
IPSO plant modes.

8.2 General Design Features

The new IPSO graphic presents an increased number of process parameters
that are useful to the operators and supervisors during normal plant operation
(compared to the current IPSO display). The additional process information is
expected to assist the operators during normal operation conditions in
monitoring the overall plant performance. This regular interaction of the
operators and supervisors with the IPSO display is essential in establishing
familiarity with, and acceptance of the new overview panel. This process of
gaining confidence in the new IPSO display is expected to result in a real use
of the IPSO display during severe plant disturbances.

A substantial number of systems need to be presented during each plant
mode, such as the reactor vessel, the steam generators and the volume control
system. These systems are always displayed, and form the basic shape of the
IPSO graphic. The presentation of the other systems in cyan or dark grey
creates a distinctive overall shape of the IPSO graphic during the different
plant operation conditions.

The status indication of all components and parameters on the IPSO display
has been discussed in section 4.5.5. Other features and elements of the IPSO
graphic design are discussed in the following sub-sections, including the
display of parameters and alarms.
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Figure 8-4 Residual Heat Removal (RHR), mode B

Figure 8-5 Emergency Core Cooling (ECO. mode C

8.2.1 Parameter Presentation

In the new IPSO graphic design, the various parameters are presented in
either parameter boxes, or in special parameter sections
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• Parameter boxes

The single parameters presented on numerous positions in the graphic are
outlined, and the type of parameter is indicated by one character in front of
the parameter (F, P, T inverse). The parameter boxes have been introduced to
allocate the parameter to the concerning system or component in the sections
of the IPSO graphic where the information density is relatively high. The
luminance of the green outline of parameter boxes is relatively low, compared
to the cyan coloured parameter, thus maintaining a good readability of the
parameter. It is noted that the high luminance contrast (see section 7.3.2)
between the parameters that are presented in cyan, yellow, white, and the
black background of the IPSO display, can enhance the readability of the
parameters, compensating for the modest character size. The IPSO is not
monitored constantly as is sometimes the case with the PPS. Therefore the
luminance contrast of the IPSO display can exceed the luminance contrast
applied in the PPS graphics.

• Parameter sections

There are two parameter sections in the IPSO graphic design. One section is
located directly above the RCS which presents the main parameters of the
RCS, and a second parameter section is placed at the bottom right section of
the graphic. The exact contents and configuration of these parameter sections
has been determined after the concept test, and is discussed in section 9.4.4.

8.2.2 Alarm Sections

The presentation of alarms in the IPSO graphic is also re-structured. Four
dedicated alarm sections have been introduced in the bottom right side of the
new IPSO graphic. The first one is the YZ-column, in which alarms from the
Reactor Protection System (RPS) are presented, see figure 8-6. For the
presentation of a number of other types of alarms, the three remaining
sections are reserved: TECH SPEC (technical specifications), STATUS, and
RELEB (Reactor Leistungs Begrenzung). The exact contents and
configuration of these alarm sections has been determined after the concept
test, and is discussed in section 9.4.5.
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Figure 8-6 YZ-column in final IPSO graphic design

The size of the new IPSO display (2.0 by 1.5 m), combined with the required
integration of the information that is currently presented on the four IPSO
monitors, requires a more compact presentation of alarms. In order to reduce
the size of the YZ alarm section in a new IPSO graphic design, the YZ-
column has been introduced. The column has a width of only three digits,
and a height of 25 lines of 30 mm each (a total of 75 cm).

The YZ alarms do not have a fixed position in the column. The shown alarms
(RPS signals) during an incident are ranked by number (not in chronological
order). Since no more than 24 YZ alarms will appear simultaneously, the size
of the column is fairly modest, resulting in a substantial space reduction
(compared to the current alarm sections on the four monitors beneath the
IPSO display). This modest size leads to also to a clear and structured YZ
alarm presentation.

Feedback is required on a 'cleared alarm'. A method to indicate a cleared
alarm in the column of alarms is to temporarily put a blank in the list where
the alarm was located, not closing up the list instantly [14].

8.2.3 Connecting Lines

In the new IPSO graphic design, the green lines and symbols are static
elements, meaning that these elements can only be presented green and in
dark grey to indicate the system relevance during the various plant modes.
The animation rules (as discussed in chapter 4), only apply to the cyan
coloured, dynamic components. These elements can be presented in cyan,
dark grey, yellow, red or white. An exception exists in the presentation
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conventions of the static elements: The green outlines of specific components,
including both steam generators and the electrical power generator, can
change to yellow or red when alarm conditions are reached in these systems.
The thickness of the pipe-lines which connect the various systems and
components is related to the capacity of the presented system. Three different
types of lines (different thickness) have been applied in this graphic,
emphasising the hierarchy in the system, mainly based on the average coolant
flow rate.

8.2.4 Valve Presentation

In the IPSO graphic, a large number of valves is presented. A single valve on
the IPSO display often represents more that just one valve. For example, the
valve in the feedwater line leading to the steam generator represents a large
set of valves: In the event of steam generator leakage (coolant from the RCS
leaking from one of the U-tubes to the secondary side of the steam
generator), the steam generator will be isolated. This means that all valves in
the main and auxiliary feedwater system (RL and RL-A), as well as the
valves of the secondary auxiliary suppletion system (RS), need to be closed
(see section 5.2). The status presentation of all of these valves is combined in
a single valve. Only when all valves are closed, the IPSO display will present
a closed valve which indicates the completion of all required automatic and
operator actions to cut the feedwater supply to the steam generator.

The valves can be displayed opened or closed, in combination with the colour
cyan, dark grey, as well as red. During normal power production conditions
the pressure relief valves on the main steam lines are presented in dark grey.
When the pressure in the main steam lines increases (the steam pressure is
5.4 MPa during 100% power production) and reaches the blow-off set-point
of the first relief valve (which is set at 8.53 MPa), the valve will open and
the symbol that represents the set of 10 relief valves will light up in cyan.
However when the pressure has dropped again below the set-point, and the
relief valve does not close, the symbol colour will change to red, indicating a
'stuck open' valve.

8.3 Display Resolution

The colour graphics that are presented in this report have been made by
means of photographing the IPSO graphic, displayed on a SUN workstation
monitor (17-inch, dot: 0.28 mm). The new LCD IPSO display (the combined
four modules) is a 98-inch display with a resolution of 1240- 960 dots. This
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means that the difference in resolution between the two displays is less
than 5%. Therefore the appearance of the new IPSO graphic on the SUN
monitor is fairly identical to the future presentation on the IPSO display
(regarding image sharpness). The monitor-photos of the new IPSO graphic
design as presented in this report, therefore give a realistic impression of all
details of the graphic design, such as the sharpness of the curves, characters
and lines. Figure 8-7 shows a zoomed-in photo of the new IPSO graphic.

8.4 3-D Graphic Design

In the early stages of the project, a non-conventional information presentation
technique has been explored. To this end a completely different type of
graphic, not resembling the PPS graphics, was evaluated. The firmly
established presentation concepts and conventions were set aside, and an
experimental approach to process information presentation was explored. This
resulted in a 3-D IPSO graphic concept design of which the main systems of
the Reactor Coolant System are presented in figure 8-8. This concept design
was developed with a 3-D application program (Electrogig) at the TUD. The
objectives of presenting a process diagram in a 3-D graphic (compared to a
conventional 2-D graphic design) are given below:

• Creation of a highly detailed graphic facilitates a more accurate system
status indication. The detailed presentation of e.g. an RCS pump which
includes the shaft bearings, the oil system, the electrical engine and the
seal water system, offers the possibility to present accurate alarms.

• Precise allocation of process parameters (and alarm messages) to the
concerning components. 3-D 'displays' are integrated in the process
diagram as real elements of the plant hardware which can present the
flow, temperature, pressure and the level in components and systems.

• Display of all major connections (lines) between the presented systems.
This more elaborate presentation provides a clear overview on the relations
between the various systems, including the lateral separation within a
number of safety relevant systems and the cross-links between the
separated sub-systems.

Although the view on various components is partly blocked by other
components, the careful positioning of all components and all 3-D 'displays'
combined with an appropriate viewpoint, assures the visibility of each single
important junction of lines, each presented parameter, and each presented
level indication. The 3-D RCS model can meet the above stated objectives,
however compatibility with the current PSS graphics cannot be achieved. The
3-D graphic design is further discussed in appendix F.
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II is noted that the luminance of the dark grey sections is too high in this monitor-photo

Figure 8-7 IPSO graphic level of detail

Figure 8-8 3-D IPSO graphic design, including the primary system and the
volume control system with the recuperative heat exchanger
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9. CONCEPT EVALUATION

During the course of the project, intermediate graphic designs were regularly
evaluated by operators, shift supervisors, and ergonomic engineers in informal
meetings. New graphic designs were presented on a 17-inch monitor (see
section 8.3) and the proposed modifications were discussed. The comment
was used in the further development of the IPSO graphic. This procedure
resulted in a fairly detailed graphic design, as discussed in chapter 8. In order
to determine the final adjustments to the concept design, a more elaborate and
structured concept evaluation was performed at the Borssele NPP by
representatives of the different IPSO display user groups.

9.1 Concept Test Subjects

The participants in the concept test, the so called subjects, included operators,
a shift supervisor, the chief manager of nuclear production, the manager of
the simulator development project, and PPS/IPSO software engineers. The
variety of subjects (a total of eight) assured a concept evaluation in which the
different viewpoints concerning specific features of the IPSO display are
represented. The general functionality of the IPSO display however applies to
each different IPSO display user: The establishment of a common model of
the main plant processes by presenting a consistent and clear overview
graphic. This common model will promote efficient communication both
during process disturbances (display of top-priority alarms and system
availability) and normal operation conditions (display of the main process
parameter for plant performance monitoring). The presentation of a common
graphic is expected to lead to the use of a more or less common mental
model by the IPSO users, thereby further enhancing communication. See also
section 6.6.1.

The common functionality of the IPSO display for the various user groups
led to the choice of an identical procedure for the interviews of the different
subjects. Furthermore the general and preliminary character of the concept
test did not require detailed interview procedures focused on special points of
concern.
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9.1.1 Concept Test Objectives

Since further development of the new IPSO graphic is scheduled for another
year at the Borssele NPP, the main objective of the concept test was to
acquire further comment on the general aspects of the single-graphic concept.
These general aspects include:

• The increased amount of information for plant performance monitoring
and control.

• The single-graphic concept, presenting the different plant modes by means
of dark grey coloured symbols in the graphic.

Additional, detailed aspects of the graphic design were also discussed,
however not as elaborately as the basic structure of the design because the
analyses of these details can be performed far more efficiently during tests
with the real IPSO display which becomes available at the Borssele NPP in
the spring of 1996.

9.1.2 Concept Testing Procedure

A standard procedure was applied for a structured evaluation of the IPSO
graphic concept design: The subject were seated in front of a monitor and the
'single-graphic concept' was presented (see section 8.1) to familiarize the
subject with the graphic, augmenting the validity and usefulness of their
comment. Explanation was given on the transition period in the change from
one graphic version to the next (see section 8.1.5), and finally the subject was
given a few minutes to study the three graphic versions.

The aspects of the IPSO graphic that were required to be evaluated by the
subjects were formulated in a 'list of topics' (see section 9.1.3). This list was
discussed in a form of free interview and resulted in a qualitative evaluation
of the graphic design. This resulted in an extensive, qualitative evaluation of
the conceptual IPSO graphic design. Furthermore the subjects were asked to
express thoughts and suggestions that came to mind during the evaluation of
the concept design. Variation in the testing procedure was minimised by
giving a standard introduction of the single-graphic design, and by applying a
standard list of topics. The average time for a test with each of the subjects
was one hour.

It is noted that aspects such as luminance and colour contrast are difficult to
evaluate since the graphic versions are presented on a CRT instead of on the
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LCD rear-projection display which differs slightly regarding brightness and
colours. The concept test results are discussed in the section below.

9.1.3 List of Topics

The list that was applied in the interviews with the different IPSO users
comprised the following topics for discussion:

• Level of detail of the presented information in the graphic

The subjects were asked to rate the relative importance of the presented
components and systems in order to determine whether certain systems should
be deleted or replaced by other systems.

• Single-graphic concept

The subjects were asked to give their opinion on the applied technique of
presenting 'irrelevant' components in a dark grey colour which aims at
creating a clear and calm overview on the plant status. In the event of
unlikely and unforeseen process conditions, this concept also facilitates the
colour change of a dark grey system.

• IPSO functionality

In addition to the general functionality of the IPSO display (see section
6.6.1), the different ideas concerning additional IPSO functions of the new
IPSO display were discussed.

• Compatibility with the PPS

The use of parameter boxes including the 'inverse unit indication' of the flow
(F), pressure (P) or temperature (T), as opposed to the regular PPS parameter
presentation was discussed. Also the a-symmetric presentation of the safety
and relief valves (RA) was checked on consistency with PPS presentation
conventions.

• Modified alarm presentation

Especially the new YZ-column was discussed because it does not present
alarms on a unique position, as opposed to the current IPSO display (see
section 8.2.2).
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9.2 Concept Test Results

The test results comprise general comment on the overall concept, as well as
very detailed remarks on component level. The identified positive design
features, and the suggestions for graphic improvement are discussed in the
following sub-sections. The combined suggestions of the various subjects has
been given ample consideration in the final round of improvements to the
graphic design.

9.2.1 Positive Design Features

Generally the single-graphic concept (three graphic versions of one basic
graphic) is considered to be an acceptable, well-balanced concept for
adjusting the IPSO graphic to the different plant modes. The combination of a
unique position for each element in the graphic, and the use of a limited set
of colours makes it easy to determine the status of every component or
parameter in the new graphic design. Other positive IPSO graphic design
features are given below:

• The readability of the text and parameters is acceptable for the operators at
a distance of approximately 3.5 meters (to be compared with a distance of
60 cm to the 17-inch monitor that is applied in the concept test). The shift
supervisors will have some difficulty determining the exact value of a
parameter at a distance of about nine meters. However this is not a
problem since the PPS monitors on the desk of both supervisors present
the PPS level 1 plant overview graphic (identical to the IPSO graphic)
which enables them to easily determine the exact parameter value.

• The black parameter and alarm sections maintain a 'calm' IPSO graphic
(as opposed to the NUCON concept, see section 7.8). The IPSO display
does not draw any attention during undisturbed plant operation.

• Comparing the two steam generator levels is still possible despite the
introduced interspacing of the two bar charts in the new IPSO graphic
(The current IPSO display presents the two bar charts in a single steam
generator).

• The different plant modes are clearly conveyed to the IPSO users by
means of the patterns that are created by the dark grey systems. The
overall appearance of the graphic alters gradually with changing process
conditions.

• Trend indication behind a number of parameters (T X) is a rough first
indication in conformance with the required level of detail for an overview
display.
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9.2.2 Suggestions for Graphic Improvement

The suggestions for graphic improvement are divided in (1) adjustments to
specific systems in the graphic, and (2) addition or (3) elimination of specific
elements of the graphic.

1 Suggested graphic adjustments

One of the suggestions is to present the parameters 'KMD', 'KMT',
'BOORZ' (boric acid concentration in coolant) and 'Prea^/ inside the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Other suggestions concern:

• Replace the five bypass valves of the main cooling water system (VC) and
the auxiliary cooling water system (VF) by a single valve that will open
and light up in cyan, in the event that one or more of the five valves open.

• Reduce the attention that is drawn by the large number of valves and bar
charts that are presented in cyan. Most of the time however these elements
are presented in dark grey. The green coloured 'inverse unit indication' of
the various parameter boxes shows a similar drawback.

• Present an accurate level indication in the pressurizer (numeric level
presentation in meters) because of the importance of this parameter in
monitoring the process conditions in the RCS.

• Present the TF cooler in the TJ system in dark grey in the first phase of
the Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) mode (RCS coolant is only circulated
in this phase, bypassing the coolers).

• Group the containment information in a dedicated section.

• Apply the conventional parameter presentation to maintain the PPS
presentation conventions (in response to the proposed parameter boxes).

2 Suggested additions to the graphic

If addition of information to the already more detailed IPSO graphic design is
decided to be necessary to enhance process monitoring and control (and if
possible without compromising the plant overview), the presentation of the
following system and process parameters needs to be re-considered:

• The link with the conventional power plant (CCB) adjacent to the Borssele
NPP, which can supply electrical power and steam to the NPP.

• During refuelling, the temperature in the fuel storage basin (SOB), and
activity levels in the containment should be displayed prominently, since
many persons are working inside the containment at that time.

• The CFMS-matrix may require the addition of the following six characters
S, C, H, P, Z, and I within the six squares that form the new CFMS-
matrix. These six characters are well known codes for the six Critical
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Safety Functions and can therefore indicate the position of these six CSFs
in the altered configuration of the new CFMS-column (1-6).

• Valves between TJ and the RCS, and valves between TA and the RCS.
Their importance is comparable to that of the valves in the main feedwater
system (RL) and the main steam system (RA), which are presented in this
IPSO graphic design.

• The spray and heating in the pressurizer are not presented in the new
IPSO graphic. The inclusion of these parameters needs reconsideration.

• Electrical feed of RS and TW which is very important during ECC
situations (YZ 101, activation of the diesel-generators).

3 Suggested elimination of elements

The relative importance of the following elements in the IPSO graphic needs
to be re-considered. Any of these systems may need to be replaced by one of
the above mentioned systems or components.

• TG flow indication.

• Power indication (in MW) of the emergency diesel generators.

• Presentation of 'dp' (coolant pressure increase over a pump) of the RCS
pumps.

• The VE coolers. Only the TE pumps are crucial.

• The valve underneath the sump in the TJ system connecting the sump-
suction lines.

• Deletion of a number of bar charts (RS, TB, TD, TW and RZ) to simplify
the IPSO graphic, enhancing the overview on the crucial elements in the
IPSO graphic.

• Consider the replacement of the lateral separation in a number of systems
(TF, VF, RS, and TW) by a single pump symbol for each system. The
simplified system presentation will then indicate more clearly the overall
system status, thus gaining space on the display which can be used by
applying larger characters and digits.

9.3 FINAL IPSO Graphic Design

The concept test results from section 9.2, and the design requirements of
chapter 7 were evaluated and implemented in the final IPSO graphic design.
Further development of the IPSO graphic design will continue at the Borssele
NPP until the introduction of the new IPSO display in the control room in
1997. The adjustments to the graphic design comprise the re-configuration of
several systems (i.e. RL, TJ, and the pressurizer section) and the exact
determination of the contents of the parameter and alarm sections in the IPSO
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graphic (see appendix D).

The adjustments to the graphic design have been sub-divided in a list of
general adjustments and specific adjustments to the following sections:

• nuclear section,

• conventional section,

• electrical section,

• parameter sections,

• alarm sections, and

• bar charts

In the discussion of the final IPSO graphic design, reference is made to
elements in the graphic, by means of the so called 'chess-board' coding
system. This graphic is presented on the final page of the report. The upper
left corner section of the graphic has code 'Al', the lower right corner
section has code 'D4'.

9.3.1 General Graphic Adjustments

The general adjustments consist of the modification of various elements,
simplifying the graphic and eliminating superfluous redundancy.

• Deletion of a parameter boxes while the inverse unit indication remains
e.g. the pressure indication in the steam generators (Al). The outline of
the steam generator replaces the parameter box. This simplification is also
applied to the pressure indication in the condenser (Cl) and the pressure
indication in the pressurizer relief tank (Bl).

• Deletion of a complete parameter box, including the inverse unit indication
if it is clear that the parameter refers to a certain system or component e.g.
the temperature indication in the TF coolers of the TJ system (A3).

• Components such as the steam generators are 'styled' more smoothly for
aesthetic reasons: The IPSO graphic will appear comparatively modern.

• The 'inverse unit indication' in front of the parameters in the graphic (T,
F, P, and PE in inverse) has been adjusted: the line thickness of the
character has been reduced to improve the readability of the character.
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9.3.2 Nuclear Section

The adjustments to the nuclear section comprise:

• Re-configuration of the pressurizer relief valves and the relief tank, to
achieve a more efficient and more balanced filling of the available zone.
Also the pressure indication is now located inside the relief tank.

• The steam generators are re-shaped to create space for the numeric level
indication, as well as to reduce the prominence of the flow and pressure
indications. Also the width of the bar chart has been reduced the attention
that is drawn by this crowded zone.

Most of the adjustments in the nuclear section concern the TJ system:

• Deletion of the 'cross-links' between the lines that take suction from the
reactor sump (one of the four valves on the vertical row, B3-B4). The
three remaining cross-links have been re-arranged.

• Addition of TJ flow indications, located in-between the TE and TA
connections to the TJ line (A3-B3).

• Elimination of the unit indication T ' from the TF coolers in the TJ
system (A3), and reduction of the cooler-size to reduce its prominence.

• Increased line thickness of the main TJ loop, and a decrease in line
thickness of the TA loop. The TJ flow exceeds the TA flow.

• Addition of a numerical containment level indication (sump level, B4).
The other containment information is grouped in a nearby parameter
section (C4).

9.3.3 Conventional Section

The main adjustments to the conventional system concern the re-configuration
of the feedwater system, involving RL, RL-A, RS and RZ (C2-C3). The
connection of the demin-water system (RZ) to the auxiliary feedwater system
(RL-A) has been added because of its importance during specific loss of
feedwater incidents.
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Figure 9-1 The final TPSO graphic design
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Figure 9-2 Power operation mode A
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Figure 9-3 Residual Heal Removal (RHR), mode B
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Figure 9-4 Emergency Core Cooling (ECC), mode C
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Other adjustments to the conventional system are:

Thin outline for the turbine and condenser (Cl) to reduce their prominence
and to increase the difference between the outline of the components and
the lines (pipes) connected to these components.

The RZ level indication (as on monitor 3 of the current IPSO display) has
been replaced by 2 bar charts (C3). The less accurate level indication is
sufficient to determine the system status.

The width of the bar chart inside the condenser has been reduced (Cl).

9.3.4 Electrical Section

The adjustments to the electrical system include the additional display of the
power switch (Dl) that will be activated to feed the electrical rails from the
external grid, via the start-transformers (BS01 and BS02). Other adjustments
concern:

• Deletion of the electrical power indication in kV from the four rails (BA,
BB, BU and BV), because if a rail is 'active', the voltage has to be 6 kV.
If the deviation from the 6kV exceeds a set-point, the colour of the rail
will change to red (D2).

• Replacement of the three 'squares' adjacent to the diesels, by less
prominent green coloured text.

• Introduction of a visual effect that emphasises the system functionality:
The activated electrical rails are presented by thicker lines that increase the
luminance of the cyan coloured rails, thereby seemingly 'glowing'.

• Addition of the on-site power consumption PE (of approximately 26 MW
during normal operation conditions), now presented in the electrical
section (D2). The unit indication (MW) is not presented.

• The BS squares have been replaced by a number inside the BS symbol.

9.3.5 Parameter Sections

There are two parameter sections in the new IPSO graphic design. The first
section is located above the reactor vessel (Bl), and contains four parameters
concerning the RCS. The parameters presented in this section are aligned on
the decimal point (see section 7.3). These parameters are:

• Average RCS pressure.
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• Average RCS coolant temperature.

• Reactor power (percentage of 1365

• Boric acid concentration in the RCS (max. 2200 ppm).

The second parameter section (C4) includes status information on the
containment. The presented parameters are:

P CNT : Pressure inside the containment (mmbar).

A CNT : Level of radio-activity inside the containment (Micro Sv/h).

T CNT : Temperature inside the containment (°C).

T YP-YQ : Difference between the temperature in the pressurizer and the temperature

in the reactor core (°C).

P KOOK YA : Boiling margin: Required RCS pressure decrease for the coolant to start
boiling in the reactor core (bar).

F AFVK : Air flow (in tons/hour) of the nuclear ventilation system (TL), leaving the
ventilation stack.

A special feature of the IPSO display is the relative large section, adjacent to
the YZ-column (D3-D4). This section is reserved for the presentation of a
diagram that presents the in-core neutron flux which is monitored during
start-up procedures: The 'inverse neutron count rate diagram' (reciproke
telsnelheid grafiek NoINt). Numerical presentation of the neutron flux is also
displayed in this particular section of the graphic.

The main, general adjustments to the parameters that are displayed across the
graphic in parameter boxes (see figure 4-13), were discussed in section 9.3.1.
Another change in the parameter presentation concerns the length of the
different parameter boxes. Each parameter box has been adjusted to a 3 or 4
digit parameter presentation, related to the applicable process variable. Behind
the parameters, one of the following symbols can be displayed:

? : Unreliability of the presented value.

T : Positive transient.

i : Negative transient.

An alternative for the parameter box is the introduction of three differently
coloured or shaped outlines, in order to distinguish between flow, pressure
and temperature indications, thus eliminating the need for the inverse unit
indication in front of the parameter [25].
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9.3.6 Alarm Sections

The need for a compact alarm presentation was discussed in section 7.2. The
new IPSO graphic therefore comprises four different alarm sections which
concisely present the main alarms of four specific aspects of the nuclear
power plant:

• Reactor Protection System (RPS) alarms in the YZ-column (C4-D4).

• Technical specifications alarms in the TECH SPEC section (D4).

• Reactor power limitation alarms in the RELEB section (D3-D4).

• Radio-activity alarms in the activity section (D3).

The applied character size of 24 mm, the horizontal interspacing of 6 mm
(0.25 • character height) and the vertical character interspacing of
0.1 • character width is comparable to the parameter presentation on the four
monitors underneath the current IPSO graphic. Due to the limited space on
the new IPSO display, these selected sizes are less than the recommended
values given in section 7.4. Simulator testing is required to define the
optimum between character size and interspacing.

The exact contents of the four alarm sections is discussed below.

• Reactor Protection System alarms in the YZ-column

The alarms that are generated by the RPS are displayed in the YZ-column
which has a width of three digits, and a height of 25 lines (see section 8.2.2).
The YZ-alarms are generated by the Reactor Protection System (RPS, see
section 2.3.1) and indicate the automatic process controlling actions that are
initiated by the RPS in response to process disturbances, incidents and
accidents e.g. YZ 11 indicates the scram of the reactor (RESA). The YZ-
alarm signals do not have a fixed position in the column. The appearing
alarms during a system disturbance are ranked by number and not in
chronological order. This will enhance the detection of a specific alarm in the
event that the YZ-column contains a long list of alarms. It is noted that this
space-saving alarm presentation technique compromises the recognition of
specific patterns in occurring alarms (as on the current four IPSO monitors
where each alarm has a unique positions).

• Technical specifications alarms in the TECH SPEC section

The second alarm section presents alarms of systems displayed on the IPSO
display as well as of systems not shown on the IPSO display. In the event
that the availability of any of these systems is challenged, the system code
will light up (e.g. TJ, TF or TW) in yellow or red. The set-points and process
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conditions that determine the appearance of these alarms, are described in the
technical specifications of the Borssele NPP.

• Reactor power limitation alarms in the RELEB section

The third section is the RELEB alarm section (D4), which contains seven
lines for specific alarm messages. These messages appear simultaneously with
specific YZ-alarms:

RESA

TUSA

PUMA

VERM RELEB

KOOK RELEB

RL RELEB

BEL REVA

Reactor scram (YZ 11).

Turbine scram (YZ 71).

Scram of one of the RCS pumps.

Power transient (P^,^ reaches 110%).

Boiling margin has reached a minimum margin, meaning that the core

is approaching the development of steam in the core barrel.

Insufficient feedwater supply to the steam generator.

Pocket of gas exists in the head of the reactor pressure vessel,
consisting of condensables (steam) and/or non-condensables (mainly
hydrogen).

Any of these alarms (incidents) will result in a direct scram of the reactor
(YZ 11, RESA).

• Radio-activity alarms in the activity section

The fourth alarm section (D3), earlier called the STATUS section (see
section 8.1) presents five alarms concerning activity detection in the
conventional systems on the secondary side of the steam generators. The N16
SGI SG2 alarm indicates the detection of nitrogen in one of the steam
generators, caused by a leak in one of the approximately 4000 inverted
U-tubes of the steam generator. The steam generator will immediately be
isolated which implies closure of the valves in the main steam system (RA)
and the main feedwater system. This alarm will automatically lead to a RESA
and TUSA. The other alarm messages in the alarm section are:

ACT COND : Activity detection in the condensers as a result of leakage of one of the
steam generators.

ACT TN : Activity detection in specific systems in-between the steam generators and
the turbines.

ACT RY : Activity detection in the steam generator seal water (afdichting) system.

LOZI E J A : Limits are exceeded concerning the discharge to the environment of noble
gasses (E, edelgas). Iodine isotopes (J, Jodium), and Aerosols
(microscopic radio-active particles).
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9.3.7 Bar Charts

For the indication of levels, the new IPSO graphic applies bar charts,
sometimes combined with a numeric level indication as in the steam
generators and in the pressurizer.

• Bar charts

The bar charts as in the RZ storage tanks (C3) indicate whether the available
coolant inventory meets the required minimum level during the specific plant
operation conditions (cyan-yellow). This rough indication suffices. Operators
will check the exact level in these tanks on other displays in the control room
(e.g. the PPS) in the event that the colour of a bar chart changes to yellow.
The bar charts have an identical size to facilitate an objective comparison
between levels in different tanks.

• Bar charts combined with a numeric level indication

This type of level indication is used for systems in which a coolant volume
must be maintained at a precise level. The exact level indication augments the
usefulness of the IPSO display to the operators during normal operation
conditions, since frequent monitoring of these levels is required. The aim is
to increase operator interaction with the IPSO display during undisturbed
process conditions (see section 6.5.6).

9.3.8 Further Development

Based on the final graphic design presented in this report, further
development of the IPSO graphic will take place at the Borssele NPP where
the new IPSO display is available for testing in the spring of 1996. The
equipment will be installed in the control room in 1997. Operator training in
the new control room simulator (starting in the second half of 1996) will
reveal the real performance of the new IPSO display when used in
combination with the other control room instrumentation. The simulation of
both disturbed and normal operation conditions will show the performance of
the new IPSO graphic with respect to the objectives defined in section 6.9.
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10. CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions have been formulated regarding the final IPSO graphic design,
and recommendations are given concerning activities in the further
development of the IPSO display graphic.

• Single-graphic concept

During undisturbed plant operation, all elements in the graphic are coloured
either green, cyan or dark grey, creating a calm overview. The unique
position of each element in the graphic (with the exception of the YZ alarms)
will result in a consistent graphic image, and is expected to lead to a more or
less common mental model among the different IPSO users. This will
promote efficient communication, especially during process disturbances.

• Enhanced monitoring function

The increased amount of useful process parameters in the new graphic is
expected to enhance the function of an IPSO display in process monitoring
during normal plant operation, resulting in the desired integration of the IPSO
display in every day plant operation activities. An enhanced monitoring
function is essential in achieving general acceptance of the new display,
especially by those who have extensive experience in controlhng the process
without an IPSO display, as was the case before 1986.

• Compatibility with the PPS

The applied process presentation conventions are identical to those of the
current (and new) Process Presentation System (PPS), thus achieving
maximum compatibility with the information displays and panels in the
modified control room. The parameter presentation in boxes forms a
necessary exception to accurately allocate a parameter to the applicable
component in a 'crowded' section of the graphic.

• Early alarms

The problem with the early alarms (see section 4.9.1) cannot be resolved by
means of a new graphic design. The elimination however is crucial to the
future acceptance of the new IPSO display by the various users. The required
boundary limit adjustments that cause the annoying early alarms can be
determined by future simulator training, and by thoroughly analysing the
existing operator experience with the current situation.
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• Process status overview

In the opinion of the author, the overview is not compromised. Even a further
increase of process information may be required to establish the required
operator interaction with the new IPSO display.

The recommended activities in further development of the IPSO graphic are
listed below:

• Consider the introduction of a substantial difference between IPSO and
PPS alarm handling, based on the difference in function of both systems
(overview versus early fault detection), as discussed in section 4.10.

• Investigate the modest integration of the IPSO display in the written
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) and Function Restoration
Procedures (FRP) to achieve that the overview display will really assist in
restoring safe operation conditions for which it was originally introduced
in the control room (see section 4.2).

• Do not apply a multiple-graphic concept (as discussed in section 6.7.3) for
the reasons given in section 6.7.2.

• Decrease the width or luminance of the large number of bar charts, valves
and 'inverse unit indications' of the parameter boxes to reduce their
prominence.

The following aspects need to be analyzed in the new simulator with the
main objective to determine the required character size and luminance
contrast with the black background colour of the graphic:

• Readability of the information on the IPSO display under various different
ambient light conditions.

• Readability of the information with increasing horizontal viewing angles.
Standing at the end of the pult, the viewing angle approaches 45 degrees.

• Readability of the information up to a distances of nine meters.

• Evaluate the diffuse and specular reflection properties of the new LCD
IPSO screen, mainly regarding the presence of the large window in the
control room.
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Appendix A
Research Assignment

Ergonomic Design of an Overview Display in the Control Room of a Nuclear
Power Plant

Student : Mr. R. Bouwmeester

Graduation Professor : Prof. dr. ir. R. den Buurman

Mentors of the TUD : Mr. F. van Mourik

Drs. E.C.M. van de Weijgert

Company Mentor : Ir. J.N.T. Jehee (ECN)

Company advisors : Mr. CM. Loos (KCB)

ECN : Netherlands Energy Research Foundation

KCB : Borssele Nuclear Power Plant

TUD : Delft University of Technology

A.I Introduction

For the Borssele nuclear power plant (KCB), which is part of Elektriciteits-
Produktiemaatschappij Zuid-Nederland (EPZ), a major modification is
scheduled for 1997. The modification project will be carried out to meet
advances in technology and regulatory requirements. This project includes a
major modification of the plant safety systems, a significant change in the
normal and emergency operating procedures, and also a re-design of the
control room. The re-designed control room will be equipped with a large
Integrated Process Status Overview (IPSO) display (2 m by 1.5 m) based on
advanced presentation techniques.

A.2 Background

The safety and reliability of nuclear power plant operation depends both on
the functioning of normal and safety systems as well as on the performance
of operators. The operator performance will be enhanced by applying human
factors engineering in the design of the installation and of the control room in
particular.
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The IPSO display provides the control room personnel with an overview of
the operational and safety status of the plant. The IPSO display supports the
communication between plant operators, and plant technical staff and
management. An essential element of the IPSO display is the Critical
Function Monitoring System (CFMS), which concisely presents the status of
main safety functions including Criticality Control and Core Cooling. The
currently used IPSO display in the KCB control room consists of a plexiglass
plate with engraved process symbols and hard-wired indicator lights. The
main process variables are presented on four separate screens beneath the
display.

With the new IPSO display, based on a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
projection technique, the main process variables can be integrated into the
IPSO graphic1. An optional feature of this new IPSO display is the
presentation of different process diagrams during the different plant states
(plant modes), such as refuelling or power operation. Other possibilities
concern the presentation of appropriate Emergency Operating Procedures
(EOPs) in the event of violation of a critical function.

Based on the current IPSO display, and using the possibilities of the new
LCD projection technique to present the process information, a new IPSO
graphic that presents an appropriate process diagram during all different plant
modes, will be developed. This new IPSO graphic design integrates the pro-
cess variables in the process diagram, as well as the main modifications to
the plant safety systems.

A.3 Objectives of the study

This study will focus on human factors engineering in control room design
and especially in the design of new graphics for the large IPSO display. ECN
will provide information regarding the operation of nuclear power plants in
general, and the Borssele NPP will be consulted for specific information
regarding the control room design, the IPSO display and other plant systems.

Five tasks have been identified for this study:

(1) Familiarization with the nuclear technology and the control room
design.

1 The term 'graphic' refers to the graphical design of a process diagram, and is
in literature also referred to as 'mimic'.
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(2) Survey of existing operator, regulatory and ergonomic requirements.

(3) Critical review of existing and proposed IPSO displays based on
existing requirements.

(4) Design of a number of graphics for the IPSO display that provide ap-
propriate information regarding standard plant modes such as refuelling
and power operation. A philosophy will be generated for designing
such graphics, and two graphics will be developed in detail.

(5) Design and evaluation of the graphics will be performed in close co-
operation with control room operators at the Borssele NPP.

The results of the study will be reported in English. The research will mainly
be carried out at the section Reactor Assessment of ECN Nuclear Energy
with contact person Mr. J.N.T. Jehee. A number of working visits to the KCB
are foreseen (contact person Mr. CM. Loos), and regular meetings will be
held with Mr. R. den Buurman, Mr. F. van Mourik and Mrs. E.C.M. van de
Weijgert of the Delft University of Technology.
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Appendix B
Nuclear Physics

One of the most fundamental laws of nature states that energy cannot be
created nor destroyed. Energy appears in many diverse forms. Well into the
twentieth century it was realized that 'mass* is a form of energy as well. It's
the circumstance that 'mass-energy' be conserved under all conditions that
makes it possible for fission reactors to convert small quantities of mass into
very large quantities of energy. For a nucleus that is not interacting (i.e. not
emitting a particle, not colliding), the general conservation relationship is true
(at all times) that the 'Rest Mass Energy' plus the 'Kinetic Energy' equals the
'Internal Excitation Energy'.

ss + ^kinetic "'internal excitation

The mass of a nucleus is smaller then the sum of the masses of the individual
nucleons (protons and neutrons) that make up this nucleus. This 'missing
mass' is called the mass defect. The energy, equivalent to the mass defect is
called the Binding Energy. Protons in a nucleus all carry a single positive
charge, and like charges repel each other. Therefore a strong force exists, the
nuclear force, to draw these protons together. If we look at various nuclei, we
will find that the total mass defect, and therefore the total Binding Energy
rises as the atomic weight of the nucleus increases. Dividing the total binding
energy of a nucleus by it's number of nucleons produces the average binding
energy per nucleon, see figure B-l.
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Figure B 1 Binding energy per nucleon as a function of atomic mass number
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The most stable nuclei are those which have the largest average binding
energy. The average binding energy is a measure for stability of the nucleus.
The process which moves nucleons from lighter to larger atomic nuclei is
known as fusion. The process which splits heavy nuclei in order to generate
more stable smaller nuclei is known as fission. In both cases, energy is
released in the transfer. An important phenomenon, which in fact makes
fission reactors a practical possibility, is illustrated in figure B-2.

emitters (pure or/9-stable)

20 50 80 100
Neutron numoer

Figure B-2 Chart of the nuclides

The figure depicts the ratio of neutrons to protons in the known nuclei. After
the atomic number of 40 is reached, the neutron to proton ratio gradually
increases and reaches a value of 1.4 for the heaviest nuclei. If we now break
up one of the heavy nuclei and create two lighter nuclei of approximately half
the weight, the resulting stable neutron to proton ratio will be smaller. This
means in effect that after breaking up the larger nucleus some neutrons are
left over. It is precisely this release of extra neutrons during fission that
makes a chain reaction feasible.
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B.I The Fission Event

Fission can occur when a neutron is absorbed by a nucleus. When a neutron
is absorbed by a fissile atom (say U-235) the resulting compound nucleus has
a sufficient high internal energy that most of the time (86%) it fissions. Since
heavy atoms have an excess of neutrons compared to atoms in the middle of
the periodic table, a fission event also releases extra neutrons (2.47 extra
neutrons for the case of U-235). The released neutrons have high kinetic
energies (on the average 2 MeV). 14% of the time, fission does not occur.
The compound nucleus becomes just another radio-active isotope. A
schematic representation of both events, including some of the resulting end
products is shown in Figure B-3.
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Figure B-3 Energy that becomes available in a fission event is close to
200 MeV.

Most of the 200 MeV appears as the kinetic energy of the fission fragments
themselves (170 MeV), 5 MeV appears as the kinetic energy of the prompt
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neutrons which are spewed out during the fission event. Around 8 MeV
appears as prompt gamma-rays. And finally, 12 MeV is lost in the form of
neutrinos. Neutrinos are particles which have zero rest mass, and have an
exceedingly small interaction probability with matter. The energy acquired by
these particles is irrecoverable. The neutrons released in the fission event
have an enormous speed (kinetic energy of several MeV). In order to get the
right speed to initiate another fission event, the neutron must be slowed
down. A material that is used to slow down neutrons is called a moderator.
Light elements such as Hydrogen, carbon and deuterium are used as
moderator because they can absorb a substantial part of the kinetic energy of
a fast neutron in a collision with the neutron.

B.2 Decay Energy

A certain fraction of the total energy, approaching 10%, is released seconds,
hours, and (with decreasing intensity) even years after the fission has taken
place. This 'delayed' release of fission energy significantly complicates the
operation of nuclear power plants. When a reactor is 'shut down', the
generation of energy (and associated radiation) does not decrease to zero.
NPP cores are very concentrated energy sources, thus even a small fraction
(2-3%) of their operating power still represents a significant energy source.
One of the central reactor safety objectives is to ensure that sufficient cooling
capacity is available to remove this 'decay energy' under all possible
conditions.

The delayed energy is released in the process of radio-active decay. Over 200
various radio-active fission fragments contribute to this decay. The term
'Radio-activity' is a generic word for various decay products. These include
gamma rays, electrons (beta particles) or in rare cases, alpha particles or
neutrons are emitted. Alpha radiation, the emitting of a Helium nucleus,
rarely happens and does not play a significant role in the fission process in a
reactor core. Gamma-rays are neutral and therefore very penetrating. They
contribute most heavily to the radiation field around an operating and
shutdown reactor core. A beta decay event changes a neutron within the
nucleus to a proton and thus increases the atomic number of the resulting
isotope by one. An important transformation, occurring in the uranium fission
event, which emits electrons is:

^U238 + on1 -» 94Pu239

Uranium-238 is the most abundant isotope of natural uranium, making up
99.28%. A fuel rod consists of about 95% U-238 (only 3 to 4% U-235). The
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Plutonium generated in the core during operation can absorb neutrons and
does fission. It produces as much energy per fission as does U-235. Towards
the end of the fuel cycle (the NPP shuts down one's a year to replace fuel
rods) the plutonium fissions contribute up to 50% of the power generated.

The time required to decrease the activity of a radio-active sample in half
characterizes the decay of radio-active isotopes, and is called the half life.
The unit of activity (that is a single decay event per second) is called a
Becquerel (Bq). A Curie (Ci), found in the older literature, is 3.710

disintegrations per second (1 Ci = 3.7- 1010 Bq).
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Appendix C
TMI Event

During the TMI event in 1979, initiated by a feedwater system malfunction,
important signals and parameters which indicated the status of safety relevant
systems (e.g. the closed valves in the auxiliary feedwater system, the leaking
relief valve on the pressurizer, the broken rupture disk in the reactor coolant
drain tank, and the large amount of steam in the primary system) were not
readily detected by the operators nor any other experts in the control room.
Detection of the parameters would have resulted in the rapid determination of
the exact cause of the system disturbance and the appropriate operator
actions. The reactor coolant drain tank signals did not alert the operators
since the drain tank parameters were not shown on the panels in the
immediate view of the operators, but were located behind the main control
panels. Also the relevant audible alarm annunciation was not picked up by
the operator since all audible alarms on the front panels were sounding
simultaneously [9].

The absence of an overview panel presenting the main parameters of all
safety relevant systems, combined with the overload of alarm annunciations
contributed to the misinterpretation of the plant status by the operators. An
important conclusion from the analysis of the TMI-accident is that every
control room should be equipped with an overview panel presenting the status
of all main components on one panel or display, securing a permanent
overview on the overall plant status which enhances the operator ability to
determine the root cause of system disturbances.

At Chernobyl, the main cause of the accident was the physical characteristics
of the reactor and safety systems, combined with the actions and decisions
taken by the operators: Proceeding a specific test at an unacceptably low
reactor power level with the disabling of the automatic reactor trip system.
The operator actions introduced unacceptable distortions in the control rod
configuration which resulted in a very rapid reactor power excursion, and the
destruction of the reactor. The root cause of the human errors relates to the
lack of a safety culture in the station which resulted in inadequate knowledge
of the basic physics governing the operational behaviour of the reactor at low
reactor power [35].
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Appendix D
IPSO Parameters and Alarms

As stated earlier, one of the objectives of the new IPSO graphic design is to
integrate the information that is currently presented on the four monitors
underneath the IPSO display. The following four tables present the full list of
IPSO parameters and alarms, currently presented on these four monitors. The
new location of the parameters and alarms in the new IPSO graphic design is
indicated by means of a code that refers to a specific sections in the new
graphic design. These codes are given in table D-l.

Table D-l Location of IPSO parameters and alarms

Code

A

P

G

D

YZ

T

X

Explanation

Alarm section (C4).

Parameter section (B2 and C4).

In the graphic: in or near the applicable component or system.

Indicates that the parameter or alarm has been deleted, and will not be
presented in the new IPSO graphic.

YZ column (D3-D4).

Alarm section TECH SPEC (D4).

Other.

The top six lines of the four monitors underneath the current IPSO display
are reserved for alarm messages, and the following six lines permanently
present the process parameters (see section 4.3.1). This configuration is
maintained in the following four tables.
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Table D-l MONITOR 1

nr.

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

no

10

11

12

text

PUMA

LOZI E J H

YZ 32 33 34

YZ 35 45 46

YZ 103

PCNT

PCNT
LCNT
RCNT
TCNT
FAFVK

Code

A

P

YZ

YZ

YZ

P

P
G
P
P
P

nr.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20
21
22
23
24

text

RESA YZ 11

RELEB P KOOK

GASBEL REVA

PRIMP

PR A

PR PRO

BOORZ YA
KMT
T YP-YQ
P KOOK YA
L BANK
D BANK

Code

A, YZ

A

A

X

X

X

p
p
p
p
G
G

Remarks concerning the contents of monitor 1:

03 : One, two or all three YZ signals can appear.
14 : RELEB P and RELEB KOOK are presented separately in the new IPSO graphic in

section A.
15 : GASBEL REVA is presented as BEL REVA in section A.
16-18 : These parameters concern the neutron flux in, and outside the reactor core. These

parameters are crucial during the start-up procedures after the refuelling period. The
three parameters are presented in combination with a specific 'neutron flux graphic'
in the rectangle in section D3.

22-23 : The L and D bank position in the reactor vessel, see section Bl in the IPSO graphic.

Table D-2 MONITOR 2

nr.

25
26
27
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36

text

L DRUKH
PAFBTNK
YZ21 102
YZ31
YZ 36 38 101
YZ 39 40 41

KMD
L DRUKH
TUIT YC1
TUITYC2
TA --> YA
YA - > TA

Code

G
G
YZ
YZ
YZ
YZ

P
G
G
G
G
G

nr.

37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48

text

N16 SGI SG2
YZ 121 122
YZ 123 125
YZ 126 127
YZ37 51 52

PSGl
PSG2
LSG1
LSG2

Code

A
YZ
YZ
YZ
YZ

G
G
G
G
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Remarks concerning the contents of monitor 2:

33-34 : The exit temperature of coolant from the reactor vessel.
35-36 : Display of the 'mass balance' between the RCS and the TA system: The flow from

the RCS to TA and the flow back to the RCS.

Table D-3 MONITOR 3

nr.

49
50
51
52
53
54

55
56
57
58
59
60

text

RL NOODV ST
RA VEILIGH ND
RA AFBLAAS ND
YZ62
YZ 63 64 65
RL HFDVOED ST

FRLSG1
FRASG1
FRLSG2
FRASG2

Code

T,G
T,G
T,G
YZ
YZ
T,G

G
G
G
G

nr.

61
62
63
64
65
66

67
68
69
70
71
72

text

SGI HFDSTO D
RA001S004 D
SG2 HFDSTO D
RA002S004 D
SF OMLOOP ST
YZ61

FHFDCON
L VWTANK
LRZTNKS

Code

G
G
G
G
T,G
Y

G
G
D

Remarks concerning the contents of monitor 3:

49 : ST stand for disturbance. G indicates that the disturbance in RL is indicated by a
colour change of the RL-A pump symbol in the IPSO graphic. T indicates that the
system code RL-A will light up in yellow in the TECH SPEC section (D4).

50 : Concerns an RA valve. ND means that the valve is stuck open and will colour yellow
or red.

55-58 : The 'mass balance' between the feedwater flow to the steam generators, and the
steam flow leaving the steam generator. This mass balance is a very important aspect
that is monitored frequently during normal and upset plant conditions.

69 : The numeric level indication of the RZ storage tanks will not be presented on the
new IPSO display.
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Table D-4 MONITOR 4

nr.

73
74
75
76
77
78

79
80
81
82
83
84

text

TUSA YZ 71
ACT COND TH
TURBINE ST
GENERATOR ST

N T U R B t
PCOND
LCOND
LINLAAT
...

Code

A.YZ
A
G
G

G
G
G
G

nr.

85
86
87
88
89
90

91
92
93
94
95
96

text

960410 14:00
NOODSTROOM IN
ONONDERB VOED
YZ 140

PW1ELK
PGEN
P EIGENB
VERMSCH UITIN

Code

D
G
D
TL

G
G
G
G

Remarks concerning the contents of monitor 4:

73/85 : The top line of monitor 4 presents the name of the current plant mode. The technical
specifications define six different plant modes.

82 : Level in the Westerschelde.
86 : Current Date and Time: Will not be displayed in the new IPSO graphic design.
87 : Activation of the emergency diesels
91 : Steam pressure in the main steam lines (RA) at the 'entrance' of the high-pressure

turbine, (after the high-pressure turbine, the steam is directed to the three low
pressure turbines). This parameter is presented within the turbine symbol (A3).

94 : This switch is presented as a 'symbol' in the new IPSO graphic (A4).

It is noted that the IPSO graphic also comprises a number of new systems,
parameters and alarms which are the result of the modification project. The
TE and VE system for example is currently being constructed, and has been
given a prominent presentation within the new IPSO graphic (C3-C4). Other
plant modifications have resulted in an additional number of YZ alarms.
These alarms can be presented in the YZ column (D3-D4).
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Appendix E
IPSO Graphic Design Process

The project that is described in this report starts with a rather elaborate
Information phase' (chapter 1-5). The following phase concerns the
definition of the 'IPSO graphic design requirements' (chapter 6 and 7). Based
on these requirements, a new IPSO graphic is developed in the 'IPSO graphic
design phase' (chapter 8). The result of this phase, a fairly complete IPSO
graphic concept design has been submitted to an elaborate 'Concept
evaluation' (chapter 9). The results of this concept test were evaluated and
used in the 'Final IPSO graphic design' (conclusion of chapter 9). The design
process is concluded with recommendations for further development of the
IPSO graphic (chapter 10). This appendix presents the main steps of the
design process which resulted in the IPSO graphic design, discussed in
chapter 8.

E.I First new IPSO Graphic Design

The first new IPSO graphic design was produced at the Borssele NPP by the
operator that participates in the multi-disciplinary design team. This concept
design was based on the list of contents discussed in section 6.8. This initial
IPSO graphic concept consists of two different graphics that are highly
conform the layout of the current IPSO display:

• One graphic for mode 1-4 (power operation - hot standby).
• A second graphic for mode 5 and 6 (cold shutdown and refuelling).

These two graphics form the basis of the design process, presented in this
report. The two graphics are presented in figure E-1 and E-2.

E.2 Description of First Graphic Design

The main feature of this first design is the introduced concept of 'multiple
graphics for the different plant modes'. It is striking that none of the systems
and components that are presented in both graphics have an identical position
in both graphics (many systems and components are only present in one of
the two graphics). Only the parameter and alarm sections which have been
introduced (the black sections in the graphics, including the CFMS-matrix),
are presented on the identical position in both graphics. These sections
present additional process information and alarms. The exact contents and
shape of these sections is to be determined in a later phase. Other features of
this first ISPO concept design are discussed below.
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Major extension of the primary system (compared to the current IPSO
display), including the separate presentation of the two steam generators
and the two RCS pumps.
Presentation of the connection of several nuclear auxiliary systems with
both loops of the primary system.
The presentation of lateral separation which is a very important aspect of
the modification project e.g. the extensive presentation of both loops of
the RHR and ECC and system (TJ).
Two pump sizes are applied to give a rough indication of the capacityof
the various systems.
Redundant coding of a closed valves: Valve symbols are 'filled* and
presented upright in a horizontal pipe, (the filling of symbols is also
applied to indicate that a system is available and operating).

-04+ IWI

Figure E-l IPSO graphic for mode 1-4

E.3 Comment on the Graphic Design

The layout of both graphics needs to be adjusted dramatically because the
presentation of a system on two different locations on the screen during
different plant modes does not enhance a clear cognitive representation of the
plant process. Furthermore many unnecessary bends exist in the lines, as well
as unclear cross-points e.g. the connection of TJ to the RCS and the RA relief
valves ('crossing lines' should be avoided, see section 7.4). There is also little
structure or 'hierarchy' in the graphics.
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Figure E-2 IPSO graphic for mode 5 and 6

Only the RCS is presented in thicker lines to emphasise that the primary
system is the main system on the IPSO display. The hierarchy can be
improved with variation in 'line shape' and 'line thickness', indicating the
flow direction at a junction of lines, or the difference between continuously
active systems and auxiliary or emergency systems. The thickness of the lines
connecting the various systems and components is related to the capacity of
the presented system. An example is given in figure E-3 for creating a clear
structure in a process diagram: In situation 1, the hierarchy is not clearly
presented. The junction of the lines may concern a separation in two equal
laterals (as in situation 2) however it may also concern a main system with a
parallel 'back-up' system (as presented in situation 3).

) m

FLOW->

[3]
Figure E-3 Layout improvements
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The evaluation of the first IPSO graphic design has resulted in a list of details
which need to be adjusted, comprising:

• Three (of five) bypass valves are presented beneath the VF and VC
system. Add the other two or replace all 5 by one 'overall symbol'.

• In figure E-2, the vertical row of systems on the left hand side are not
integrated in the system diagram. No connecting lines with other systems
are presented.

• The basic shape of the components, as well as their proportion need
improvement e.g. small TB tanks are presented larger than the feedwater
tank (RL), and the reactor vessel is presented larger than the steam
generators.

• Connection of VE and TJ is incorrect.
• The cross-link valve above the sump is not connected to the low-pressure

TJ section.
• Only half of the TA connection to the RCS is presented.

E.4 IPSO Graphic Re-designs

Based on these first two IPSO graphics, a design process followed in which a
series of new graphics were developed, evaluated and adjusted. The concept
of different graphics for different plant modes was not adopted. Instead the
'single-graphic concept' (see section 6.6.2) was selected. Therefore the main
feature of the re-design is that all systems and components have a fixed
position on the screen, creating a consistent 'mental image' of the main plant
processes amongst the different IPSO users. The status of each component
can be presented at all times, including in unforeseen, non-design basis
events.

The new graphic designs are compatible with the existing PPS graphics and
other information displays in the control room because the PPS presentation
conventions (see section 4.5) have largely been incorporated in the new
graphic design. The main graphic design adjustments that have resulted in the
design which is discussed in chapter 8 are discussed below.

E.5 Main Graphic Modifications

The design of the IPSO display in the current control room has very much
been restricted by technical limitations of the applied hardware. The 8-column
structure (see section 4.3.1) was required to 'link' the information on the four
monitors underneath the IPSO display with the appropriate systems in the
system diagram. In the new graphic designs, this 8-column structure has not
been maintained since each parameter and alarm message can be presented on
a dedicated position within the new graphic layout. Furthermore it was
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decided, not to present the containment in the new EPSO graphic (as in the
NUCON design, section 7.8) because the structure and layout of the graphic
give sufficient information on the separation between the nuclear,
conventional and electrical system. The presentation of a line around the
nuclear system (indicating the containment) or the application of colour
differences between the different systems does not clarify the graphic. The
structure of the graphic is very clear for experienced reactor operators (the
structure of many P&IDs is far more complex). Each operator knows exactly
which system is located inside the containment. The containment information
(consisting of five parameter on the current IPSO display monitors) will be
grouped in a dedicated parameter section.

The Presentation of the containment could however be useful if all
containment penetrations, including the containment isolation valves
(important mainly during primary leakage incidents) would be displayed The
completion of a containment isolation action (YZ 31-38), in response to
primary leakage, could hereby be presented. However these systems were not
on the list of required 'new IPSO contents' (see section 6.8) and therefore not
used in new IPSO graphics, see figure E-4.

Figure E-4 IPSO Graphic re-design
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E.6 Graphic Features

Three different line thicknesses have been applied in the IPSO graphic re-
design, emphasising the hierarchy which exists between the various systems.
Other features of the re-design are discussed below.

• Parameter boxes have been introduced to connect parameters to the
applicable systems or components: The single parameters presented on
numerous positions in the graphic are outlined, and the 'unit' of the
parameter is indicated by a character in front of the parameter (F, P, T,
inverse). Parameters in a graphic are perceived to be related to the nearest
component (Gestalt-wetten, section 7.4).

In figure E-5 the adjustments to the TA system, the turbine bypass system,
and the electrical system are presented:

• The symmetrical connection of the volume control system to the RCS is
introduced (in this example only half of the TA system is presented).

• The adjusted configuration of the turbine bypass lines emphasises the
function of the bypass system. Also, the seven valves that are presented
just in front of, in, and just after the turbine bypass, all have the same
'orientation' (horizontal when opened) in the new situation. This will
make it easier to determine the status of this section of the IPSO display.

• The modified electrical system has a symmetrical configuration which
gives a more balanced presentation of the system.

• The TE-VE system is highlighted, showing the connection with the TJ
system.

Figure E-6 shows the main adjustments in the configuration of the RHR and
ECC system (TJ) and in the connection to the primary system of this system:

• The two steam generators are re-located to the front of the primary loop,
thus eliminating the awkward connection of the TJ system to the primary
loops of the RCS.

• The TJ system takes suction from the RCS in front of the inlet of steam
generator, and the coolant is charged back into the RCS after the outlet of
the steam generator. This results in a simple shaped TJ loop; There are no
unnecessary bends in the configuration of the TJ system.
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Figure E-l IPSO graphic for mode 1-4

IY1

Figure E-2 IPSO graphic for mode 5 and 6
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Figure E-5 Connection of the well water system (VE-TE) to the RCS, the
electrical system on the right, and the turbine bypass

Figure E-6 Connection of the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Emergency
Core Cooling (ECC) system to the RCS
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E.7 Parameter Presentation

In the IPSO graphic re-design, components are presented by outlines only.
This presentation is conform the presentation of components in all PPS
graphics and all P&ID diagrams. Furthermore:

• The component shapes (e.g. steam generator, reactor vessel) are well
known to all PPS users. However the differences between connecting lines
(pipes) and components (e.g. the green outline of a steam generator) are
small.

• Differences in radii of bends in the lines have been applied to enhance the
difference between the lines (pipes) and component outlines. Large radii
are applied for bends in the lines, and small radii for component outlines.
Components hereby become box-shaped objects (e.g. see the condenser).

• The 'filling' of component outlines has been considered to further enlarge
the difference between the lines and component outlines. However it was
decided that this would reduce the effect of a 'filled symbol' (which
normally indicates that a system is available and running). Also, the filling
of components results in a more dotted IPSO graphic.

• A number of six colours is applied in the graphic, and more colour will
not enhance the readability. It is also recommended not to apply large
areas of any single strong colour (see section 7.3)

• Readability of parameters
In the PPS software (the presentation conventions), it is defined that
parameters will change colour when set-points are violated. A parameter is
presented in cyan when the parameter value is within its boundary limits.
System disturbances will result in yellow parameters, and alarm conditions
will result in red parameters. The readability of the parameter will therefore
be influenced: Cyan and yellow parameters on a black background are very
well readable. However the readability of a red parameter (with identical
luminance) is not so good. An improvement in readability could be achieved
by means of changing the colour of the parameter box, instead of the
parameter itself. Another option is to limit the colour change to the 'inverse
unit indication' in front of the parameter; instead of presenting the value in
yellow or red, only the F, P or T changes colour. However not applying the
PPS conventions requires substantial modifications to the PPS software.
Therefore the readability of red parameters must be optimised by means of
relative high luminance of the red parameter.

The use of small luminance differences in the background colour of the
various systems, 'outlining' the different systems has also been evaluated.
However the interspacing between the different sections in the graphic,
amplified by the structuring effect of the dark grey systems, gives sufficient
structure to the graphic. Additional outlines or the use of coloured zones that
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amplify the separation of the different systems is not required. In the
NUCON design for instance the containment was presented by a dotted
circle, outlining the primary system (see section 7.8).
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Appendix F
3-D IPSO Graphic Design

The main objectives and hypothesis concerning 3-D process presentation were
discussed in section 8.4. and are briefly discussed below:

• Creation of a highly detailed graphic that facilitates an accurate system
status indication.

• Precise allocation of process parameters (and alarm messages) to the
concerning components by means of the 3-D 'displays' that are integrated
in the process diagram, see figure F-2.

• Display of all major connections (lines) between the presented systems to
give a clear overview on the relations between the various systems.

Furthermore the 3-D graphic design offers flexibility in further development
of the graphic: The implementation of modifications is fairly easy (in
comparison to a 2-D graphic design) since the three 'dimensions' in the
diagram provide a larger range of options for adding a system to the existing
graphic configuration.

F.I 3-D Graphic Configuration

A clear structure, modest colour use, and no compromises in component
positioning and connecting lines, can result in a comprehensible, highly
detailed process diagram with a clear overview on the plant status. The aim
of this type of process diagram is to assist process monitoring and control
both during undisturbed power operation and severe process disturbances. The
3-D graphics (see figure F-l and F-2) present only limited sections of the
NPP. The function of these graphics however is to convey the concept of 3-D
process diagrams. The structure and system configuration of this concept
design is discussed below:

• The consistent symmetric system presentation presents very clearly the
lateral separation in various safety systems since the 'cross-links' between
the separated laterals are all situated in the plane of symmetry. This can
contribute to a fast and accurate assessment of options that remain to
restore safe plant conditions.

• The strict symmetric configuration is applied in every part of the graphic.
Therefore the view on a certain section of a component is partly blocked
by another component, the 'missing information' will be visible on the
mirrored side of the system on the fore front.
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F.2 Hypothesis

• The resemblance of the presented components with the real components of
the installation, and the more elaborate information that can be presented
concerning these components, is expected to lead to a higher level of
acceptance of the new display by the operators.

• The 3-D presentation of a complex process can result in a cognitive model
of the process which is easier to learn and remember than a 2-D graphic
that presents a comparable amount of information, since humans are
highly experienced in the perception and processing of three-dimensional
elements in every day life.

• During process disturbances, the elaborate presentation of the connecting
lines, the main valves and the main coolant storage tanks in the various
systems can contribute to a fast and accurate assessment of remaining
options for core cooling. The colouring of lines and valves can be used to
indicate the available 'coolant flow paths' from the various coolant sources
to the reactor core. The systems that have failed can be presented in dark
grey.

Figure F-l presents the RCS, including the reactor vessel and both steam
generators. The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Emergency Core Cooling
(ECC) system (TJ) is presented in light blue, as is the reactor sump.

Figure F-2 presents a detail of the TJ system. The 'displays' that are
integrated in the hardware present the temperatures before and after the TF
coolers in the TJ system.

F.3 Conclusion

All graphics that are applied at the Borssele NPP are 2-D graphics. Therefore
information that is presented in a 3-D format has to be 'translated' if used in
conjunction with all other 2-D displays and control devices. The application
of 3-D presentation techniques would require an integral change in control
room design, and in training of the operators.

The 3-D concept design has not been further developed, in favour of a
conventional, compatible Dataviews-based IPSO graphic design, as discussed
in chapter 8 and appendix E.
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Figure F-l 3-D grapliic design of the RCS

Figure F-2 Detail of tlae Emergency Core Cooling system (TJ)
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Final IPSO graphic design with the 'chess board oding'
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